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ABSTRACT
The first
that

purpose of this

postulated

a conceptual

coparental

conflict

(disagreements

cing spouses over chi Id-rearing

issues),

competition

their

children

behaviors)
quality

that

study was to test

in coparental

are three

conflicts),

interrelated

of the former spouse relationship
unique direct

rental

perceptions

emotional

on parents'

wel I-being

hypothesized

that

tion and, to a lesser
but is unrelated

degree,

positively

to coparental

conflict.

Data were collected
using self-administered
tified

version

1979; Pett,

children's

copa-

social-

separation.

It was

by coparental

competi-

cooperation,

completed by 193 parents

Children's

and productivity

1982).

of the three

by coparental

questionnaires

of the Personal

(supportive

a median of 6 months fol lowing separation

through court records.

anxiety/depression,

of their

negatively

of

The second purpose

effects

CCSEWB)fol lowing marital

CSEWBis affected

(triangulation

dimensions of the

(QFSR).

was to examine the relative,
variables

between divor-

and cooperation

but distinct

model

aggression,

dependency,

were measured with a revised

Adjustment and Role Ski I Is scale

The coparental

iden-

variables

<Ellsworth,

were measured with scales

developed from the work of Ahrens (1981) and Kurdek (1987).
The dimensionality

of the QFSR and the interrelatedness

dimensions were examined using factor

and chi-square

zero-order

of the coparental

correlations.

The effects

CSEWBwere examined using multivariate
sion analyses.

and stepwise

The length of separation,

and the respondent's

sex, education,
vi

of its

analyses

and

variables

multiple

regres-

the chi Id's sex and age,

and income were included

on

as

control

variables.

parents

(RP)

Separate

(_!: =

tively

dimensionality

coparental

not related

positively

sion,

and cooperation

and coparental

negatively

to cooperation

competition

positively

dependency, and anxiety/depression;

was related
coparental

positively
conflict

to children's
was a negative

however, was

group of parents.

to CSEWBfor the RP.

was related

However, for NRP,

to children's

and coparental

productivity.
relationship

nega-

and competition

conflict,

for either

Also,

were related

conflict

for NRP. Coparental

The QFSRwas not related
coparental

(NRP) <.!:= 68).

of the QFSRwas supported.

competition

for both subsamples,

were related

were conducted for residential

125) and nonresident i a I parents

The hypothesized
as expected,

analyses

aggrescooperation

The sole effect

of

with children's

anxiety/depression.
Interpretation

of the different

focused on the greater
potential
dren.

effects

saliency

anxiety/depression,
were held constant,

possibility

that

continuing

the form of disagreements,

that

of the QFSRfor NRP because of its

effects

were explained

interactions
reassure

between coparents,

theory provides an effacious

the QFSR, and Cb) coparental

and cooperation

should be conceptualized

and treated

for

differently

conflict,

are

study were
framework for
competition,

and measured separately

in intervention.
vii

of

even if in

both parents

drawn from this

conceptualizing

research

conflict

by focusing on the

the chi Id that

Important conclusions

Ca) family conflict

of coparental

chi 1-

which emerged only when the effects

competition

sti I I avai Iable.

found for RP and NRP

on NRP's involvement with and access to their

The unexpected beneficial

children's

results

in
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CHAPTER1
PROBLEM,BACKGROUND,
ANDTHEORY
The growing prevalence
profile

of divorce

has changed the demographic

of the American family significantly

Over one mi I I ion children

are involved

year,

that

and it is estimated

wi I I experience

the long-term

intact

nuclear

separation
1986).

(Spanier,

ened pub I ic and professional
of research

process

places

involves

of close relationships,
tion that
1983).

create

customary tasks

supports

a series

of stressful

coping tasks

wel I-being
that

emotional,

problems than children
Hetherington,

in a position

must be mastered

the conclusion

ence more social,

archetype"

for

have height-

and have prompted a proli-

literature

children

of growing up.

risk to children's

views the

presents

divorce

as a

of vulnerability.
changes,

disruption

and an extended period of family disorganiza-

several

These tasks

Because our society

parents

on the impact of divorce on children.

that

Divorce typically

or divorce of their

apprehension

each

born in the 1980's

1989), these trends

The prevai I ing body of scholarly
painful

proceedings

family as the "conceptual

optimal chi Id socialization

feration

in divorce

45% of the children

before age 18 (Norton & Glick,
traditional,

over the past 20 years.

for children
in addition

(Wal lerstein,
to the normal and

This added burden introduces

increased

CCWB). The convergence of evidence
children
cognitive,

from intact

of divorce,
academic,

as a group, experiand physical

health

homes (Demo & Acock, 1988; Emery,

& Di Lal la, 1984; Furstenberg

& Seltzer,

1986; Guidubaldi

& Cleminshaw, 1985; Guidubaldi & Perry,

Cox, &

1985; Hetherington,

Cox, 1982; Shinn, 1978; Zi 11, 1983).
Although children
short-term

reactions

of divorce are at risk

to divorce are highly variable,

tive consequences are not inevitable,
ble <Hetherington et al.,
findings

present

to this
research

gradually

The focus has shifted

causal factor
fami I ial,

(i.e.,

1987; Peterson,
that consistently
the quality

factors

wel I-being,

underlying
to "How and

to clusters

& Seltzer,

assumed to be the
of individual,

that mediate the effects

variance

of the relationship

psychosocial

experienced

variable

Leigh, & Day, 1984; Stolberg
explain

In response

CWB?"<Furstenberg

on CWB(see Clingempeel & Reppucci,

and qua I ity of the relationship
parents'

1986).

have changed their

from a single

family structure)

and environmental

tal disruption

and CWB(Demo &

& Seltzer,

does divorce alter

These

in an indisputable,

from "Is divorce harmful to children?"

under what conditions
1986).

& Kelly, 1980).

link between family structure

cha I lenge, scholars
question

outcomes are possi-

cha I lenge to the belief

Acock, 1988; Edwards, 1987; Furstenberg

the

long-term nega-

and positive

1982; Wallerstein

a serious

uniform, and direct

developmentally,

of mari-

1982; Kurdek, 1981,

& Bush, 1985).

Factors

in CWBfol lowing separation

between the former spouses,

include

the nature

between the chi Id and each parent,
the amount of environmental

by the chi Id, the level of social

the

change

support available

for

the chi Id, the chi Id's sex and age, the length of time since separation,

and the family's

socioeconomic status.

dies examining the relationships
provided

(References

between these factors

in Appendix A.)
2

for stu-

and CWBare

Although detrimental
during divorce,
focusing

changes in many of these

they are not uniformly

on variations

in patterns

and its potential

(Blechman, 1982; Buehler,

Peterson

& Cleminshaw, 1980).
Statement

emotional

wel I-being

lies with children
tions

By

the divorced

recognizes

both its

and

stability,

& Levy, 1985/86;

of the Problem
was limited

CQFSR)and its

to the quality

of the

impact on children's

(CSEWB). More specifically,

were included

are typical

by children.

Hogan, Robinson,

investigation

former spouse relationship

that

for adjustment,

strength

The focus of this

experienced

fol lowing separation,

family can be viewed from a perspective
vulnerability

factors

social-

only divorcing

and parents'

in the sample,

fami-

percep-

of the QFSR and CSEWBwere examined a median of 6 months fol-

lowing separation.
1.

To test

conflict,

a conceptual

competition,

for this

model which postulates

and cooperation

are three

study:
that

coparental

interrelated

but

dimensions of the QFSR; and

separate
2.

There were two objectives

To examine the relationships

the QFSR (independent
ding dependency,
(dependent

three

dimensions of

and four dimensions of CSEWBinclu-

variables)

aggression,

among these

anxiety/depression,

and productivity

variables).
Rationale

In 1978, the most frequently
divorced

parents

expressed

concern of one sample of

was a lack of information

about how former spouses

3

work out an effective
marriage

(Goldsmith,

parents
enting

coparental
1980).

with few standards
relationship

descriptive

1980).

professionals

and several

copar-

with inadequate

with their

Since 1978, scholars

their

in the area has left

to guide the development of their

effectively

literature

while terminating

A dearth of research

and has left

ledge to help parents
Goldsmith,

relationship

task

(Ahrens,

know-

1979;

have produced a modest body of

studies

investigating

the link

between the QFSR and CWB. Although the avai Iable knowledge provides
some helpful
children's

information

and supports

divorce adjustment,

there

the importance of the QFSR for
are many inconsistencies

in the

I iterature.
These inconsistencies
conceptualization
of particular
flict

(i.e.,

ents address
flict"

can be explained,

concern has been the lack of distinction
disagreements)

and conflict

these disagreements).

"acrimony,"

nyms in the literature.

behaviors

The conceptual

and "competition"
Nebulously

"harmony," "support,"
This overly

"civility,"

simplistic

makes important

distinctions

Most research

family systems theory

conceptualization

theoretical

has been atheoretical

& Cate, 1988).
4

definition

of "con-

"discord,"
as syno-

typically

has

as its opposite.

of the QFSR can be attri-

between conflict

(Ponzetti

how copar-

continuum with "consensus,"

or "cooperation"

buted in part to the lack of a unifying

(i.e.,

have been treated
conflict

An issue

between con-

"conflict,"

defined,

been viewed as one extreme of a bipolar

behaviors.

by inadequate

and measurement of the QFSR (Emery, 1982).

has been ambiguous, and as a result,

"hostility,"

in part,

framework that

and conflict-related
or based solely
To the author's

on

knowledge,

no other

study has clearly

QFSR using family conflict
dimensions
effects

theory,

are conceptually

empirically

distinct,

theories

divorce

provides

as a process

the differential

effects

date the desire
continuing

conceptual

of the dimensions

tools

of children.

complex process

of adaptation.

functions,

family

During this

to binuclearity

the family to undergo a
process,

spouses make the

and the family makes the transi<Ahrens, 1980a, 1980c).

form, the family

is composed of two households

paternal)

interdependently

joined

responsibi

I ities.

tionships

are not automatically

rules,
clear

1983).
roles,

Three underlying

is dissolved,

terminated

(Ahrens,

of resources

In its

(maternal

coparental

the family must redefine

and al location

form (Buehler,

rington

by continuing

Although the marriage

Rather,

while

the nurturance

binuclear

Buehler,

is to accommo-

the marriage

especially

This requires

from married to divorced,

from nuclearity

and to address

Framework

of one or both spouses to terminate

to fulfi I I its basic

to view

of the QFSR on the process.

cha I lenge facing the divorcing

and socialization

transition

of family systems and

family reorganization

Conceptual
The preminent

whether the

and examined the differential

the necessary

of dramatic

dimensions of the

tested

of the dimensions on CSEWB. A synthesis

conflict

tion

conceptualized

rights

and

family rela1980a, 1980c;

its relationships,

so as to fit

its new binu-

1983; Pais & White, 1979).
assumptions

of family conflict

theory

(see Far-

& Foss, 1977; Sprey, 1979) impI icate the normal, inevitable,

and ubiquitous

and

role of conflict

during this
5

change process.

First,

family members are assumed to be interdependent
measure of incongruency
values,

expectations,

theorists

agenda.

by structural

potential
daily

And third,

I iving.

process
tion.

The crucial

executive

relationship

(Ahrons, 1980c).

of the most difficult

Several

factors

(Sprey,

1979).

to the adaptation

in their

role as the

relationship
a viable

However, the coparental

areas of redefinition

1971; Pais & White, 1979).

their

and establish

the legi-

for family reorganiza-

parents

is to redefine

on the marriage

controversial

is conflict

is central

divorcing

tremendous

privileges,

provide the leadership

dyad of the family

they reach closure

status

of these
parents

resour-

over numerous issues of
resources,

family rules,

task facing

to scarce

combine to create

over scarce

between divorcing

because parents

and privi-

wi I I conform to their

members' access

conditions

timacy of norms, or combinations
Conflict

power, prestige,

and extended battles

goals,

Second, conflict

to be self-oriented;

eventually

in their

Disagreements

means, incompatible

attitudes,

fami I ies are assumed to be characterized

These three

for intense

some

at the expense of others;

to desire

circumstances

inequalities

ces and power.

and goals.

own interests

uni imited potential

lege and to hope that
personal

beliefs,

people have a propensity

to pursue their

and possess

perceptions,

needs, opinions,

assume that

are inclined

in their

and to experience

to negotiate
contribute

so that

coparental

domain is one
(Bohannan,
to this

diffi-

culty.
First,

marital

the coparental
parental

conflicts

relationship

relationships

typically
(Ahrons,

spi I I over into and contaminate
1980c).

Although the spousal

commonly are enmeshed in the nuclear
6

family

and

(Minuchin,

1974), stable

marriages

the degree of disappointment,
and discord

1986; Spanier

spouses

that

failures

to resolve

failures

increase

and, therefore,

conflict

the coparental

alternative

stubbornly

to their

loser gets nothing"
and desperate

adversarial

marital

are central

issues.

a divorce
(e.g.,

custody,

own positions.

as central

by

When

is a lack of

become rigid

A perception

and cling

of "winner takes

<Deutsch, 1973, p. 372) often
This contest

of marital

and visitation>

1978; Weiss, 1975).

often

1973).

settlement

division

are perceived

parents

to

These past

(Deutsch,

to both and there

solutions,

contest.

& Cate,

by repeated

failures

chi Id support,

(Bohannan, 1971; Coogler,
issues

ambivalence,

Also, the decision

in negotiating

and typically

by

found in relationships

relationship

maintenance,

identified

once contact

over salient

involved

interdependent

interdependent

mistrust,

1980a, 1980c; Ponzetti

the I ikel ihood of future

spousal

both parents

bitter

affect,

spouses are I inked historically

Second, the issues

are highly

(Ahrens,

are not characterized

& Thompson, 1984; Weiss, 1975).

indicates

property,

negative

over the fate of the marriage

between divorcing

divorce

usually

precipitates

typically

al I,

a

is intensified

is made with the legal system and its predominantly
approach to divorce

(Hetherington

& Camara, 1984; Spanier

& Thompson, 1984).
Finally,
tionship
legitimate
result,

divorce

the power structure

of the spousal

rela-

because the wife and husband positions

are terminated

and the

authority

alters

vested to these

the number of issues

increases,

conflicts

often

that

positions

must be settled

become contests
7

is cha I lenged.

As a

through negotiation

to maximize personal

resources,

and conflict

interpersonal
1979).

management becomes more dependent upon the

ski I Is of the former spouses (Scanzoni,

This is particularly

cated that

problematic

because research

divorced couples have fewer conflict

married ones (Scanzoni,
In addition

skewed division

inherent

factors

conditions,

of perceived

attorneys

there are several

responsibility
to divorce;

or lovers),

These include a

for the failed
psychological

pathology of one or both former spouses;
(e.g.,

management ski I Is than

that vary among divorces.

nonmutual ity in the decision

parties

has indi-

1968).

to these

conflict-escalating

1979; Sprey,

marriage;

instability

or

and the presence of third

interested

audiences

(e.g.,

extended family members), and role models that encourage destructive
cont I ict behaviors

Tuckman, Watson, & Deutsch, 1980;

(Kresse I, Jaffe,

& Cate, 1988; Spanier & Thompson, 1984; Wallerstein

Ponzetti

& Kelly,

1980).
Given these conditions,

effective

monumental cha I lenge for divorcing
coparents

face a paradox:

effectively
peated,

During their
fate

and privilege"

(Sprey,

becomes one of how coparents

as an alliance

if not perpetual,

becomes a

struggle,

in order better

to compete with lone another)

vidual autonomy, authority,
question

parents.

"to share !their)

survive and, simultaneously,

central

management of conflict

to

for indi-

1979, p. 156).

can continue to function

of commonpurpose in the presence of reconflict

over discordant

individual

interests

CSprey, 1969).
The key to answering this
theorists

The

question

is that although conflict

assume that humans tend to be self-centered,
8

they are not

assumed to be purely hedonistic

or exploitive

they are viewed as having the capacity
within the context
designs"

of their

(Horowitz,

Cooperation

orientation

structure

perception

justice,

strategies

and cooperate

yet interrelated

respect,

to requests

CSprey, 1979).

mean losses

and reciprocity.
discussion,

behaviors
Typical

reasoning,

mutual support,

Thus, the coparental

children.

children's

wel I-being

v i dua I interests

(i.e.,

boundaries
containment
cohesion,
tive,

of their

aim) over their

own indi-

Cor at Ieast the equa I i ty of the two) ( Sprey,
perspective,

be able to compartmentalize

and interactions

in the joint
implies that

the priority

the collective

In order to achieve this
first

In sum, cooperation
recognizes

regarding

feelings,

the marriage

al lows the coparental

unit.

(Ahrens,

relationship

Thus, parents

ship based on a mutual appreciation
of each to maintain

attachment

beliefs,

and its termination

and freedom from "contamination"

child-centered

conflicts,
within the

1980a, 1980c).

This

the degree of autonomy,

needed to become an effeccan redefine

for the right

their

relation-

and responsibility

bonds and involvement with the
9

1979) •

however, former spouses must

their

of the spousal relationship

and

relationship

venture of rearing

that

on

based

conflict-related

bonds former spouses as partners

share a perspective

This

al lows for an "us-versus-the-problem"

for help.

their

so that

That is, gains

becomes an al I iance that

parents

needs and

for the other.

and to problem-solving

include rational

response

Rather,

spouses to manage conflicts

do not necessarily

to conflicts

fairness,

to collaborate

"contradictory

al lows divorcing

win-win/lose-lose

1979).

1967, p. 268).

they have a "non-zero-sum"
for one parent

(Sprey,

children.

When the rules

for how each parent

to the children

are clarified,

stabi I ize their

relationship

Divorcing parents
of cooperation

children

wi I I continue to relate

more easily

with each parent

face the sizeable

can redefine

(Ahrens, 1980c).

cha I lenge of structuring

without adequate normative standards

1980; Spanier & Thompson, 1984).

couples adopt stereotypic

stereotype

views of the divorcing

expectations

talizing

their

a result,

1987) described

view former spouses as incapable

anger and developing a chi Id-centered

one parent--typical

system, creating

ly the father--is

a single-parent

only when the nonresidential
performs parenting
to maintain
Hi I I, 1969).

parenting

Typically,

1979; Grief,

& Kelly,
"close
tered

ranks,"

relationship.

As

is appropriate

"Closing ranks" when the parent desires
role

is dysfunctional

1979), the residential

(Hetherington

If the nonresidential
a prolonged or endless

parent

(Boss, 1977;

parent

becomes depressed

parent

becomes overburet al.,

et al.,
resists

1982), and

1982; Wallerstein
these efforts

period of competition

to

and embit-

chaos may ensue.
As defined by conflict

tive

of compartmen-

This strategy

the nonresidential

become distressed

1980).

Traditional

squeezed out of the

dened (Brandwein, Brown, & Fox, 1974; Hetherington
the children

this

parent remains absent and no longer

functions.

an active

family.

many

family as their

and the impact of its adoption on the family.

cultural

(Gersick,

1979; Gold-

In the absence of these,

Ahrens (1980a, 1980c; Ahrens & Rodgers,

guide.

modes

and role models

(Ahrens, 1980a, 1980c; Ahrens & Rodgers, 1987; Goetting,
smith,

and

interdependence

theorists,

between coparents
10

competition
such that

Is a state

of nega-

gains for one mean

losses

for others

conflicts

(Sprey,

are perceived

defeat.

1979).

With this

as ending in either

The goal becomes destruction

least,

of his/her

"zero-sum" structure,

power.

personal

of the other

parent

typically

use denigration,

onage, aggression,
scenario,

deception,

and/or violence

in the number of issues

of family relationships.

Several

have contributed

tive

and competitive

confl let processes

Scanzoni,

diate

includes

of coopera-

here and summarized

1972; Deutsch,

into these two extremes,
that

reflect

a ratio

1973; Epstein

"dissolved

duos," "fiery
and "best

foes,"

friends"

Ahrens and Rodgers,

1987).

and stress

to the exclusion

theories

1974;

of some former

most fal I into interme-

of competitive

has developed a typology

col leagues,"

tualize

in the confl let,

Although the behavior

Ahrens, the leading pioneer

relationships,

tive

neatly

categories

behaviors.

of conflict,

1975; Fi I ley, 1975; Santa Barbara & Epstein,

1979; Sprey, 1979).

spouses fit

and escalation

discussed

espi-

In this

to the delineation

in Table 1 (Bach & Wyden, 1968; Bateson,

& Santa Barbara,

coercion,

tactics.

and participants

and deterioration

scholars

or, at

in war," the

threats,

as conflict

outcomes include the expansion

an increase

or

Because the usual norms of conduct and

mora I i ty are exempted under the motto "a I I is fair
parents

victory

and cooperative

in the area of former spouse
of coparenting

styles

"angry associates,"

that
"coopera-

(1979, 1980b, 1980c, 1981, 1983;

Although Ahrens has used faml ly systems

her work, an underlying

of conflict

presence

ples of the competition-versus-cooperation

11

theory to concep-

of the concepts

and princi-

paradigm is evident.

Table 1. Characteristics of Conflict Processes

N

Competition

Cooperation

Perception of other

Enemy
Untrustworthy
Illegitimate interests
Sensitivity to differences
Misperceptions and bias
(e.g., evil, incompetent)

Ally
Trustworthy
Legitimate interests
Sensitivity to similarities
Realistic appraisal and
identification with other

Feelings toward other

Negative (anger, resentment,
hostility, bitterness, hatred)

Respect

Perception of encounter

Zero-sum
Win-lose

Non-zero-sum
Win-win/lose-lose

Orientation to conflict

I-versus-you
Self-oriented
Ownpoint-of-view
Personalized

Us-versus-the-problem
Relationship-oriented
Mutual needs point-of-view
Depersonalized

Perception of outcomes

Personal victory or defeat

Joint victory or defeat

Conflict goals

Personal victory
Defeat the enemy
Render enemypowerless and increase ownpower and resources

Joint victory
Defeat the problem
Enhancemutual power and resources of
alliance

Focus

Past
Short-term
Solution

Present and future
Long-term
Goals, values, and motives behind solution

Negotiation position

Rigid
Demands

Flexible
Requests

Standards for behavior

"All ts fair tn war"
Usual norms of conduct and
morality exempted
Exploitation

Fairness and justice
Clear, consistent, and unbiased set of
shared procedural rules
Reciprocity and mutuality

Table 1.

(Cont.)

Conflict behaviors

Competition

Cooperation

Bargaining
Threats and promises
Quarrels and verbal abuse
Aggression and violence
Degrade and denigrate enemy
Refuse requests for help
Capitalize on enemy's needs
and weaknesses
Disorderly, chaotic sequence
Undifferentiated from other
processes

Problem-solving
Persuasion
Reasoning and calm discussion
Assertion
Support ally
Honor requests for help
Utilize special talents of both allies
Orderly, planned sequence
Differentiated from other processes

Connunication

Impoverished
Misleading and unreliable
Irrelevant information
Cleverness, deception, and
espionage

Rich
Open and honest
Relevant information
Direct and straight-forward gathering of
information

Power

Based on position and resources
Coercion
Used to promote self interests
Used outside knowledge and will
of enemy

Based on talent, skills, and expertise
Voluntary compliance
Used to promote alliance's goals
Used with knowledgeand consent of ally

Outcomes/consequences

Conflict expands and escalates
Increased number of issues,
motives, and parties
Process becomes independent of
initial causes
Solutions imposed, refused, or
open to repeated negotiations
Divisive
Injustice
Destructive to well-being
Deterioration of system

Conflict limited and encapsulated
Controlled number of issues, motives, and
parties
Process remains focused on initial causes

V,

Solutions mutually acceptable, avoid
duplication of effort
Integrative
Justice, fairness, equity
Constructive to well-being
Improvementof system

In sum, from a conflict
to precipitate

theory perspective,

the necessary

restructuring

but it should be equated with neither
Conti ict

is viewed as a neutral
Although conflicts

binuclear

fami I ies, they also create

critical

factor

to face conflict
conflict
crises
structure

enables

theory,
behavior

binuclear

the successful

effects

The

the ability

are able to
(Sprey,

negotiation
transition

Therefore,

it should be the nature and quality

and

so that

when coparents

and to avoid competition

unit.

good

Conflict-induced

the family to emerge from the divorce

that

unknown).

of harmony, but rather

reorganization.

and painful,

and wel I-functioning

neither

for adaptation

author

can be forestalled

modes of cooperation

Although difficult

nor instability.

and manage it constructively

can lead to purposive

family,

dismember, or destroy

opportunity

of Human Conflict,

rationally

and dysfunction

disorganization

can and do disrupt,

is not the presence

is required

of the divorcing

phenomenon--inherently

nor bad.

growth (The Significance

conflict

according

of coparents'

CSEWBand not the level of conflict

1979).

of change
as a stable
to conflict
conflict
itself.

Nominal DeflniTions
The Quality of the Former Spouse Relationship
(Independent

Variables)

The former spouse relationship
indicate

the continued

connection

The scope and Interdependency

CFSR) is an umbrella term used to
between persons

of this

by the absence or presence of children.
14

connection

who are divorced.
is determined

largely

In cases where the former

spouses also are parents,

their

relationship

nents:

coparental

aspects

of the FSR based on mutual chi Id-rearing

tions,

and nonparental.

consists

and the nonparental

tions

(Ahrens,

relationship

The coparental
sional

construct

resources,

rights,

frequency,

channels,

tines,

and content

ent's.

that

roles,

include the

activities,

rou-

involvement,

how divorcing

and power

spouses divide and

the gual ity reflects

"how they get

dimensions of the QFSR:

and cooperation.

ls disagreement
matters.

choose to confront

or argument between former

The conflict

one another

(rather

process

is entered

than avoid con-

differences.

competition

further

re-

interaction,

Its dimensions

authority,

reflects

conflict

Coparental
viors

of the relationship

decision-making.

competition,

over their

struc-

of communication between coparents;

and the relative

conflict,

is a set of oppositional

and hostile

beha-

one's own goals at the expense of the other par-

These behaviors

of

as a multidimen-

for chi Id-related

and responsibilities.

spouses over chi Id-related

frontation)

func-

into two categories:

structure

and responsibilities,

Coparental

when parents

based on any other

This study examined aspects

CQFSR). This study examined three

coparental

func-

is conceptualized

ground rules

Whereas the structure
share rights

those

only.

relationship

of each in chi Id-related

includes

and parenting

involvement of each in chi Id-rearing

and chores;

along"

1980).

The established

the specific

the relative

aspects

with dimensions divided

ture and quality.
flects

includes

1981; Goldsmith,

the coparental

The coparental

of two compo-

can be either
15

direct

and overt

(i.e.,

verbal

aggression

and physical

tion of the children
indirect

tactics

violence)

in parental

continued

tools

cooperation

relationship

These behaviors

and covert.

Triangula-

is the primary dynamic of
of the former spouse,

for the other parent,

(i.e.,

spies,

al lies,

is a set of behaviors

and using

and/or hostages).

that

facilitate

a

between one's former spouse and the children.

include encouraging

and the other parent,
parenting

affections

as conflict

Coparental

conflict

which include denigration

undermining the children's
the children

or indirect

involvement between the children

providing emotional support

endeavors,

and acting as a resource

responding to requests

for the other's

for one's coparent by

for help and flexibi I ity.

Children's

Social-Emotional

WeiI-Being

(Dependent Variables)
Children's
children

wel I-being is a construct

be happy, healthy,

cient

individuals.

ties,

qualities,

and means for meeting the necessities
relationships

broad, multidimensional

cognitive,

The scope of this
QFSRon children's
Children's
ability

and productive

construct

that usually

general areas of functioning.

emotional,

growing, sociable,

and profi-

It impI ies that they possess the requisite

engaging in social

several

prosperous,

that embraces the ideal that

Intellectual,

of children

activities.

These areas

include social,
well-being.

the impact of the

wel I-being.

wel I-being

to engage successfully
16

It is a

is broken down into

study was limited to Investigating

social-emotional

of life and for

academic, and physical

social-emotional

abi Ii-

CCSEWB)is defined as the
and appropriately

in

interpersonal
tive

relationships

and in work or play activities

freedom from noxious social

It is a multidimensional
the concurrent
parents'

behaviors

construct

perceptions

of four specific

Dependency is an antisocial,
reluctance

and burdensome emotions.

that typically

measurement of several

is assessed

variables.

This study examined

concept that reflects

measures of autonomy and self-

direction.

Children with high levels of dependency wi I I rely

extensively

on others

ship,

for support,

assistance,

egocentric,

is an antisocial,

emotionally

viors directed

defiance,

toward property

hosti I ity,

externalized

demanding, bel igerent,

with high levels of aggression

or persons

disability

worried concern,

Productivity
directedness.
attention

and apprehension

1978a).

internalized

by behaviors

behaChildren

(Jacobson,

span, task persistence,

17

Children
dejec-

1978a).

concept reflecting

Children with high levels of productivity

It

manifesting

are marked by sadness,

externalized

without giving

concept.

over impending i I Is.

and extreme uneasiness

is a prosocial,

ness to get results

involves

and destructive

(Jacobson,

characterized

with high levels of anxiety/depression
self-deprecation,

concept that

engage in acts of overt antagonism,

is an antisocial,

is a socio-emotional

cient

leader-

and unfriendliness.

Anxiety/depression

tion,

encouragement,

and control.
Aggression

fear,

through

dimensions.

externalized

to proceed with appropriate

with rela-

task

show suffi-

and completion conscientious-

in to frustrations

and distractions.

a

Overview

In this
tion

chapter,

the problem addressed

has been presented

Chapter 2, the research
In Part

In Part 2, the

framework upon which it was based.

related

1, the effects

CSEWBand problematic

investiga-

along with the background from which it was

developed and the conceptual

parts.

by the current

research

literature

that

to the problem is reviewed
of divorce
issues

on various

within

describes

In

in three

dimensions of

the area are discussed.

the QFSR is reviewed.

In

Part 3, the impact of the QFSR on CSEWBis examined.
In Chapter 3, the sampling,
cal model, hypotheses,
methods and results
final

chapter

and the implications

and measures are presented.

are presented

presents

data collection

and discussed

a summary and interpretation
and conclusions
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formulated

procedures,

theoreti-

The data analysis
in Chapter 4.

The

of the findings
from the study.

CHAPTER2
REVIEWOF THE LITERATURE
Children's

Social-Emotional

Fol lowing Separation
Several
tiques

scholars

have provided

of the research

addressing

& Rickard,

WeiI-Being
CCSEWB)

comprehensive

reviews and/or cri-

the impact of divorce

on children

1982; Blechman, 1982; Cashion,

1984;

Demo & Acock, 1988; Edwards, 1987; Emery, 1982; Emery et al.,

1984;

<Atkeson, Forehand,

& Camara, 1984; Kanoy & Cunningham, 1984; Kurdek, 1987,

Hetherington

1979; Lowery & Settle,

Levitin,

1985).

is to summarize the major conclusions
that

they have identified

within the context

so that

The purpose of this
and methodological

the current

of a broad field

is facilitated

categories.

Empirical

internalized

behavior

is placed

phenomenon; and collectively,

Currier,

has indicated

and antisocial

characteristics

for the fol lowing discussion.

turned

divorce

& Wei Is, 1987) are discreet

dimensions are symptoms of psychological
socialization

that

Review of

dimensions

externalized

into
and

problems (Achenbach, 1985; Achenbach & Edel-

of CSEWB. These two bipolar
categories

by grouping the various

evidence

1983) and prosocial

Camplair,

investigation

have used many measures of numerous dimensions.

the literature

brock,

limitations

of study.

CSEWBis a complex, multidimensional
researchers

discussion

outcomes (Stolberg,

broad-band

were used to create

four

Antisocial-externalized
distress

and/or

outward in the form of undercontrol
19

dimensions

disturbed
led socially

CAE)

undesireable
category

or deviant

includes

behaviors.

The antisocial-internalized

burdensome emotions and symptoms of stress

inward in the form of overcontrol

led behavior and neurotic

The prosocial-external

ized (PE) category

of social

and the prosocial-internalized

competence,

psychological
tence.

and cognitive

traits

that

includes

and, within the antisocial

turned
problems.

behavioral

aspects

CPI> includes

contribute

to social

on antisocial

There has been far more research

prosocial

CAI)

compe-

dimensions than

more on externalized

categories,

(Demo & Acock, 1988; Emery, 1982; Emery et

symptoms than internalized
1984 >.

aI•,

Effects
Children of divorce
health
referred
KaIter,

treatment

Kelly,

and irritability

from divorced

verbal

dency, hyperactivity,
8 for the references
groups on specific

and intact

or physical

impulsivity,
to studies

in chi I dren 's noncompI i ance,

et al.,

has been described

predelinquent

and distractibi
that

levels

conduct disorders,
noncompliance,
lity.

depen-

(See Appendix

have compared intact

samples and controls
20

samples

homes have found higher

aggression,

&

1982; Wal lerstein

dimensions of CSEWB.) These differences

when large national

1984;

Also, comparisons of nonclinical

group on delinquency,

sexual precocity,

evident

An increase

mental

between two and four and are

problems (Emery et al.,

(Hetherington

1980; Weiss, 1975).

for the divorce

in the outpatient

fol lowing separation

in the literature

of children

by a factor

for AE behavior

1977; Z i I I, 1983).

aggression,
vividly

are overrepresented

population

most often

of Divorce on Children

for social

and divorced
are sti I I
class

have

been used (Demo & Acock, 1988).
have indicated
social

that

children

Similar

comparisons

of divorce

ski I Is, peer relations,

for PE dimensions

also exhibit

and productivity

deficits

in

(see Appendix 8 for

references).
Because of relatively
empirical

research

concluded that

tions

children

problems,

observing

1984).

Al symptoms in their

1974; Rosenthal,

1980; Westman, 1972).

moderate to severe depression
cases,

parents

interviews.
have reported
intact

rarely

divorce

levels

homes on anxiety,

1982).

levels

was involved

sadness,

of withdrawal

Therefore,

than that

it is not clear

adults.

It appears that
but that

Scholars

popula-

1970; Wal lerstein
although

in 34% of his divorce
symptoms during

of divorce

insecurity,

Additionally,

than AE or merely more difficult

clinicians

1974, 1976; McDermott,

who have used nonclinical

for children

have

with over-

treatment

1979; Sugar,

mentioned depressive

Appendix B for references).
higher

some scholars

McDermott (1970) found that

Also, some scholars
higher

and equivocal

However, several

(Anthony, 1974; Derdeyn, 1977; Gardner,

&Kelly,

referrals

are uni ikely to respond to divorce

(Emery et al.,

1968, 1970; Morrison,

lent,

treatment

for Al divorce-related

control led behavior
have reported

infrequent

intake
samples

than children

and withdrawal

from

(see

youth have self-reported

reported

by their

parents

(Pett,

whether Al symptoms are less common
to detect

and/or

AE symptoms and PE deficits

less noxious for
are more preva-

Al problems are underestimated.
historically

outcome of divorce

have viewed maladjustment

for children

about 14% of the children

as the only likely

(Demo & Acock, 1988).

of divorce
21

are perceived

However, only

by parents

as

needing professional

help, whereas the remaining

without

(Emery et al.,

intervention

lars have recognized
divorce

& Bush, 1985).

(Stolberg

1984; Zi I I, 1983).

the possibility

and have begun assessing

86% appear to cope

both negative

ft appears that

and positive

some children

both anti-

and prosocial

effects

ot divorce

can be mixed (Emery, 1982; Stolberg

et al.,

When enhanced functioning
the Pl dimensions.
dren ot divorce

responses,

have had higher

achievement

scores

findings

on self-concept

reported

lower levels

scholars

have reported

tor children
no differences

independence,

less rigid

been viewed as a strength
1988; Kurdek & Siesky,

Although children

Collectively,

and reponsibi

problems,

chi 1-

and ego-

gender-role

rather

and col leagues have

but several

other

and intact

also have reported

typically

performed by mar-

& Kelly,

orientation

"androgeny"

The

I ity in youth tol lowing

(Demo & Acock, 1988; Wal lerstein

homes has been labeled

emotional

Parish

Scholars

as they accept some ot the tasks

divorced

has been in

tami lies,

between divorced

divorce

Also, the

it typically

of divorce,

maturity,

1975).

& Anker, 1983;

locus ot control

have been mixed.

greater

parents

the

(see Appendix B tor references).

groups (see Appendix B tor references).

ried

concurrently
that

trom intact

internal

dimensions

1980).

has been found,

Compared to children

identity

indicating

& Kelly,

1987; Wal lerstein

scho-

ot enhanced CSEWBtol lowing

display

Stolberg

Recently

1980; Weiss,

ot children

by some scholars

than maladjustment

from

and has

<Demo& Acock,

1980; Weiss, 1975).

of divorce
there

clearly

are at risk

for social

in their

responses.

is wide variation

the body ot literature
22

indicates

that

the children

and

who

suffer

the most and longest appear to be boys (especially

mother-custody
separated,
ity,

homes), young at the time of separation,

and those who experience

ineffective

parents,

tines,

parenting,

loss of their

high levels

family's

studies

that

divorce

adjustment

tors

continuing

psychologically

relationship

of disruption

an impoverished

in their

in their

social

but replete

serious

factors

for why several
variables

setbacks
of

on children's
of these

in studies

fac-

of the impact

Issues

on the effects

several

involves

has been either

restricted,

and the measures often
of adequate

shortcomings

conclusions

and have

knowledge base.

the measurement of CSEWB. Concep-

typically

1982; Emery et al.,

and inconsistencies.

to draw definitive

tualization

evidence

on CSEWBis

common methodological

the growth of a sound, coherent
limitation

of divorce

with contradictions

have identified

The first

Scholars

of these

and a justification

have made it difficult

limited

and/or

and rou-

on CWB.>

voluminous,

retarded

environments

parent,

(See Appendix A for a list

have examined the effects

The body of I iterature

that

hosti 1-

burdened or disturbed

network,

economic situation.

Research

Scholars

interparental

predivorce

support

in

recently

with the nonresidential

should be included as control

of divorce

those

too global

or too content-

have been highly

reliability

subjective

and validity

with

(Atkeson et al.,

1984; Kanoy & Cunningham, 1984; Kurdek, 1987).

have stressed

the importance of conceptualizing

tional izing CSEWBas a multidimensional
23

construct

and opera-

with both antisocial

and prosocial

and both externalized

and internalized

1988; Demo & Acock, 1988; Walsh & Stolberg,

ler,

use of standardized
cation

multidimensional

and integration

the source of information.

between the perceptions

Berg, 1983; Kurdek, Blisk,

Kelly,

sources

and within

different

between raters'
example,

more negative
Riemer, Kalter,
children

effects

parents

children

From this

perspechighly

circumstances

by predisposed

and clinicians

believe

than divorced

& Alpern, 1985).

Also, teachers

as less well-adjusted

may minimize their

but may be an

However, some of the differences

that

parents

biases.

divorce has
(Plunkett,
rate

from intact

& Tracy, 1978).

In addi-

symptoms in order to maintain
24

For

stereotypically

than children

homes (Guttmann & Brondo, 1988/89; Santrock
tion,

from different

divorce adjustment

with the chi Id under different

relationships.

have sug-

should not correlate

on children

of divorce

derived

1979; Kurdek, 1987).
sources

&

1989; Wal lerstein

nature of children's

scores might be explained

nondivorced

teachers,

1972; Shybunko,

However, scholars

between scores

from different
interact

children,

a sign of measurement bias,

of the situational

because raters

to divorce

have noted discrepancies

1981; Santrock,

1989).

the low correlation

the scores

are adjusting

& Wal lerstein,

Kline,

(Achenbach, 1985; Ellsworth,
tive,

has been

Scholars

& Siesky,

Johnston,

is not necessarily

indication

on CSEWBpost-divorce

1979; Hammond, 1979; Kurdek, 1987; Kurdek &

1980; Webster-Stratton,

gested that

the repli-

of CSEWBheld by parents,

(Fulton,

1988/89; Tschann,

The wider

measures would foster

How children

depends on who is asked.

and/or clinicians

1988/89).

(Bueh-

of findings.

A second concern in the research

apparently

dimensions

a

sense of mastery and control

during the divorce

1987).

may exist

Although differences

reasons,

Pett

(1982) found that

parents'

ratings

were statistically

inventory

among informants

adolescents'

on the Personal

process

on only two (i.e.,

of the six dimensions of CSEWBmeasured.

less of whether

interrater

multiple
1982).

sources

assessing
tion

consistency
ratings,

children's

scholars

Kurdek has suggested
behavior

aggression
But regard-

has been demonstrated

or of

have recommended using

for the measurement of CSEWB(Kurdek,

Additionally,

and their

Adjustment and Roles Ski I Is (PARSII)

different

for discrepant

for these

self-ratings

and withdrawal)

explanations

(Kurdek,

1987; Emery,

a second-person

and self-report

for

design for

intrapersonal

cogni-

and affect.
A third

reliance

shortcoming

of the extant

on unrepresentative

al izabi I ity.

Clinical

severe or persistent
experience

research

and smal I samples that

samples tap only those
problems and reveal

of non-referred

has been an over-

I ittle

children

lies
1983).

representative
logical

factors

psychological
Acock, 1988).

middle-class,

samples,

surveys,

although

typically

so important

Although accurate

the area of divorce

to divorce

representative

is problematic
25

and difficult

and more

demographic and socio-

and have ignored or poorly operationalized
variables

fami-

1979; White & Mika,

they use larger

have stressed

Leon,

are smal I, selfmother-custody

1982; Kurdek, 1987; Levitin,

However, national

with the most

(Demo & Acock, 1988; Isaacs,

children

and biased toward white,

(Atkeson et al.,

gener-

about the typical

&Donohue, 1986), and convenience samples typically
selected,

has limited

research

the social<Demo&

and random sampling in
to attain,

scholars

have pointed
reduce the
Raschke,

to the efficacy
I imitations

encountered

specific

the predominant

designs

children's

research

cohort

are needed to provide
to divorce;

and conflict

common limitation
correlations

cal I for more sophisticated
regression

analysis

number of variables
ables

and to differentiate
of divorce

separation

(Emery, 1982; Kitson

analysis

independent,

socioeconomic

status

including

of variance)

1981 ).

26

Critics

(such as multiple

and relative

causal

that can
impact of a

extraneous

Finally,

vari-

the inade-

the chi Id's age and sex, the

(SES), and the

have hampered our knowledge.

tests

I inear regression.

techniques

<Blechman, 1982; Kitson & Raschke,

family's

short-term

1980; White & Mika, 1983).

and simple

statistical

variables

with longitu-

between separation,

while control ling for important

quate use of control

do not

is the use of weak statistical

and multivariate

examine the simultaneous,

that

on the course of

to distinguish

responses;

has been

changes in

investigations

& Raschke, 1981; Price-Bonham & Balswick,

such as zero-order

designs

information

from long-term consequences

A fifth

I iterature

of time- and process-related

Prospective

responses

life-change,

in the divorce

use of cross-sectional

adjustment.

responses

sampling (Kitson &

in convenience

shortcoming

al low for examinination

dinal

to

1981; White & Mika, 1983).

The fourth

divorce

of drawing samples from court records

length of time since

Summary
In sum, children

of divorce are at risk

lems, but long-term deleterious
dren's
cally

initial

reactions

effects

for social-emotional

are not inevitable.

are highly variable,

negative

are temporary and of modest intensity,

social

and prosocial

responses

fami I ial,

and environmental

severity,

and persistence

decrease

or eliminate

variance

reactions

the significance

tance of conceptualizing

CSEWBas a multidimensional

identified

on the effects

several

growth of a coherent

scholars

in the type,

have stressed

of mediating

methodological

shortcomings

the impor-

construct

factors.
that

and of

They also have
have limited the

knowledge base.

Although not al I of these commonmethodological
overcome in the current
contribution

individual,

of family type for predicting

findings,

research

typi-

to divorce and

CSEWB. In view of these

focusing

effects

Important

explain

of children's

Chi 1-

and a mixture of anti-

is possible.

factors

prob-

investigation,

the author

by examining the effects

I imitations

were

has sought to make a

of an important

mediating

vari-

able on several

dimensions of CSEWB. This study was part of a longi-

tudinal

in which prospective

project

standardized

data were collected

measure of the dependent variables

sample drawn from court records.
used to determine

Multiple

the independent effects

and a relatively

regression
of three

status.

age and sex, and the responding
The analyses

reported

parent's

analyses

large
were

dimensions of the

QFSR while control ling for SES, length of time since
chi Id's

using a

separation,

the

sex and residential

here were conducted on data collected

27

during the initial
separation.

phase of the project

Therefore,

the divorce

this

transition

focus of this

at a median of 6 months post-

study examined CSEWBduring the period of

when children

review now shifts

are the most vulnerable.

to the descriptive

The

I iterature

on the

QFSR.
Quality

of Former Spouse Relationships

The bulk of the avai Iable descriptive
come from semi- and unstructured
1981, 1983; Ahrens & Rodgers,
1979; Goldsmith,
1980; Luepnitz,

& Thompson, 1984; Wal lerstein

1979, 1980b,

et al.,

& Kelly,

analysis

1982; Kresse!

et al.,

1988/89; Oppawsky, 1988/89; Spanier
1980; Weiss,

of court

1971; Luepnitz,

1986), single-item

Kurdek & Bl isk,

1983), multiple-item

records

reports

Wolchik, & Braver,

It should be noted that

of specific

(Cline & Westman,

(Ahrens,

1979, 1980b,

divorce-related

in press).
generalizing

from descriptive

findings

caution

tative.

Some samples have been skewed towards high quality

because most of the samples were not very represen-

ships because parents

with terminated

tionships

absent or underrepresented.

were either

ples have overrepresented
et al.,

& Cate,
events

requires

(Kresse!

Other

<Isaacs & Leon, 1988;

evaluations
scales

1975).

1980; Isaacs & Leon, 1988; Ponzetti

1981, 1983; Goldsmith,

(Sandler,

(Ahrens,

on the QFSR has

1987; Bloom & Hodges, 1981; Fulton,

1986; Neugebauer,

1986), and children's

information

interviews

1980; Hetherington

methods have included

(QFSR)

or extremely

couples participating

1980) or have been restricted
28

relation-

acrimonious

rela-

For example, samin divorce
to joint

mediation

custody

fami I ies (Ahrens,
both parents

1979, 1980b) or maternal

agreed to participate,

regular

contact

1980).

Conversely,

and Fulton's

ples were restricted

to Caucasians

The review precedes

(1980) intervention
contested

Coparental
High levels

of disagreement

during the first
the majority

children's

1988; Kresse I et al.,

and attitudes,

finances,
divorce

parenting

chi Id support,

visitation

adjustment,

and parents'

1979, 1980b; Goldsmith,

1982).

Fathers

have perceived

rearing

matters

and mothers have perceived

and his inadequate

port as the issues
lerstein
intense

fights.

29

relations

the father's

money was involved

with

in chi Id-

"spoiling"

and emotional

<Goldsmith,

the

et al.,

lack of input and control

However, Isaacs

&

1-

custody,

1980; Hetherington

causing the most conflict

and prolonged

and responsibi

intimate

concern and financial

and Kelly (1980) found that

1980; Wal lerstein

arrangements,

(Ahrens,

their

during

seem to be chi Id-

behaviors

others

children

in mind.

(Bloom & Hodges, 1981; Hether-

between parents

The most common areas of conflict

ities,

al I sam-

with arguments occurring

Kelly,

values

Virtually

appear to be normative

1982; Isaacs,

rearing

rela-

Conflict

ington et al.,
1980).

and custody

underrepresented

caveats

and conflict

year of separation

of contacts

or severely

sample

lower quality

population.

with these

and had

1981, 1983; Goldsmith,

and Kelly's

of the general

fami I ies in which

together,

cases probably were skewed towards

than typical

Blacks.

(Ahrens,

(1979) sample of predominantly

investigation
tionships

lived close

with the children
Wallerstein

custody

1980).

the

supWal-

in the most

and Leon (1988) found

that

if parents

argued over any one issue,

they tended to argue over

several.
Conti ict apparently
vorce process.
Kelly,

fol lows a developmental

Longitudinal

1980) and retrospective

<Hetherington et al.,
studies

discussions

However, fairly

and then gradually

high levels of conflict

period.

are typical

during ini-

coparental

flicted,

and 34% of Sandler et al.'s

reported

recently

witnessing

parental

mothers reported

as always con-

sample of children

arguments.

57% of Kurdek and Blisk's

decreases.

about 35% of

relationship

(in press)

reaches a

75% of Goldsmith's

at least moderate conflict,

Ahrons' (1981 > perceived their

&

wel I into the

One year fol lowing divorce,

(1980) sample reported

of separation,

escalates

of the nature and future of the marriage,

peak around the point of separation,

post-divorce

1982; Wallerstein

& Cate, 1986; Spanier

<Ponzetti

& Thompson, 1984) have indicated that conflict
tial

course during the di-

Even after

5 years

(1983) sample of custodial

a high frequency of arguments during coparental

contacts.
However, frequent
separation.

conflict

is not inevitable,

Although a minority of couples exhibited

negotiation

styles

se! et al.,

1980; Isaacs & Leon, 1988).

reported

trying

eration>
divorce

friendly

marked by low conflict

to avoid confrontation

mutually-acceptable
(i.e.,

even during early

solutions,

relationships

have reported

them, settlement

have been identified
Whereas most parents

over volatile

(Kreshave

issues with no

even the smal I subset of "perfect
with low competition

and high coop-

moderate levels of conflict

for years after

<Ahrens &Rodgers, 1987; Goldsmith,
30

pals"

1980; Spanier & Thompson,

1984).

What sets

but their

these

ability

dyads apart

to disagree

in a civilized

Coparental
It appears

that

in Hetherington's

marked by intense
post-divorce
that

1980).

in press;

their

parents

,

ston,

Gonzales,

in press).

However, children
direct

competition

titive

behavior

grated their
tion.

(Hetherington
1980).

at 2 months
It appears

and persist
et al.,

with

1982, Sand-

Physical

but a smal I minority

each other with fists

were

violence
of children

or weapons (John-

& Campbel I, 1987; Oppawsky, 1988/89; Sandler et al.,

This violence

(1980) found that

behaviors

relation-

and Kelly's

respectively.

& Kelly,

Wallerstein

attack

experience

1982; Oppawsky, 1988/89;

and bitterness

less commonthan verbal abuse,

witness

divorce

sample and 80% of Wal lerstein

longer than fathers

open

and competition

Al I but 4 of the 72 coparental

and 6 months post-separation,

ler et al.,
is far

early

et al.,

acrimony, hostility,

hosti I ity

during the first

interactions

mothers engage in more competitive

their

civility

time, most spouses exhibit

1987; Hetherington

& Kelly,

Wallerstein
ships

At this

the hallmark of children's

(Ahrens & Rodgers,

1986).

Competition

making exposure to explosive

between parents

manner (Luepnitz,

few couples achieve this

few months of separation.
hosti I ity,

is not the absence of conflict,

often

apparently

is accompanied by substance
are exposed to more indirect

<Sandler et al., in press).

is character

assassination.

over half of the parents,

partner

abuse.

in front of the children

The "badmouthing" of one parent
31

than

The most commoncompeWal lerstein
especially

&Kelly
mothers,

6 months after

by the other

deni-

separa-

was experienced

recently
press)

by 30% of the children

interviewed

by Sandler

et al.

a mean of 16.5 months post-separation.

The triangulation
opting

of the children

them as spies

of divorce.

the father.

gaged in strong

alliances.

often and endured
study

in Wal lerstein

children's

children

reported

father

father's

and Cc) said that

something,

spending time with the father
respectively.
behaviors

Children

that

reported

that

behavior

in the war against

their

mothers Ca) told

they did not like the child

fathers

engaged in these three
respectively.

is to use children

the former spouse,

avai fable to mothers than fathers
custody.

In the Sandler

in 43%, 33%, and 11% of the cases,

Another common competitive

nance of maternal

About 20% of the mothers

and 40% of the mothers and 53% of the fathers

once for punitive

Half of Neugebauer's
their

the mother withheld
reasons

(1988/89)

mother interferred

visits

in Wal lerstein

separation;

at least

more

because of the overwhelming predomi-

(1980) sample openly sabatoged

that

as weapons

a tactic

and Kelly's

(1979) sample reported

twice as

Cb) asked them about the

in 39%, 22%, and 4% of the cases,

and hostages

to reject
20% were en-

Id alliances.

them not to tel I their
life,

on children

avoided recruitment,

longer than father-chi

year

and loyalty

Mother-chi Id al I iances occurred

(in press>,

private

by co-

and Kelly's

affection

heavy pressure

Although many children

conflict

is common during the first

About 65% of the parents

with 25% of the mothers placing

et al.

in coparental

and al lies also

(1980) sample openly vied for their

that

(in

that

6 months fol lowing

visitation

had nothing

sample of nonclinical
with visitations,
32

in Fulton's
privileges

to do with CWB.
children

said

and many believed

that

distant

geographic

father-chi
later

Id relationship.

learned

cal Is,

moves upon separation

that

letters,

their

children

mothers had intercepted
and that

as their

Although competition
transition,

Many of these

and gifts,

the lack of contact

were intended

son, 1978b; Johnston et at.,

1987).

children

interpreted

in the divorce

et at.,

1982; Jacob-

By 18 months post-separation,

and 33% of the mothers

bitterness

phone

become less acrimonious

1987; Hetherington

sample had left

in Wal lerstein

and competition

were not aware of any current

behind,

coparental

and Kelly's

and 50% of the
hosti I ity.

However,

50% of the mothers and 20% of the fathers

continued

to denigrate

former spouse,

of parents

continued

and a substantial

they

towards them.

appears to be rampant early
relationships

the

that

father-sent

indifference

over time (Ahrens & Rodgers,

45% of the fathers

reported

they had erroneously

father's

most coparenting

to rupture

minority

the
to

rage.
Approximately
been labeled
chaotic''

20% of coparental

"bitter

& Ketty,

1987), and "enmeshed" (Kresse!

sage of time (Spanier

persists

1980), "fiery
et at.,

foes"

1980).

as enemies appear to be strikingly

grams appear

a style

enemies" CAhrons, 1979, 1980b),

<Wallerstein

who relate

dyads exhibit

ineffective

the bizaare

has

"embitteredCAhrons & Rodgers,

Importantly,

couples

impervious to the pas-

& Thompson, 1984), and brief
at abating

that

intervention

competition

that

at 6 months, 18 months, and 5 years fol lowing separation

(Wal lerstein

&Kelly, 1980).

33

pro-

Coparental

Cooperation

Although most former spouses report
negotiate

divorce

the best

settlements

interest

and chi Id-care

of information

tion.

Less than 20% of the custodial
that

solve chi Id-related

about the actual

(1982) sample reported

first

person they would contact
(1981) perceived

more often

(1980) concluded

that

their

ble visitation

arrangements

that

coparental

relationship

relationships

47% of

as supportive

(1980) reported
Wal lerstein

they were

and Kelly
30% of their

characterized

and a lack of interference

are conflict-ridden,

1982).

than their

supports

partners

and provide

their

coparental

some divorced

However, parents

Both sexes have reported
resource,

et

former spouse would be the

in the case of an emergency,

although

act as primary chi Id-care

erative

sample

by flexi-

in each other's

decisions.

Thus, it appears

pucci,

is a

former spouse to

by 5 years fol lowing separation,

sample had developed coparental

typically

their

"almost al I of the time."
that

are in

coopera-

in Fulton's

with their

than not, and 13% of Goldsmith's

able to cooperate

parenting

mothers

and

However, about 65% of Hetherington

al.'s

Ahrens'

that

level of coparental

they worked jointly
problems.

arrangements

& Thompson, 1984), there

of the chi Id (Spanier

dearth

(1979) reported

they !!:,y to cooperate

that

for one another

perceive

(Ahrens,

that

emotional

parents

themselves

relationships
do cooperate
(Clingempeel

they accommodate requests,

spouse.
34

more often

& Rep-

as more coop-

1979, 1980b; Goldsmith,

support

and

1980).

act as a

than their

former

Interviews
vealed that
determined

their

(Ahrens & Rodgers,

et al.,

Several

oriented,

Cc) remain child-,

permit room for the flexibi
(g) act as resources

conflict,

correlations

Isaacs

empirical

ture points

with their

for one another's

that
and

parenting.

among

Significant

and cooperation

(Ahrens,

nega-

1979;

correlation

between conflict

& Leon) have been reported.

To the author's

and competition.

to a negative

relationship

research

on the relationship

However, the descriptive
(Kresse!

and

et al.,

litera-

1980; Waller-

ste in & Ke I Iy, 1980) •
Therefore,
competition

it appears that
increases

tends to increase

(a) conflict

and cooperation

as competition

to

abi 1-

arrangements

and cooperation.

has been no empirical

between cooperation

on behavior

data on the relationships

between conflict

knowledge, there

and task-

Among Dimensions

competition,

(Isaacs

structured

support

& Leon, 1988) and a positive

competition

Ca) feel

limits

from interfering

Relationships

coparental

parents

I ity needed to meet changing needs,

and provide

There is very little

improve and

goal-,

Ce) set

Cf) develop moderately

that

for both to continue

present-,

anger and differences

ity to coparent,

tive

Cooperative

(d) adhere to norms of equity,
their

1983; Goldsmith,

characteristics

desire

have re-

over time and with

1987; El I ison,

Cb) share a strong

parenting,

prevent

1980).

increased

the QFSR have been identified.

a bond as parents,
active

with high qua I ity relationships

abi I ity to cooperate

effort

1980; Kresse!
maintain

of coparents

decreases,

decreases.
35

tends

to increase

as

and Cb) cooperation

The literature

also

suggests
rate

that

the three

dimensions

constructs,

styles

with patterns

ted from the correlations

et al.,

contrary

are sepa-

have been modest,

to what would be expec-

have been identified

high cooperation

1987; Kressel

interrelated,

of the QFSR. Reported correlations

and coparenting

and either

although

(e.g.,

high conflict

CAhrons & Rodgers,

or low competition)

1980).
Summary

High levels

of conflict

and competition

tion appear to be normative
1 year fol lowing divorce,
tween predominantly

cooperative

It appears that

coparenting

style

sions;

CAhrons & Rodgers,

by moderate

high conflict

cooperation

1987; Spanier

are separate

not been tested
correlation

procedures,

the independence

aspects

levels

nonparticipants

dimen-

and low coop-

and low to moderate conflict

that

conflict,

of the QFSR, this

In the current

and chi-square

and the interrelatedness

sample included

rela-

of al I three

and competition,

study,

analyses

both intervention

and was not restricted
36

competition,
dimensionality
factor

and
has

analysis,

were used to examine

of the three

Although not al I problems with representativeness
court-drawn

competitive

be-

& Thompson, 1984).

data indicate

empirically.

about equally

succeed at bui I ding a relationship

high cooperation,

Although qualitative

is split

By

about 50% of former spouses develop a

and about 25% apparently

with low competition,

of coopera-

months of separation.

and predominantly

characterized

about 25% exhibit

eration;

during the early

the population

tionships.

and low levels

dimensions.

were overcome, the
program participants

in ways typical

of past

and

research

(e.g.,

to joint

or maternal

parents,

or contested

research

on the impact of the QFSR on CSEWB.

cases).

custodians,

participation

The focus of this

of both

review now shifts

to

Impact of the QFSR on CSEWB
Although the descriptive
multidimensional,
ential

effects

organizing

conflict,

that

cooperation,

Conceptualization,

have been inconsistent,

purposes of this

indicates

discussion,

information

and interpreted

terminology,

simplistic,

paper.

and the findings
regardless

literature

earlier

to a category

used by the original

to an "overal I QFSR" category

global qua I ity without

addressing

sions.

that

summed scores

specific

across

Measures were assigned

Direct

to conflict,

A summary of studies
QFSR" is presented

Effects

deemed approauthor.

if they assessed

different

cooperation,
one specific

dimenor competi-

dimension.

of Overal I QFSR

examining the direct

effects

in Table 2 and shows that

findings

37

in this

dimensions or if they used

items tapping

tion only if they were judged to address

The

based on this

under the topic

Measures were assigned

a "scale"

has been

theory.

as defined

are discussed

of the terminology

For the

measures have been analyzed

concepts

Each measure has been assigned

analysis,
priate

and quantitative

on

and measurement

and unclear.

however, the extant

using the three

on the differ-

and competition

examined using the paradigm developed from conflict
qua I itative

the QFSR is

a review of the literature

of coparental

CSEWBwas difficult.
typically

literature

of "overal I
are quite

mixed.

Table 2.

Sun111ary
of Studies on Direct lffecls of Overall Quality of rormrr S1m11s"
ll,.Jatinnshi11 (QISR) on Childriin's Social-Emotional Wf'll·Bf'ing

Description of
Sample

Point in Divorce
Process

Deprndr.nl
Measures"

Ell Ison, 1983

10 Intact and 10
divorced nonclinical
families

Separated I lo 8
years

Sumacross 14 items
on peer relations,
school performance,
and signs of stress;
rated by C, H, and F

PIIS(sum across 9
items on Ps'
communication,
agreement on (-rearing, ways of settling
conflict, and view of
spouse's parental
performance; judgerated based on
Interviews)

Sig cor (r • .41) belweP.nPHS
and divorce group C-rated ewe.
NS for divorced Hor F and 3
Intact ratings of CWB.

Furstenberg &
Seltzer, 1986

1,423 CNaged 12-16
In 1981 chosen from
1976 representative
sampleof 2,279 if
Ps divorced or at
risk In 1976 plus
randomsampleof
stable faintlies

Hore than 5 years
post-divorce at
Time 2 for most

Single-Hems on
school adjustment,
satisfaction with
family life, and
general adjustment
rated by P, C, or T.

Slngle-itet11 on how
well Ps currently get
along rated by C and P

No relationship between QFSR
and CWB.

Hess &Camara,1979

32 white CNaged
7-11 (16 boys, 16
girls) frn 16 Hcustody divorced
families recruited
from court records
and 16 intact from
classrooms of
divorce CN

Separated 2 to 3
years

P-checkltsts and Tratings of peer relattons, aggression,
work style at school,
and stress symptoms

PHS(see Ellison,
1983)

Divorce group had greater
stress, poorer work styles,
and higher aggression than
Intact with differences
greater for boys than girls.
With groups combined, PHS
1110reImportant for ewethan
family type. Sig cor between
PHSand stress (r • -.55) and
aggression (r • -.38).

Hetherington, Cox,
&Cox, 1979, 1982

48 white, ■ tddleclass, nurseryschool CN(24 boys,
24 girls) and both
Ps fro■ M-custody

2 mnths, 1 year,
and 2 years postdivorce

Homeand school observattons, P checklists
and ratings, and T
ratings of C behavior

Judge-rated overall
quality of parental
relationships (QPR)
based on P Interviews
and diaries (Items

Effects of divorce and QPR
stronger and longer-lasting
for boys than for girls. Boys
from low QPRdivorced homes
showedmore social isolation,

Study

vi

CX>

lndr.pendenl
Heasuresb

Major Findings

Table 2.

(Cont.)

Study

Description of
Sample

Point in Divorce
Process

0ependrnt
Measures"

divorced homes: 48
matched Intact
families

lndl'pendent
Measuresb

Major Findings

included agreement In
(-rearing, emotional
support in C-rearlng,
tension In divorce,
and competition;
divided into 4 groups
for HAN0VA
(Intact vs
divorced X high or
moderate QPRvs low
QPR)

aggression, dependency,
impulslvlty, Immaturity, and
oppositional behavior and less
prosocial skills, productivity,
and self-control than boys from
other 3 groups at all 3 time
periods. At 2 years, boys from
low QPRIntact homes showed
mre acting-out and aggression
and less prosoclal behavior
than boys from high/moderate
QPRdivorced homes. Girls In
low QPRdivorced homeswere
mre dependent, demanding, and
whiny than girls In other 3
groups at 2 mnths and I year,
but showedNSdifference from
girls In low QPRIntact homes
at 2 years.

vi

\()

Kanoy, Cunnlngha■ ,
White, I Ada■s, 1984

45 divorced (recruited

No Information
provided

C-rated measures of
family relationships
and self-concept

"-rated Inventory with
subscales for overall
quality of "-F, F-C,
and H-C relationships

QFSRpredicted C's perceptions
of H's and F's demandlngness
but did not predict selfconcept In regression analyses.

Kurdek, 1987

35 white, ■ lddle
class custodial "s
and C (15 boys, 20
girls) aged 6-17;
recruited fro■ court
records

Separated meanof
13. II months

C-rated CAPS!,U0Q,
and CASQ;H-rated
CAPS!,CERD,and CBCL
(Internalizing and
externalizing scores);
composite CWBscore
for each rater used
in analyses

2 H-rated scales.
Scale I Included 18
Items on cooperation
an~ Indirect competition.
Scale 2
Included 10 Items
on C's exposure since
separation to Ps'
arguments and verbal/
physical hostility.

H-derlved CWB
composite
correlated with Scale I
(r • .36). NS cors
between CWBand Scale 2.

from court records)
and 44 married white
"sand 153 CN

Table 2.

(Cont.)

Point in Divorce
Process

0<'pendrnl.
Measures•

43 nonclinical
families with 91 CN;
all custody types

Divorced meanof
3.S years

PIICSCand P-ral.ings
of C's psychosomatic
and behavior problems
and self-esteem

Judge-rated QFSR
dP.rived from selfreport inventory;
divided into low and
high groups for ANOVA

Nelson, 1981

16 girls and 15 boys
aged 4-14 and
custodial"; white;
recruited from court
records

Separated meanof
16.5 months

(-rated emotional
adjustment; M- and
T-rated BPC(personallty and conduct
problem subscales)

Predictors in 11111ltlple QFSRand feelings toward
regression included
FS did not predict eweIn
5-item QFSRmeasure
stepwise multiple regression
(emotional and
analysis.
financial support,
agrP.ementon Crearing and vlsitalion, howwell Ps get
along, and numberof
court visits), current
feelings towards FS,
suddenness of divorce,
marital satisfaction
prior to separation,
F-C contact, presence
of F-substitute, H's
social supports,
length or time since
separation, and SEC

SaaymanI Saayman,
1989

62 white, middleclass Ps (39 Hs,
23 Fs) and 83 _CN
aged 5-16;
recruited through
court records,
media, and workshops

Divorced mean of
2.8 years

P-rated RSA

Predictors in 11111ltlple QFSRscale NS In regression
regression analysis
Included QFSRscale
(Items on current
conflict, support,
and contacts);
Divorce Category
(I.e., competition);
FAD;and lawyer's
Arbitration Style

Description of
Sample

Study
luepnl tz,

1986

~

0

lndrpP.ndrnt
Measuresh

Major rtndings
CN In low QFSRfamilies
had lower self-esteem and
1110re
psychosomatic and
behavior problems than those
from high QFSR.

Table 2.

(Cont.)

Study

Descrlpt ion of
Sample

Point in Divorce
Process

IJrprndr.nl
Hrasures"

Independent
Hl'asuresh

Major Findings

Shaw&Emery, 1987

40 custodial Hs and
C aged 5-12 (21
girls, 19 boys);
751 white, 2SI black
scores)

Separated 2 months to
6 years (62.51 in past
2 years)

H-rated CBCl
(Internalizing and
externalizing scores);
C-rated res (social
and cognitive scores)

Sumon "Acrimony
Scale" (AS) (25 Items
on conflict and animosity over divorce
Issues); H's
depression

Positive cors betweenAS and
H's depression, C's internalizing behaviors, and C's
live competence. ASpredicted
variance In Internalizing In
regression, but not whenH's
depression was entered. Chisquare analysis showedhigh
ASwith high H's depression
associated with high Internalizing and externalizing.

Shybunko, 1988/89

15 H-custody
divorced and 15
Intact families; CN
aged 9-12

Separated ineanof
3.73 years

H- and T-rated CBCL
(social competence
and total behavior
problems subscales);
C-rated ego strength

H-rated Inventory
with subscales for
quality of H-F, H-C,
F-C, and siblings
relationships; FES

ewenot

Slater &Haber,

100 adolescents
fro■ Intact ha.es,
50 fro■ divorced
(meanage 16.6); 531
white, 411 black

841 separated
over I year

NSLCS;TSCS;STAI

FES ( "confl let•
subscale)

ANOYA
(family type X sex X
"conflict") found main effect
of high "conflict" associated
with lower Internal control and
self-esteem and higher anxiety.
Kain effects of sex and family
type and Interactions NS.

~

1984

predicted by QFSRor
any subscale of FES In multiple
regression analysis.

llllll- C • child; CN• children; F • father; FS • fonaer spouse; H • mother; P • parent; T • teacher; NS• not significant; cor • correlation; sig •
significant.
•
"BPC. Behavior ProblemChecklist (Quay& Peterson, 1975); CAPSI• Children's Attitudes TowardParental Separation Inventory (Kurdek, 1987); CASQ
Children's Attributional Style Questionnaire (Seligman et al., 1984); CBCL• Child Behavior Checklist (Achenbach&Edelbrock, 1983); CERD• Children's
E11111tlonal
Reactions to Divorce (Kurdek, 1987); NSLCS
• Nowicki-Strickland Locus of Control Scale (1973); PCS• Perceived CompetenceScale for Children
(Harter, 1982); PHCSC
• Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Test (1969); RSA• Rutter Scale A (Rutter, lizard, &Whitmore, 1970); STAI• State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory (Spellberger, Gorusch, & Lushene, 1970); TSCS• Tennessee Self-Concept Scale (Fitts, 1965); UDQ• Understanding the Divorce Questionnaire
(Kurdek, 1987). "FAD• Family AssessmentDevice (Epstein, Baldwin, &Bishop, 1983); FES• Family EnvironmentScale (Hoos &Hoos, 1981); PHS~ Parental
HannonyScale (Hess &Camara, 1979).

Of the 14 measures of QFSR included
cally

significant

A closer

relationships

look at operational

in the studies,

with a CSEWBvariable
definitions

reveals

ences between the measures of the two groups.
relationship

used extremely

7 had statistiand 7 did not.

consistent
Studies

global measures (e.g.,

& Seltzer,

(Furstenberg

Shybunko, 1988/89),

number of conflict
Studies

that

are you with the

1986; Kanoy, Cunningham, White, & Adams, 1984;

scales

with few or no items tapping

and competition

found relationships

sized competition

found no

between you and your former spouse?")

1981; Saayman & Saayman, 1988/89),

(Nelson,

that

"How wel I do you

and your former spouse get along?" or "How satisfied
qua I ity of the relationship

differ-

with an equal

items CKurdek, 1987, Scale 2).
used multiple-item

and/or cooperation

1979; Kurdek, 1987, Scale

or a scale

competition

scales

that

1983; Hess & Camara,

(Ellison,

I; Shaw & Emery, 1987) or divided the sample

into low and high QFSR groups using ratings

based largely

amount of competition

1979, 1982; Slater

Haber, 1984).
assessment

(Hetherington

This inconsistency

et al.,
across

of the QFSR is an inadequate

studies

indicates

dimensions of the QFSR reveals
Direct Effects

The summary presented
the impact of coparental
between the two variables.
only 2 (Kurdek

that

on the effects

far more consistent

of Coparental

in Table 3 indicates
conflict

on the

&
global

approach for examining its

impact on CSEWB. The fol lowing review of studies
single

empha-

of

findings.

Conflict
that

most studies

on

on CSEWBhave found no relationship

Of the 12 measures of conflict

&Berg, 1983; Kurdek &Blisk,
42

examined,

1983) consistently

had

Table 3.

Sunwnaryof Studil!s on Direct Effects of Coparental Conflict (CONf)on Chilcfrrn'~ ~ocial-fmot.ional WP.11-BP.ing

Study

Description of
Sample

Fulton, 1979

250 Fs and 310 Ms
from contested or
custody investigation
cases plus a 10%
random sample of noncontested cases; 96%
white; 87i H-custody

Furstenberg &
Seltzer, 1986

Guidubaldi,
Cleminshaw, Perry,
Nastasi, & lightel,
1986

.t:,.

vi

Point in Divorce
Process
2 years post-divorce

Deprndrnt
Mrasures"

lndepPndl!nt
Measuresb

Major Findings

Single-item on how CN
affected by divorce
(positive, neutral,
negative)

Frequency of marital
eoNFcompared to other
couples they knowand
amount of CONFduring
divorce process;
divided into low and
high groups for chisquare analyses

High marital eONFassociated
with Ms' perceptions of positive divorce effects.
No
association between divorce
process CONFand Ms'percept ion
of divorce effects or between
either eoNF variable and Fs'
perception of divorce effects.

Hore than 5 years
1,423 CNaged 12-16
post-divorce at
in 1981 chosen from
1976 representative
Time 2 for most
sample of 2,279 If Ps
divorced or at risk in
1976 plus random sample
of stable families

Single-items on
school adjustment,
satisfaction with
family life, and
general adjustment
rated by P, e, or T

Single-Items on frequency of arguments
before separation,
change in amount of
eONFsince separation,
and amount of current
agreement on (-rearing
matters

No association between any eONF
measure and any ewe measure

341 1st, 3rd, and
5th graders (185 boys,
156 girls) from
divorced ho111es
at
Thne l; 46 (25 boys,
21 girls) 2 years
later al Tt111e2

39 social-emotional
well-being variables
from standardized
measures

Single-Item P-ratlng
of amount of change In
eONFfrom pre- to postseparation

Very few sig cors. At Time I,
NS cors between change In eoNF
and ewefor either boys or
girls In 1st or 3rd grades.
For boys In 5th grade,
decreased eoNF related to
less frequent approaches to T
and better conduct grades. For
girls in 5th grade, decreased
eONFrelated to less
inattention but poorer peer
relations.
For boys, decreased
eoNF al TIIIII!I associated with
less social overlnvolvement,
fewer negative feelings, and
less frequent approach to T al
Time 2. NS cors for girls at
Time 2.

Separated mean of
3.98 years at
Time 1

Table 3.

(Cont.)

Study

Description of
Sample

Point in Divorce
Process

(Jr>pend,:,nt
Heasur,:,s"

lndPpr.ndent
HPasures"

Hajor Findings

Hodges, Buchsbaum,
& Tierney, 1983

30 111lddle-class
preschool CNfrom
divorced homes and
60 from Intact; mean
age, 4.4 years

Separated mean of
2.5 years

H-rated anxiety,
distractability,
depression, actingout and happiness;
T-rated a9gression,
dependency, task
orientation, withdrawal and anxiety

Summaryscale
(derived from
questionnaire Items)
of amount of postdivorce CONFover
parenting

NS cors between CONFand CWB
for divorced group

Kurdek, I 987

35 white, 111lddleclass custodial Hs
and C (15 boys, 20
girls) aged 6-17;
recruited from
court records

Separated mean of
13. II months

C-rated CAPS!, UDQ,
and CASQ;H-rated
CAPSI, C[RD, and CBCL
(internalizing and
externalizing scores);
composite CWBscore
for each rat~r used
in__a!lj!.r.Ses

GICS (20 items
on extent of disagreement and
argument over Crelated Issues,
rights, and
responsibilities)

NS cors between GICSand CWB

Kurdek &Berg,
1983

70 white, 111lddleclass, custodial
Hs and C (36 boys,
34 girls), mean age
of 9.92

Separated mean of
13. 17 months

(-rated CAPS!and
UDQ;H-rated CAPS!
and CERD;plus compos I te d lvorce
adjustment score
summedacross 4
measures

GICS

Negative cors between GICSand
both CAPSl's, CERD,and composite of divorce adjustment

Kurdek & 81 tsk,
1983

25 divorced, white,
middle-class custodial Hs and C (9
boys, 16 girls)

Separated mean of
5. 73 years

C-rated CAPS!, UDQ,
PHCSC,NSLCS,and
Interpersonal
reasoning scale; Hrated CAPS!and PIC

Single-Item on
frequency of arguments during contacts with rs

Negative cors between CONFand
Internal locus of control,
Interpersonal reasoning,
divorce adjustment, social
co111petence,social skills,
achievement, and general
adjustment. Positive cors
between CONFand depression,
withdrawal, hyperactivity,
delinquency, and anxiety.

~

~

Table 3.

(Cont.)

Study

Description of
Sample

Point in Divorce
Process

Oeprndrnl.
Measures"

lndrpendrnt
Measuresh

Major FIndi ngs

Lowenstein &
Koopman,1978

60 boys aged 9-14;
recruited from
slngle-P
organizations

Separated at
least I year

CSEI

Single- item, 5point measure of
CONF

NS cor between CONFand selfesteem

HcCombs,Forehand,
& Brody, 1987

44 lower-middle-class

Divorced less than
I year

T-rated RBPC
(anxiety/withdrawal
and conduct disorder
subscales), PCS
(social and cognitive subsca1es)

H-rated QCCS(conflict and support
subscales) and QPIS
(parental and nonparental subscales)

NS cors between CONFand ewe.
All slg cors Involved quantity
of nonparental Interaction with
less Interaction associated
with higher CWB. In regression
analyses, CONFadded to predictive power of nonparental
Interaction for cognitive competence only .

adolescents (aged 1115) and custodial Hs;
recruited from court
records

.b,

u,

Note. C • child; CN• children; F • father; FS • former spouse; M • mother; P • parent; T • teacher; NS• not significant;
significant.

cor • correlation;

slg •

"CAPS)• Children's Attitudes Toward Parental Separation Inventory (Kurdek, 1987); CASQ• Children's Attributional Style Questionnaire (Seligman et al.,
1984); CBCL• Child Behavior Checklist (Achenbach&Edelbrock, 19B3); CERD• Children's Emotional Reactions to Divorce (Kurdek, 1987); CSEI • Coopersmlth's
Self-Esteem Inventory (1959); NSLCS• Nowicki-Strickland locus of Control Scale (1973); PCS• Perceived CompetenceScale for Children (Harter, 1982); PHCSC
• Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Test (1969); PIC • Personality Inventory for Children (Wirt, lachar, Klinedinst, & Seat, 1977); RBPC• Revised
Behavior Problem Checklist (Quay & Peterson, 1983); UDQ• Understanding the Divorce Questionnaire (Kurdek, 1987). "GICS• General lnterparental Conflict
Scale (Kurdek, 1987); QCCS• Quality of Coparental CommunicationScale (Ahrons, 1983); QPIS • Quantity of Parental Interaction Scale (Ahrons, 1983).

statistically

significant

CSEWB. Therefore,
that

negative

relationships

across

the convergence

of evidence

supports

the frequency of disagreements

measures of
the conclusion

between former spouses

is unre-

lated to CSEWB.
Direct
As evident
the effects

Effects

of Coparental

from Table 4, there

of coparental

both the unidimensional

is a relative

cooperation

interaction

in the divorce

To the author's

and pathology

the relationship

between cooperation

and social

negative

for girls),

variance

in the dependent variable

Mccombs, Forehand,

but cooperation

1987; Kresse! et al.,

corre-

for boys,

made no unique contribution
regression

only of children's

regression.

methods, however, scholars

a conclusion

zero-order

competence (positive

in multiple

predictor

(GPA) in multiple

with positive

and

to

analyses.
correlations

and five measures of CSEWB,and cooperation

emerged as a significant

ciated

are typical

between cooperation

and Brody (1987) found no significant

between cooperation

average

that

knowledge, only two studies

CSEWB. Heath and MacKinnon (1988) found significant
lations

on

of the QFSR and the concur-

rent emphasis on negative

have examined empirically

dearth of research

on CSEWB. This lack reflects

conceptualization

research.

Cooperation

Using qualitative

have suggested

divorce
1980).

adjustment
Thus, there

about the existence

that

cooperation

in children

46

research
is asso-

(Ahrens & Rodgers,

is insufficient

of a relationship

and CSEWB.

grade point

data to draw

between cooperation

Table 4. s-ary

of Studies on Direct Effects of Coparental Cooperation (COOP)on Childrrn's Social-Cmotlonal Well-eelng

Study

HeathI NacKlnnon,
1988

NcCOlllbs,
Forehand,
I Brody, 1987

Descrlpt Ion of
Sa11111le

Point In Divorce
Process

Dependent
"easures•

Independent
"easuresb

"aJor Findings

80 custodial Ns and
Caged B-11; recruited
fr1111
court records

Separated at least
I year

C-rated PCS(social
subscale)

Multiple regression
Sig cors between COOP
and
analyses Included COOP, social c1111111etence
(r • .43 for
F-C contact, and M's
boys, r • -.29 for girls) but
education and support
COOP
NSpredictor In
regression.
syste■ fr1111
M-rated
family history questionnaire; C-rated parental
behavior Inventory

44 lower-■lddle
class adolescents
(aged 11-15) and
custodial Ns;
recruited fro■
court records

Divorced less than
I year

T-rated RBPC
(anxiety/withdrawal
and conduct disorder
subscales), PCS
(social and cognitive
subscales), and GPA

M-rated QCCS
("support"/COOPand
conflict subscales)
and QPIS (parental
and nonparental
subscales)

~

......
Note. C • child; F • father; N • •ther;

NScurs between COOP
and
CIIB. All slg curs Involved
quantity of nonparental
Interaction with less Interaction associated with higher
CIIB. In regression analyses,
COOPadded to predictive
power of nonparental
Interaction for GPAonly.

T • teacher; NS• not significant; cor • correlation; slg • significant.

•,cs• Perceived Co■pelence Scale for Children (Harter, 1982); RBPC• Revised Behavior Proble■ Checklist (QuayI Peterson, 1983). ~CS•
Coparental c-lcatlon
Scale (Ahrons, 1983); QPIS• Quality of Parental Interaction Scale (Ahrons, 1983).

Quantity of

Direct
In contrast

Effects

to the inconsistent

of effects

for conflict,

significant

relationship

reported

as verbal

adversely
and/or

(Johnston

et al.,

legal disputes

competition

a

and CSEWBwas

It appears that

CSEWBwhether it is expressed

directly

& Seltzer,

1986;

aggression

(Furstenberg

1987; Tschann et al.,
as denigration

1989; Walsh & Stolberg,

and triangulation

1980), o~ through the court

and relitigation

(Furstenberg

& Bush,

1987; Stolberg

of the children

1987; Rosen, 1977, 1979; Tschann et al.,

& Kelly,

Wallerstein

data for cooperation,

1978b; Johnston et al.,

et al.,

indirectly

for overal I QFSR, the lack

summarized in Table 5.

effects

physical

1988/89),

results

between coparental

Hansen, 1982; Jacobson,
1985; Stolberg

Competition

and the inconclusive

for al I 12 studies

competition

of Coparental

1989;

system in prolonged

& Seltzer,

1986; Saayman

& Saayman, 1989).
It also appears
whether it occurs
Jacobson,
early

before

separation

(Jacobson,

et al.,

competition

competition

(Hetherington

(Furstenberg

that

1988/89),

& Seltzer,
et al.,

Ca) children

over time,

1987), during

in press;

1988/89).
develop

1979, 1982; Wal lerstein

I ittle

cease their

& Kelly,

Tschann
separation

Two longitudinal

and Cb) the deleterious

48

1986;

or during distant

can be overcome if parents

et al.,

for children

1978b; Sandler et al.,

1987; Walsh & Stolberg,

have indicated

coparental

is detrimental

& Bush, 1985; Stolberg

1989; Walsh & Stolberg,

(Johnston

early

competition

1978b; Stolberg

separation

et al.,

studies

that

immunity to
effects
hostilities
1980).

of

lable 5.

Summaryof Studies on Direct [Heels

Study

of

Description of
Sample

Coparental r.om11etition(COMI')on Children's Sorial-lmnl ional Well-Reing

l'oint in Divorce
Process

Oependr.nl
Measures•

Independent
Heasuresb

Major Findings

Fulton, 1979

250 Fs and 310 Ms
from contested or
custody investigation
cases plus a IM
random sample of nor,contested cases; 961
white; 871 mothercustody

Z years postdivorce

Single-Item on how
CNaffected by
divorce (positive,
neutral, negative)

Amountof violence
during marital
arguments; divided
Into low and high
groups for ch I square analyses

High marital violence
associated with Hs'perceptlons of positive divorce
effects.
No association
between violence and Fs'
perception of divorce
effects.

Furstenberg &
Seltzer, 1986

1,423 CNaged 12-16
In 1981 chosen from
a 1976 representative
sample of 2,279 If Ps
divorced or at risk In
1976 plus rando11
sa11pleof stable
families

Hore than 5 years
post-divorce at
Time 2 for most

Single-items on
school adjustment,
satisfaction with
family life, and
general adjustment
rated by P, C, or T

Single-Hems on
physical violence
during marital
arguments and
whether or not Ps
reached a divorce
settlement

Both ■easures of COHP
associated with poorer CWB

Hansen, 1982

36 M-custody
preschool CN

No lnfonwatIon
provided

H- and T-rated
scales of C's
behavioral
adjustment

Interview-based
ratings of level of
aggression exhibited
during conflict

Aggressive conflict behavior
after divorce related to poorer
H-rated adjustment. Increased
nonaggresslve expression of
anger related to Increased
nonaggresslve discipline
measures and affection toward
the C and decreased H-C
conflict.

Jacobson, 1978b

30 separated
Separated less
than IZ months
fa11llles (15 from
crisis-Intervention,
15 fr011 court
records) with 38 CN
aged 3-13 living with N

H-rated LBCL

H-rated summaryscale
of 8 Items on
hostility and verbal
and physical aggression rated for preand post-separation

Positive cors between preseparation COHPand infantile
aggression, overall aggression,
social withdrawal, social
sensitivity, fear, Inhibition,
overall severity level, rare
deviance, and neurotic,
somatic, and sexual behavior.

.to,

"'

Table 5.

(Cont.)

Study

Description of
Sample

Point in Divorce
Process

l)ppendrnt
Measures•

lnd!'prndrnt
Heasuresb

Major Findings
WhenPs with no contact within
2 weeks before Interview were
dropped from sample, there were
positive cors between postseparation COMP
and social
sensitivity, overall severity
level, and rare deviance.
Stronger findings for CNaged
7-13 than 3-6.

Johnston, Gonzalez,
& Camp
be11, 1987

56 CN (28 boys, 28
girls) from custodyand access-disputed
cases; low-middle
Income; 49%white,
9%Latin American,
11%Asian or South
Pacific, 41 black,
271 interracial; two
thirds H-custody,
one third joint

Separated average
of 32 months at
Time I; Time 2,
2 1/2 years later

Average of H's and
F's ratings on C8Cl
(depression, withdrawa1, somatle
complaints, aggress ion, and tota I
behavior problems
subscales)

CTS ( verb a1 and
physical aggression
subscales combined
for single measure);
clinical rating of
frequency of C's
Involvement in Ps'
conflicts by each P
(6 items each);
clinical rating of
amount of role
reversal between C
and each P (8 items
each)

At Time I, F's involvement of
C in conflict and F role
reversal predicted total
behavior problems (32%of
variance); role reversal with
Hand F predicted depression
(24%); and involvement in
dispute by F and role reversal
with Hand F predicted aggression (28%). At Time 2, CTSat
baseline and follow-up predieted total behavior problems
(28%); CTS as baseline predieted depression (34%);
CTSat baseline and follow-up
and involvement in disputes
by Hand F predicted
withdrawal (42%); CTSat
follow-up and C's sex predieted somatic complaints
(37%); and CTSat baseline
and involvement in dispute by
F predicted aggression (281).

Rosen, 1977, 1979

92 11iddle-class
South African white
CNof divorce (45
boys, 47 girls) aged

Ps divorced
between 6-10
years prior to
interview when

Projective tests and
clinical ratings of
current adjustment

Retrospective interviews for ratings on
COHPduring and
following divorce

CNfrom high COMP
homes more
poorly adjusted than those from
low COMP. Whenasked to
identify most distressing

\J1
0

Table 5.

(Cont.)

Study

Description of
Sample

Point in Divorce
Process

DPpend<>nl
Measures"

lndrpendenl
Measuresb

Major Findings
aspect of divorce, over half
said denigration of one P by
the other.

9-28 when interviewed; 51 H-custody,
41 F-custody; drawn
from court records;
matched control group
of 2S CHfrom intact
famll les

subjects were 3
months to 16
years old

Saayman& Saayman,
1989

62 white, ■ iddleclass Ps (39 Ms,
23 Fs) and 83 CH
aged S-16; recruited
through court records,
media, and workshops

Divorced mean of
2.8 years

P-rated RSA

ewepredicted by COMP(I.e.,
Predictors in multiple
Divorce Category) and Roles
rPgression analysis
subscale of FAD
Included Divorce
Category (deemed COMP
for review) (3 groups
based on whether
divorce was contested,
duration and costs of
legal divorce, degree
of lnterparental turbulence and hostility
during legal process):
overall current QFSR;
FAD;lawyer's Arbitratlon Style

Sandler, Wolchlk,
&Braver, in press

1S8 CH (S61 girls,
441 boys) (65%Hcustody, 71 Fcustody, 281 joint
custody) aged 8-1S;
recruited through
court records and
media

Separated mean of
16.S months

P-rated CBCl
(total pathology
score) and C-rated
anxiety, depression,
and host 11tty

Numberof negative
divorce events
experienced by C

\J1

CHrated stressfulness of 63
divorce-related events. Of 10
most stressful, 7 involved
COMP.None of 10 least
stressful involved COMP.CH
rated 63 events as positive,
negative, or neutral. Of 16
events consensually rated as
negative, 9 Involved COMP.
Positive cor between numberof
negative events experienced and
C-reported anxiety, depression,
and hostility.

ldblc 5.

(Cont.)

Study

Description of
Sample

Point in Divorce
Process

Depl'ndl'nt
Hrasures"

lnd1>pendent
Heasuresb

Hajor Findings

Stolberg I Bush,
1985; Stolberg,
Camplalr, Currier,
I Wells, 1987

82 custodial Hs
and Caged 7-13 (43
boys, 39 girls)
recruited from
schools, Ps Without Partners, and
newspaper ads; In
1987, 47 CNand Hs
fro■ Intact families
recruited through
divorce group

Separated mean of
16.7 months

l'IICSC;H-rated
CBCl(internalizing and
externalizing
pathology scores;
social, activities
and school prosoclal
scores)

1985: preseparatlon
POSincluded in path
analysis with number
of CN; H's education,
employment,divorce
adjustment, environmental change, and
parenting skills; C's
age, sex, environmental change, and
lime spent with F.
1987: preseparatlon
POSIncluded In canonical correlatlonal
analyses and ANOYA
with CN's environmental change and H's
environmental change,
parenting skills, and
divorce adjustment.

Tschann, Johnston,
Kline, I Wallersteln,
1989

178 first-born
CNaged 2-18 with
predominantly white,
well-educated Ps of
all custody types;
recruited through
court records,
Interested groups,
and public speaking
engagl!IM!nts;C and
both Ps agreed to
participate In
counseling and
research

Separated mean of
7.7 months

Clinician-rated C
emotional adjustment
(EA) (10 Items on
depression, anger,
sense of powerlessness, self-esteem,
ability to cope, and
cognitive functioning); H-rated C8Cl
(total behavior
problems subscale)

6 measure~ of COHP
All but 2 of 15 cors among
Included In regresthe 6 COMP
variables were slg
sion analyses: pre(r • .59 for pre- and postseparation verbal
separation COMP;r • .47 for
Hand F Involvement of C In
and physical aggresconflict; r • -.38 for H
sion (5 Items);
Involves C-ln conflict and
postseparatlon verbal
110delsego control). All cors
and physical aggresbetween COMP
variables and
sion (4 items); C
ewevariables were slg. For
Involved In conflict
EA, 411%
of variance accounted
by Hand F (10
clinician-rated Items); for In reduced 110delwith no
direct effects for any of 6
and IIIOdellngof egocontrol by Hand by
COHPItems. For CBCl, 17%
F (4 clinician-rated
of variance accounted for by
items). Also Included reduced 1110del
with F's

~

1985: POSIncluded in I of 3
paths Identified. A direct,
unmedlaled relationship between
POSand ewewas found with POS
associated with more
externalized and internalized
pathology and fewer social
skills.
1987: high POSassociated with lower activity,
social, and school prosoclal
skills and higher Internalized
and externalized pathology for
both divorced and Intact
groups. First orthogonal
mediator/adjustment function
for divorced group found high
single parenting skills and low
POSassociated with high social
and activity scores and low
Internalizing scores.

lable 5.

(Cont.)

Study

Description of
Sample

Point in Divorce
Process

Ocpend1>nt
Measures"

lnrl<'p<'ndPnt
Mcasuresb

Major Findings

C's age, sex, and baby
temperament; number of
siblings, length of
separation; S[C; time
spent with visiting P;
warm and rejecting
P-C relationship

Involvement of C In conflicts
and low warmth and H's low
modeling of ego-control predicting more behavior problems.
Preseparatlon COHPhad the
strongest Indirect effects for
both EAand CRCL,affecting ewe
through Its effects on quality
of P-C relationships.

Wallersteln &
Kelly, 1980

60 families with 131
CN (48i boys, 52%
girls) Involved in
divorce counseling;
88%white, 3%black,
9% Interracial Asian;
skewed toward Middle
to high SEC

6 months, 18
months, and 5
years postseparation

Interviews and
observations yielded
clinician ratings on
290 P Items and 231 C
Items (dependent and
Independent variables)

See dependent measures

At 6 months, CN's stress,
anxiety, and preoccupation with
divorce associated with Ps'
bitterness, hostility, and
litigation.
COMP
more openly
expressed with 6-18 year-olds
and boys. Preschoolers and
girls were shielded more.
9-18 year-olds recruited In
alliances more often than
younger CN. At 18 months,
COHPassociated with
depression, especially for preadolescent boys. At 5 years,
decreased COHPrelated to
capacity to cope for CNof
all ages. CNdeveloped little
lnwnunltyover time to COHP.

Walsh &Stolberg,

23 boys, 16 girls
of divorce recruited
through purposive
sa111pllng

Separated mean of
37.5 months; sample
divided Into recent,
moderate, and distant
separation for some
analyses

P-rated CBCL(Internalized and externalized
pathology scores); Crated myths about
divorce and affect
questionnaire (happy,
angry, fearful)

Current POS; parentIng skills; good
and bad d tvorce
events for C

With variance due to C's age
and sex removed, POSaccounted
for 10% of variance In externalized behavior problems. Sig
Interaction between POSand
length of separation with high
POSrelated to higher externalized behavior and anger of

\..n

v'

1988/89

Table 5.

Study

(Cont.)

Description of
Sample

Point in Divorce
Process

Oependrnt
Hrasures•

Independent
Heasuresb

Major Findings
recently separated (less than
21.5 months) only. POSdid not
effect internalized behavior
problems until distant separation whenhigh POSwas associated with low anger but more
anxiety, depression, and
withdrawal.

Note. C • child; CN• children; F • father; rs• former spouse; H • mother; P • parent; T • teacher; NS• not significant;
significant.

~

cor • correlation;

slg •

• Piers-Harris Children's Self"CBCL• Child Behavior Checklist (Achenbach&Edelbrock, 1983); LBCL• Louisville Behavior Checklist (Hiller, 1974); PHCSC
1970). hers• Conflict Tactic Scales (Straus, 1979); FAD• Family Assessment Device
Concept Scale (1969); RSA• Rutter Scale A (Rutter, lizard, & Whlt11111re,
(Epstein, Baldwin, & Bishop, 1983); POS• Porter-O'Leary Scale of Overt Marital Hostility (1980).

Differential

Effects

The important
on various

question

of whether the QFSR has differential

dimensions of CSEWBcan be addressed

tion of the I iterature
coparental

conflict

to CSEWB,neither
various

of the QFSRon Dimensions of CSEWB

of these

aspects

competition

effects

al.,

1979, 1982; Jacobson,

1985; Stolberg
several

et al.,

scholars

interparental

1973).

with externalized

& O'Leary,

as children

However,

of the quality

children

symptoms rather

1977; Rutter,
children

fol low the same pattern

and competition

& Bush,

of

from intact

respond to interthan internalized

1981; Emery, 1982; Emery & O'Leary,

Thus, it appears that

necessarily

1988/89).

on the wel I-being of children
that

in intact

55

families.

1982;

1971; Wolkind & Rutter,

in divorcing

of response

et

1987; Luepnitz,

Shaw & Emery, 1987; Stolberg

1987; Walsh & Stolberg,

relationships

Oltmanns, Broderick,

has nega-

dimensions of CSEWB

1978b; Johnston et al.,

in press;

(Block, Block, & Morrison,

competition

and internalized

who have examined the effects

hostility

the

However, the impact of

coparental

fami I ies have forwarded the conclusion
parental

are unrelated

(Hess & Camara, 1979; Hetherington

separation

1986; Sandler et al.,

Because

of the QFSR appear to effect

that

on both externalized

fol lowing marital

examina-

on CSEWBis very different.

The avai Iable data indicate
tive

for the most part,

dimensions of CSEWBdifferently.

coparental

by a careful

summarized in Tables 2 through 5.
and cooperation,

effects

families

to parental

do not
hostility

Mediating Factors
Although the effects

of contingent

beyond the scope of this
have been identified
the qua I itative

separation
Several

and by whether just

scholars

hosti I ities

competition

with withdrawal

In addition,

children

were more likely
separation

children

with aggression,

boys than for girls
1982; Guidubaldi,

nature

were I ikely to respond to
and to competition

(i.e.,

competition

the effects

(Block et al.,
Cleminshaw, Perry,

Camara, 1979; Hetherington
Wallerstein

& Kelly,

the interaction
1987; Slater
some evidence

1980).

et al.,

severity)

appears

of competition

latency

parent.

Several

were stronger

1979, 1982; Porter

for

1986; Hess &

& O'Leary, 1980;

have found no effects

competition

children
56

of chi 1-

to vary somewhat by

& Lightel,

Nastasi,

& Haber, 1984; Walsh & Stolberg,
late

by

1981; Emery, 1982; Emery & O'Leary,

However, others

of sex and coparental

that

1980).

and depression.

to coparental

have found that

(Johnston

& Kelly,

the chi Id's sex and age and the sex of the competitive
studies

to respond

and withdrawal

with aggression,

the quantitative

responses

respon-

act competitively.

1988/89; Wal lerstein

found that

by only one parent

both parents

of children's

that

by the length of time since

with depression

1987; Walsh & Stolberg,

Also, Johnston et al.

nature

during early

separation

are

to mention those that

one or both parents

have found that

and during distant

dren's

varies

variables

There is some evidence

symptom-specific)

competition

to interparental

et al.,

it is important

in the I iterature.

( i.e.,

ses to coparental

study,

or mediating

( i.e.,

(Johnston

1988/89).

for

et al.,

There also

8-12 year-olds)

are

is

more vulnerable
schoolers,
al.,

to poor qua I ity coparental

early

school-aged

1986; Jacobson,

press;

competitive

the mother's

1980).

behaviors

(Johnston

(Guidubaldi

1987; Sandler

Finally,

it appears

are more distressing

et al.,

than pre-

or adolescents

1978b; Johnston et al.,

& Kelly,

Wal lerstein

father's

children,

relationships

et al.,

that

in

the

to children

1987; Sandler et al.,

et

than

in press).

Summary
Although the author
the available
important

literature

competition

investigation.

few studies

Coparental
reactions

coparental

conflict,

conflict

and general

divorce

Mccombs et al.
coparental

cooperation

found no significant
CSEWBvariables,
children's

of coparental

simple correlations

competition

57

social

of the effects

period of divorce.

between cooperation

analyses.

found significant
social

adjustment
or

1987) in two others.

emerged as a significant

regression

dimensions of CSEWBincluding

in one study <Kur-

conduct disorders,

on CSEWBduring this

GPA in multiple

to children's

to overal I divorce

the only investigation

but cooperation

and/or

18 months of

negatively

or GPA <Mccombset al.,

have provided

comparable

cooperation,

adjustment

(Kurdek, 1987) or to anxiety/withdrawal,
competence,

review of

have examined the

the first

was related

dek & Berg, 1983), but was not related

cognitive

directly

Only seven studies

on CSEWBduring approximately

separation.

a comprehensive

on the impact of the QFSR on CSEWB,it is

of post-separation

emotional

to provide

in summary to focus on those

to the current
effects

has tried

They
and five

predictor

of

Four investigations

detrimental

sensitivity,

of

effects

on

overal I severity

of

behavior

problems,

anxiety,

and hosti I ity <Sandler et al.,

ment and total
anxiety,
studies

and rare

behavior

(Jacobson,

1978b); depression,

in press);

& Kelly,

(Wal lerstein

found that

effects

low quality

on children's

1987) and aggression,
oppositional

social

isolation,

behavior,

ski I Is, self-control,

In addition,

relationships

divorce

adjustment

dependency,

demandingness,

and productivity

two

emphasized competition

coparental

general

adjust-

1989); and stress,

1980).

using measures of the overal I QFSR that

detrimental

emotional

problems <Tschann et al.,

and depression

and cooperation

turity,

deviance

had
(Kurdek,

impulsivity,

whining,

<Hetherington

imma-

prosocial
et al.,

1979,

1982 >•
In sum, there

is ample evidence

that

the QFSR has an important

impact on both externalized

and internalized

in the divorce

ft also appears that

transition.

measurement of the QFSR provides
global assessments,

(d) coparental

conflict

competition

competition

conflict

or cooperation.

relative,

unique effects

cooperation.

more interpretable

(b) coparental

CSEWB,(c) coparental

The author

dimensions of CSEWBearly

results

has I ittle

is detrimental

is more important

(a) multidimensional
than

effect

on

to CSEWB,and

for CSEWBthan either

However, no past study has examined the
of coparental

conflict,

competition,

has sought to make a contribution

using the methodology discussed

in the fol lowing chapter.
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and
by doing so

Q-IAPTER
3
METHODS
Data Set
The data used in this
Orientation

study were collected

for Divorcing

tion-oriented,

Parents

since

COOP)project.

community-based educational

five weekly, 2-hour sessions.

vice agency in Knoxvi I le, Tennessee.

facilitate
negative

adjustment,
effects

intervention

Chi Id and Family Services
cing parents

a non-profit

design to address

at the University

factors

that

ration,

Cb) evaluation

these factors,

effect

three

Based
can

that

develop and implement a program for divorThe ODPwas designed and led by
social

After a 1-year pi lot program, Cheryl Buehler,

the workshop.

by

and reduce the

Judge Swann requested

Phy I lis Betz and the late Mary Evans, two licensed

evaluate

community ser-

Court of Knox County.

for children,

of

four times a year

family relationships,

in the local community.

of family studies

consists

during the divorce process

strengthen

of divorce

program that

The program was initiated

Bi I I Swann, judge of the Fourth Circuit
that

The ODP is a preven-

It has been offered

1984 by Chi Id and Family Services,

on his contention

in 1986 as part of the

of Tennessee,

associate

children's

goals:

and parents'

treatment-control

Ca) identification
wel I-being

of the ODP's effectiveness

and Cc) provision

professor

Knoxvi I le, agreed to

Dr. Buehler used a pre-post,
major research

workers.

fol lowing sepa-

for strengthening

of data for program improvement.
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of

This study helps accomplish
to test

a theoretical

lowing separation.

the first

goal in that

model of the impact of the QFSR on CSEWBfolTherefore,

combined, and only pretest

the treatment

scores

involved

in a divorce

Court of Knox County was sent a letter
ODP program and encouraging
offered
tunity

once each season,
to participate

who contacted

their
parents

and control

Procedures

petition

participation.
were contacted

Chi Id and Family Services

fi I ing for divorce.

form and letter

gram.

session

self-administered

with them to the first
attended

two sessions

Although participation

project

The project

participation

would not attend
questionnaire

was returned

This yielded

a 60% response

In addition,

was encouraged,

it was

requirement

to complete the survey.

who
The

by 148 of the 245 program participants.
rate.

633 parents

were asked to participate

director

and to meet the needs of those parents

the program if required

and

and answer questions.

not mandatory in order to comply with the human subjects
of voluntary

summer, and

to complete and bring

the project

in the research

the pro-

was mailed a cover letter

(see Appendix C).

to explain

Those

in attending

explaining

of the spring,

questionnaire

session

and given the oppor-

with an interest

fal I of 1986 workshops, each registrant

the

Because the ODP is

the ODP were sent a registration

the 12-page,

in the Fourth Circuit

from the Judge describing

within 3 months after

Ten days before the first

groups were

were analyzed.

Sampling and Data Collection
Every parent

it was designed

who chose not to attend

in the research
60

project.

the ODPworkshop
A cover letter

(see Appendix C) and the questionnaire

were mailed to these

using Di I !man's (1978) Total Design methodology,
mailing

the questionnaire

The postal
couples

service

reconciled,

Therefore,
parents,
rate

to nonrespondents

returned

95 letters

response

rate

is that,

were raised
cipants.

so that

The response

three

response
pants)

rate.

were distributed

Of these,

sons.

First,

these couples

research

has indicated

that

Oil I-

reaching

Cc) a target

divor-

tor a 32%

and 80 nonpartici-

Ca) very little

missing data,

chi Id between the ages

chi Id I iving primarily
into residential

the sample included 36 pairs

independence of the error

nonparti-

are combined, 878

were returned

CNRP). This division

into separate

funds

to 24%, thus supporting

with 775 potentially

spouses,

The sample then was divided
parents

only one mai I ing

193 (113 ODP participants

ot 3 and 18, and Cd) a target

nonresidential

rate

ot 247 questionnaires

separated

tor the low

was 12%•. Additional

and nonparticipants

met the fol lowing criteria:

Cb) physically

explanation

mailings.

When the ODP participants

A total

rate

a 19% response

mai I ings could be done with future

man's recommendation of three

cing parents.

This yielded

A partial

This doubled the response

questionnnaires

the death of a spouse.

because funds were limited,

was done in the spring.

three

reached 530 divorcing

completed.

tor workshop nonparticipants.

intervals.

marked "non-deliverable,"

potentially

and 99 were returned

which includes

at designated

and one couple experienced

the questionnaire

parents

with one parent.

parents

CRP) and

was chosen tor three
of parents.

rea-

Splitting

subsamples was needed to help insure
terms in the data analysis.
the environmental
61

Second,

and parenting

contexts

and perceptions
residential

of divorce-related

problems differ

mothers and nonresidential

1982), and that
important

parents'

determinant

confirmed that

differences

1979).

And third,

residential

status

than sex for this

sample divided,
ticipants)

there

status

of these

& Castro,

1979; Spanier

division

residential

fathers

dramatically

(Hetherington

for
et al.,

appears to be a more
than their

sex (Gersick,

preliminary

data analyses

was a more meaningful

sample of divorcing

parents.

were 125 RP (72 ODP participants

and 68 NRP (41 ODP participants

criterion

for

With the
and 53 nonpar-

and 27 nonparticipants).

Sample Characteristics
The total
fathers.
(14%).

sample for this

The RP subsample

study included

included

The NRP subsample included

125 mothers and 68

107 mothers (86%) and 18 fathers
18 mothers (26%) and 50 fathers

(74%).
Although court

records

six (3%) of the respondents

were used to identify
were black.

An analysis

records

indicated

that

divorce

in 1986.

In terms of educational

college

degree,

26% had some college

high school graduates,
able figures

only 10 blacks

the sample, only

(five

of the court's

couples)
level,

had ti led for

23% of the RP had a

or non-college

training,

32% were

and 7% were not high school graduates.

Compar-

for NRP were 35%, 37%, 16%, and 12%, respectively.

Most

RP (81%) and NRP (90%) were employed and worked a median of 40 hours
per week.

The modal occupational

for NRP was professional.

status

for RP was clerical/sales

The median current

net monthly income was

$1,000 for RP and $1,100 for NRP. Most of the parents
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and

(80%) defined

their

economic situation

"poor,"

as "struggling"

or "doing okay" (rather

"up and coming," or "comfortably

than

affluent").

The mean age was 32 for RP and 33 for NRP. Both groups had been
married a median of 10 years.
of the sample.

marriage

Of those who had been married before,

married one other time.

parents

having either

chi Id provided

had either

three

or four.

Parents

one they perceived

as doing the worst.

study,

chi Id families

domly from the two.

for 43 children

respectively,
children,

for NRP.

For this
ran-

for the RP

for the NRP. RP provided

between the ages of 3 and 5, 57 children

12, and 25 between 13 and 18.

as doing

was selected

There were 69 sons and 56 daughters

sample, and 33 sons and 35 daughters

with

with more than one

the best and the one they perceived
chi Id in multiple

was 6 months.

one or two children,

data for two chi ldren--the

the target

for about 78%

87% had been

The median length of separation

About 85% of these
the remainder

It was the first

data

between 6 and

These numbers were 27, 32, and 9,

In terms of geographic

the NRP I ived in a nearby city

distance

or closer

from the

in 89% of the

cases.
Sample Representativeness
Three different

procedures

tiveness

of this

sented,

the first

cipants

and nonparticipants

variables

sample.

Because ODP participants

procedure

of the study.

sex or age; parent's

were used to evaluate

the representawere overrepre-

was to compare empirically
on the control,

independent,

There were no group differences

sex or education;
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coparental

workshop partiand dependent
for chi Id's

competition

or

conflict;

or children's

productivity.
tion,

Group differences

and coparental

= 2.19,

income (t

dependency,

z
<'t- = 4.21,

.e_

=

.04),

(.!_= 2.30, .£.!_= 187,

.e_

= .02)

= .03),

had a higher mean

were more recently

higher coparental

separated

competition

than ODP nonparticipants.
the survey respon-

using data avai Iable from court

There were no differences

records.

between the two groups on husband's

length of marriage,

support

awarded in the final

divorce

were irreconcilable

or

for income, length of separa-

was to compare empirically

dents and nonrespondents

age,

.e_

anxiety/depression,

ODP participants

and reported

The second procedure

wife's

existed

competition.

.£.!_= 165,

aggression,

number of children,

decree,

age,

amount of chi Id

or whether the grounds for

differences

(i.e.,

no-fault)

or fault

categories.
The third

procedure

used to assess

sample representativeness

was

to compare the sample survey data for RP with data from the 1986
Census for white,
Census,

1987).

family householders

The sample of RP used for this

lower percentage
($1153 versus

separated

of fathers

(U.S. Bureau of the
study seemed to have a

(14% versus 20%) and mean monthly income

$1400) and were younger (32.1 versus 37.8 years)

than

the U.S. census sample.

The two groups were comparable on number of

children

attainment.

and educational

to examine the representativeness
fairly

Thus, the three
of this

comparable to the U.S. white,

population

and that

representation

of ODP participants

sample indicated

separated

it was not irreparably
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that

used
it was

family householder

compromised by the over-

or by nonrespondents'

participation.

procedures

lack of

Theoretical
The theoretical

model for this

Two major hypotheses

and aggression

high levels

is a prosocial
thesis

study

are forwarded

anxiety/depression,
(i.e.,

Model and Hypotheses

of these

2 is restated

provide clarity.

are antisocial

dimensions of CSEWB

decrease

a high level

CSEWB)and productivity
increases

and prosocial

Also, two characteristics
study require

First,

in the model were operationalized
parents.

stipulations

parents'
tion."

Coparental

interrelated
positively

2.

but separate

to coparental

conflict

(2c).

those of conflict
2.1.

negatively

for each variable

in

would read "divorcing

below.
are three

negatively

(2b),

is related

to cooperation

to coparental

cooperation

(1b).

(1c).
competition

and is unrelated

of competition

(2a),
to copa-

are stronger

than

(2d).

dependency,

positively

a median

of the QFSR. Conflict

are related

and cooperation

sion are related

with scales

and cooperation

(1a) and negatively

The effects

Children's

for al I hypotheses.

study are stated

competition,
dimensions

and cooperation

to

at a median 6 months post-separa-

in this

conflict,

CSEWBis related

positively
rental

tested

to competition

Competition

qua I ification

of (variable)

The hypotheses

1.

Therefore,

the appropriate

perceptions

variables

Second, data were collected

of 6 months fol lowing separation.
each hypothesis,

CSEWB), hypo-

of the data collection

methods used in this

completed by divorcing

1.

Because dependency,

for both antisocial

al I variables

in Figure

in the model.

variables

dimension (i.e.,

is presented

anxiety/depression,

to coparental
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competition,

and aggresnegatively

Frequencyof
Coparental
Cooperation

.,

(-) '

Hs 2b

.-

(+)

'~

Hslb

Children's
Social-Emotional
Well-Being

,

O'I
O'I

Hs2c

Frequency of
Coparental
Conflict

'
(+)

Hs le

(-)

,

.

(0)

.Dimensions

Hsia

,

Dependency (-)
Anxiety/Depression(-)
Aggression ( -)
Productivity ( +)

.

Frequencyof
Coparental
Competition

Hs2a
•(-)

Figure

1. Theoretical

Model for Study.

to coparental

cooperation,

and are unrelated

to coparental

con-

t Ii ct.
2.2.
rental

Children's

productivity

competition,

unrelated

positively

to coparental

is related
to coparental

negatively

to copa-

cooperation,

and is

conflict.
Measures

Dependent Variables
CSEWBwas measured by a revision

of the Personal

Adjustment and

Role Ski I Is (PARSII) scale and its shorter

version,

Adolescent Adjustment Profile

(Ellsworth,

Pett,

1979, 1982).

ficant

others

children's

(CAAP) scale

These instruments

<e.g.,

parents,

and treatment

and externalized

subscales,

and (d) are relatively

The scales

and efficient
stable

goal of this

and relevant

short.

process,

ratings

236 parents

of children

parents of non-referred

from a total

referred

in stages.

a reliable,

val id,

only those items that best measured

dimensions of children's

During this

and

(c) underwent a rigorous

process was to construct

scale that contained

between

and prosocial

The development of the PARSII and CAAPscales occurred
The ultimate

to rate

for children

the ages of 3 and 18, (b) include both antisocial

developmental process,

staff)

in the previous month.

were chosen because they (a) have been validated

both internalized

1978, 1979;

were designed for use by signi-

teachers,

behavior as observed

the Chi Id and

social

adjustment.

of 510 individuals

for mental health services,

(normal) children,
67

34 parents

including
154

of probationers,

49 probation

tests

officers,

of validity

and 37 teachers

and rel iabi I ity.

were submitted

An original

to a series

of

pool of 292 items was

reduced to 55 items for the PARSII and 20 for the CAAP. These items
measure five dimensions of adjustment:
relations,

aggression,

anxiety/depression

dependency,

and productivity.

number of criteria.

for inclusion

First,

evidence

each item for clinically

factors

and that

Factor coefficients
the predicted

provided by stable

indicated
the scale

that

validity

children's

factor

items measured a single

discriminated

the various

1979).

Evidence of construct

constructs.

and high loadings

across

validity

different

12-18 year olds,

girls,

Cr= .22 to .42) that

criterion-related

to differences

The PARSII clearly

for mental health
(Ellsworth,

also was

groups of chi 1and boys> and by

indicated

validity

six dimensions

adjustment

loading on a secondary

evidence of concurrent,

referred

by factor

and low loadings

(Ellsworth,

adjustment.

(Ellsworth,

for the 20 CAAP items ranged from .53 to .85 on

intercorrelations

sensitivity

was provided

was provided

degree of independence between dimensions

scales'

using a

adjustment

validity

on the one predicted

6-11 year olds,

subscale

an

as to the importance of

dimension with .39 the highest

(Ellsworth,

dren (i.e.,

in the instruments

staff

of construct

High loadings

construct

factor

evaluating

Second, evidence

on the other

The PARSII also contains

of content

by the ranked judgements of treatment

analyses.

peer

subscale.

Items were evaluated

1978).

withdrawal,

a large

1979).

Third,

was provided

between groups known to differ
discriminated

treatment

in

between children

and nonreferred

children

1978), and the CAAPdiscriminated
68

by the

on al I
between

referred

children,

dimensions

probationers,

CEIlsworth,

and nonreferred

1979).

between pre- and post-treatment

1978).

Finally,

referred

to mental health
ranging

retest

correlations

scales

provided evidence of acceptable

retest

rel iabi I ity CEIlsworth,

adolescents'
revealed

of peer relations,

ratings

parents'

of withdrawal

findings

provide some credence

the PARSII as an evaluation
The major differences
the total
subscale.
study.
factor

to consider

comparisons of 35

CM= 27.51) were higher than
.£,!_= 34,

.e.<

.02);

and

.e.<

.001) (Pett,

1982).

These

ratings

on

of CSEWB.
between the PARSII and CAAPinstruments

expanded version

in each subscale

the anxiety/depression

ratings

and anxiety/depression.

subscale,

are

of an anxiety/depression
of the CAAPwas used in this

The measure included the most important
loadings)

when estima-

for the sole use of parents'

number of items and inclusion
A 30-item,

and test-

CM= 17.29) were lower than the adoles-

Ct= 3.68, .£,!_= 34,

C~ = 21.57)

consistency

divorced parents'

productivity,

(_! = -2.48,

CM= 24.51)

cents'

factor

and their

of aggression

the adolescents'
ratings

interitem

between the two groups on the PARSII measures

dependency,

However, parents'

CEIlsworth,

from .80 to .90 and test-

Paired !_-test

ratings

no differences

centers

for a

1979).

of a measure.

self-report

differences

from .78 to .89 for the five CAAPsub-

The source of data is an important
ting the validity

with significant

sensiti-

scores on al I six dimensions

alpha coefficients
ranging

on al I five

Also, the PARSII demonstrated

vity to expected changes in adjustment

group of 34 children

children

items Cas indicated

by

of the PARSII and CAAPand retained
an important
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dimension to include

in

a study of children
al.,

from divorcing
& Kelly,

1987; Wallers+ein

Using the data from this
factor

analyses

rotation

families

1980).

structure

included
ceptualized
relations

reported

two criteria:

were deleted

The remaining

factor

analyses.

extraction.

support
scales

for both RP and

of .20 between the pri-

An additional

14 items were included

with analyses

(i.e.,

across

structures

seven items

for the construe+
used in this

study:

for both sam-

in a final

series

remained stable

analyses).

and discriminate

items),

aggression

(three

subsamples,

one unique for each subsample),

items).
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and re-

and default

extrac-

This lends considerable
validity

dependency (four

sion (three

of

for both sets

run with missing data both deleted

eight

using

of .50 on the appropriate

coefficients.

The factor

con-

the peer

Each item was evaluated

placed with item means, and using both four-factor
tion critera

Neither

because they did not meet these criteria

ples.

of parents

originally

separately

and Cb) a minimum difference

mary and secondary factor

al I 30 items were

The remaining 21 items were reana-

(a) a minimum coefficient

primary factor,

(1979) and Pett

construe+.

items factored

were dropped.

lyzed using a four-factor

of

and varimax

because Ellsworth

adjustment

nor the withdrawal

NRP and, therefore,

by Ellsworth
analysis,

extraction

a six-dimension

a series

for RP and NRP subsamples to deter-

In the first

in a six-factor

parents,

components extraction

were conducted separately

(1979) was maintained.

.~

sample of divorcing

using principal

mine if the factor

(Emery, 1982; Johnston et

items),

of the four subanxiety/depres-

items; two included for both
and productivity

(four

Tables 6 and 7 present

the item factor

revised

measures used in this

4-point

response

coefficients

scale

study.

ranging

coefficients

for the

Al I items were rated

from 1 (never)

using a

to 4 (often).

Alpha

for RP and NRP were .84 and .79 for dependency,

and .70 for anxiety/depression,
and .82 for productivity,

.72

.83 and .80 for aggression,

and .78

respectively.
Independent Variables

A brief
rental

description

variables

in the current

about their

validity

empirically

testing

tive

of this

of the three

Results

and issues
adjustment.

wi I I be presented

coparental

conflict

of the current

of discussions

quency of disagreements

study,

finances

It should be noted that

discussion.

used in this

Interaction

Ahrens'

stem asking

were aware of or

during their

disagreements.

indicating

in

Responses ranged from

and averaging
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divorce

measured conflict

present

score with high values

activities

the scale

whether children

Reversing

study was

and the children's

and did not determine
parents'

in further

was changed to ask about the fre-

general

a scale

in that

or arguments over 10 childrearing

such as child-related

(always) to 5 (never).

Because

as wel I as a I isting

analyses

(1981, 1983) Content of Coparental

For the purposes

about the frequency

below.

of the QFSR is a major objec-

of factor

in each scale

adapted from Ahrens'

information

the measures wi I I be discussed

The measure of current

Scale.

are presented

the dimensionality

detai I in Chapter 4.

used to measure the copa-

study and the available

and reliability

investigation,

of items included

scales

the responses

high levels

yielded

of conflict.

Table 6.

Residential Parents' Factor Coefficients and Cronbach's Alphas for Children's SocialEmotional Well-Being Subscales

Items
I.

II.
.._J

"'

III.

I
Dependency{alpha= .84)
1. Asked for help whendidn't need it?
2. Wantedhelp in things s/he could have done on own?
3. Betamediscouraged when attempted something on own?
4. Asked unnecessary questions instead of working on own?
Productivity {alpha= .78)
1. Donework carefully?
2. Stayed with task or assignment until finished?
3. Madefull use of abilities?
4. Completedwork without being checked upon?
Aggression {alpha= .83)
1. Picked quarrels with others?
2. Stirred up others into arguments or hitting?
3. Becameupset if others did not agree with him/her?

IV. Anxiety/depression {alpha= .72)
1. Seemedsad?
2. Complainedabout problems?
3. Said people didn't care about him/her?

Coefficients
II
III

IV

.89
.85
.71
.69

-.05
-.14
-.02
-.18

.15
-.00
.30
.13

.07
.06
.26
.27

-.04
-.09
-.14
-.10

.84
.84
.69
.66

-.13
-.26
.13
-.14

.08
-.06
-.31
.03

.15
.12
.19

-.08
-.14
-.24

.86
.85
.67

.22
.15
.27

.14
.22
.11

.02
-.07
-.07

.11
.21
.28

.82
.77
.65

Note. Stem for all items was "Please describe this child's behavior as you have observed it during
the past month." Response categories were 1 {never), 2 {rarely), 3 {sometimes), and 4 {often).

Table 7.

Nonresidential Parents' Factor Coefficient and Cronbach's Alphas for Children's SocialEmotional Well-Being Subscales

Items
I.

II.
.......

vi

Ill.

I
Productivity (alpha= .82)
I. Done work carefully?
2. Stayed with task or assignment until finished?
3. Madefull use of abilities?
4. Completedwork without being checked upon?

Coefficients
II

III

IV

.87
.82
.72
.71

-.20
-.08
-.05
-.19

.02
-.02
-.24
-.19

-.07
-.II
-.04
-.21

Dependency(alpha= .79)
I. Asked unnecessary questions instead of working on own?
2. Wantedhelp in things s/he could have done on own?
3. Asked for help whendidn't need it?
4. Becamediscouraged when attempted something on own?

- .09
- .04
-.27
-.18

.79

.78
.73
.67

.00
.04
.09
.08

.22
-.02
.08
.40

Aggression (alpha= .80)
I. Picked quarrels with others?
2. Stirred up others into arguments or hitting?
3. Madecruel or critical remarks to others?

-.14
- . 04
-.18

.12
. 18
-.14

.86
.82

.03

.76

.22

.04

.08
.26
.14

.88
.66
.63

IV. Anxiety/depression (alpha= .70)
I. Seemedsad?
2. Said people didn't care about him/her?
3. Complainedabout problems?

- .11
-.16

- .08

.13
.35

.22

Note. Stem for all items was "Please describe this child's behavior as you have observed it during the
past month." Response categories were I (never), 2 (rarely), 3 (sometimes), and 4 (often).

Information
adequate

provided

validity

by past users

and rel iabi I ity.
what issues

tal

Based on a content

structured

interviews,

tified.

dence for the scale's
hypothesis
related

that

supported

(!:_ =

of internal
cients

provided
construct

the frequency

positively

typically

to fathers'

validity

t-tests
ratings

interaction

would be

that

was

.E.< .001 ).

Evidence

by alpha coeffi-

.95 (Kurdek, 1987) and .86
of inter-rater

rel iabi I ity has

showed no difference

for either

Data from the sample in the current

be presented

when Ahrens'

Ahrens'

between

sample (t(53)

= 1.68,

sample (,!_(43) = 0.90, .E.> .05).

E. > .05) or Goldsmith's

consistency

RP and .94 for NRP.

Evi-

1980) and, when used to mea-

study,

been provided

of internal

validity.

was provided

.59 for fathers;

Also, evidence

by paired

were iden-

involvement with the children

of .93 <Ahrens, 1983; Goldsmith,

and fathers'

in the scale

of content

of coparental

CKurdek & Berg, 1983).

mothers'

during coparen-

rel iabi I ity has been provided

as in the current

has

of these minimally

included

evidence

.71 for mothers,

consistency

sure conflict

the scale

are addressed
analysis

the 10 issues

This procedure

that

Ahrens (1983) conducted a pi lot

study to determine
interactions.

indicates

study also provided

reliability.

Cronbach's

Also, the results

of factor

in Chapter 4, provided

evidence

evidence

alphas were .95 for
analyses,

which wi I I

of the scale's

construct

validity.
The measure of current
was adapted from Kurdek's
dek's scale

included

tion as conceptualized

coparental

competition

(1987) Cooperative

used in this

Parenting

scale.

18 items and tapped both competition
in this

paper using a conflict-theory
74

study
Kur-

and coopera-

perspective.

He reported

an alpha coefficient

type items addressing

competition

These items assessed

the frequency

the other and uses the children

yielded

a scale

levels of competition.

coparental
results
evidence
(six

of factor

items) for RP and .63 (four
internal

Current coparental

validity.

consistency

cooperation

and encourages

involvement with their
to 5 (never).

score with high values
The scale

other

Reversing

theory.

Also, the

Support subscale

the children
parent.

and averaging
indicating

analyses.

First,

alphas of .70

of Ahrens'

(1983)

The items assessed
emotional

support

to maintain

the

and acts

needs for
an active

Responses ranged from 1 (always)
the responses

high levels

was judged by this

Evidence of construct

sample provided

reliability.

accommodates the other's

validity.

of

was measured with seven Likert-type

frequency with which each spouse provides

changed plans,

was judged by this

Cronbach's

Communication scale.

for the other,

high

items) for NRP provided evidence of

items adapted from the Coparental

as a resource

indicating

using data from the current
construct

the

based on the definition

developed from conflict

for the scale's

QuaI ity of Coparental

instrument

validity

Responses

and averaging

score with high values

analyses

marginal to adequate

and al lies.

Reversing

The resulting

competition

scale.

with which each spouse denigrates

as informants

author to have adequate content

Six Likert-

were drawn from Kurdek's

ranged from 1 (always) to 5 (never).
responses

of .61.

yielded

a scale

of cooperation.

author to have adequate content
validity

has been provided

Ahrens (1983) found significant

Cr= .43 for men, .58 for women;

.e.<
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by three

correlations

.001) between subject's

self-

report

ratings

on the scale

QFSR. Second, Ahrens'
related

positively

hypothesis

.e_ <

.001 ).

using data from the current
scale's

construct

reliability

paired

t-test

and fathers'

Six background factors

extraneous
variables

variance

Finally,
(1980)

between mothers'

.e_

> .05).

of the family's

perceptions

in the analyses

in CSEWB(Pedhazur,

background data section

consistency

by Goldsmith's

seem to influence

were included

variables

for the

study.

1982).

to control

the respondent's

socioeconomic

were included

for

education

status),

and

the respon-

Single-item

in the individual

of the survey (see Appendix C tor
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of CSEWB

Included as control

sex, and the length of time since separation.

measures of these

support

Variables

were the chi Id's age and~,

income (indicators
dent's

that

analyses

and .82 (seven items)

showed no difference
(!_(43) = .08,

was

of .75 (Ahrens,

rel iabi I ity was provided

on the scale

would be

of factor

internal

by alpha coefficients

Control

fol lowing separation

empirical

for NRP in the current

comparison that
ratings

the results

1980) in past studies,

items)

evidence of inter-rater

Third,

of the

cooperation

Evidence of adequate

has been provided

1983) and .82 (Goldsmith,

coparental

study provided

validity.

for RP and .83 (six

that

ratings

involvement with the children

to fathers'

Cr_= .61,

supported

and clinician/interviewer

and family
items).

Analytic
The hypotheses
procedures,
sion.

were tested

chi-square

To facilitate

wi I I be discussed

Techniques

using factor

analyses,

MANOVA,
and stepwise

organization
in further

analyses,

of this

paper,

correlational
multiple

regres-

the plan of analysis

detai I in the fol lowing chapter.
Summary

In sum, a self-report

questionnaire

was used to gather

sample of 193 divorcing

parents

of existing

were used to measure parents'

instruments

the frequency of coparental
of the target
productivity
proposing
dimensions,

child's

conflict,

dependency,

competition,

aggression,

the dimensionality

perceptions

anxiety/depression,

among the three

was presented.

in Chapter 4.
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of
and
and

A model

of the QFSR, the interrelatedness

and the relationships

are presented

Revisions

and cooperation

at a median 6 months fol lowing separation.

and the four CSEWBvariables
results

drawn from court records.

data from a

coparental

of its
variables

The plan of analysis

and

Q-IAPTER4
PLANOF ANALYSISANDRESULTS
The data from residential
CNRP)were analyzed

parents

separately

(RP) and nonresidential

using SPSS-X (SPSS, Inc.,

criterion

of .e._< .05 was used for al I reported

to assess

Type

cant result
cally

statistical

error

in the population

tests

1988).

A

of significance

(the probabi I ity that

wi I I be mistakenly

parents

a nonsignifi-

judged as statisti-

meaningful).
Missing data were replaced

with item means or medians.

sion to handle missing data in this
able results

for analyses

conducted with missing

and with missing data replaced.
cal reasons

(i.e.,

way was made after

respecting

Therefore,
subjects'

finding

data deleted

for statistical

participation),

were dropped because of extensive

Means and standard
dependent variables
results
dent's

deviations

of independent
residential

+-test

status.

comparisons

differences.

coparental

cooperation

and income than RP.

Paired !_-test
perceptions

analyses

of their

data.)

control,

for each variable

NRP reported

because NRP were more likely
mothers

missing

Only 2 of the 11 comparisons

significant

were more likely

and ethi-

~

<JC<1,

and

in Table 8, which also presents

tistically

was expected

listwise

in the study.

for the independent,

are presented

compar-

al I respon-

dents with smal I amounts of missing data were included
(Five subjects

The deci-

~ =

by respon-

showed sta-

higher

levels

This difference
to be fathers,

193) = 64.9, ¢=

the

of

in income

whereas RP

.59).

also were conducted to compare respondents'

own coparental
78

behaviors

to their

perceptions

of

Table 8. Means, Standard Deviations, and T-Test Comparisonsby Residential Status for
Independent, Control, and DependentVariables

Residential Parents
(n = 12s)
Variable

...,
'°

Nonresidential Parents
<n= 68)

H

SD

M

SD

1

2.21
1. 77
3.23

0.97
0.61
0.80

2.46
1.89
3.60

o·.98
0.67
0.87

-1.68
-1.28
-2.96*

Age of child
8.02
Length of separationb
8.92
Educationc
4.40
J.ncome
1153.

4.32
10.05
1.63
791.

7.79
8.10
4.90
1810.

4.08
8.35
1.92
2106.

0.35
0.57
-1.90
-2.48*

0.72
0.72
0.74
0.61

2.41
2.24
2.01
3.08

0.64
0.62
0.72
0.62

1.07
1.06
1. 75
0.53

Conflict•
Competition•
Cooperation•

Dependencyd
Anxiety/degressiond
Aggression
Productivityd

2.52
2.35
2.20
3.13

•Range• 1 (never) to 5 (always). bin months. cRange• 1 (grade school or less) to 8
(graduate degree). ~ange = 1 (never) to 4 (often).
*R < .05, two-tailed.

their

former spouse's

calculated

coparental

by separating

the cooperation
As expected,

the self

and competition

respondents

behaviors.

(These comparisons

and former spouse items included
scales

perceived

into four separate

themselves

among predictors

were low.

of .39 to .43 were found for coparental
(NRP only) and for respondents'
the 12 correlations
coefficients

from .19 to .49.

(t (124)
-RP
that

most of

Al I but 1 of

were significant

However, these

with

pair-wise

corre-

2

lations

accounted

for only 4% to 24% (r ) of the variance

dependent variables,
aspects

indicating

of CSEWBas rated

that

by their

the subscales

in the

measured different

parents.

Hypothesis
The first
the nature
tion,

hypothesis

of the relationships

and cooperation.

order correlations,
Factor

competition,

Results

analysis

the dimensionality
among coparental

This was tested
and chi-square

of the QFSR and
conflict,

with factor

were analyzed

principal

components extraction,

were assessed

using two criteria:
80

zero-

analyses.

was used to examine the structure

and cooperation

competi-

analyses,

of the QFSR

The 23 items from the measures of coparental

construct.

solution,

posited

=

and competition

and income.

among dependent variables

ranging

subscales.)

However, correlations

cooperation

education

in

as more cooperative

(67) = 3.69) and less competitive
(t (124) = 16.47; t
-RP
-NRP
-6.06; t
(67) = -7.60) than their former spouses.
-NRP
The correlation
matrix presented in Table 9 indicates
the correlations

were

specifying

conflict,

a three-factor

and varimax rotation.

Cl) a minimum coefficient

Table 9.

Zero-Order Correlations amongVariables for Residential
Nonresidential Parents (Lower Triangle)

Variable

(X)

1

2
.14

Parents (Upper Triangle) and

7

8

9

10

11

- . I0

.00

.09

- .14

.13

.21*

- .01

.14

.01

-.12

-.16*

.09

.02

.08

- .00

.11

- .18*

.02

.05

.06

.08

.12

- .19*

.23*

.01

.17*

- .02

.06

.02

- .02

- .03

- .05

- .06

- .06

4

5

.16*

-.12

- .05

-.21*

-.27*

- . 05

- .01

.07

.23*
.43*

3

6

1.

Conflict

2.

Competit ;on

3.

Cooperation

-.16

-.40*

4.

Education

- .00

-.04

.03

5.

Income

- .00

-.06

.18

6.

Length of
separation

-.12

- .04

.03

- .18

-.14

7.

Child's

age

.08

.02

- .09

.03

- .02

- . 01

8.

Dependency

- .11

.25*

- . 01

.00

- .11

.09

-.32*

9.

Anxiety/

-.08

.42*

-.14

.08

.02

.06

.19

.44*

.10

.40*

-.25*

.07

- .08

-.16

.10

.19

.39*

.07

.06

.09

-.36*

.33*

.05

.39*

~

depression

10. Aggression
11.

Productivity

.10

- .11

.27*

-.29*

Note.

n • 125 for residential

*R < .05.

parents; n • 68 for nonresidential

parents.

- . 14

.24*
.42*

.40*

-.27*

.49*

-.19*

.40*
-.33*

- .34*
-.29*

of .50 on the hypothesized

primary factor,

and (2) a minimum differ-

ence of .20 between the primary and secondary
Tables 10 and 11 present
hypothesis
three

that

separate

coparental

the results
conflict,

validity

23 items met both criteria.

competition

cooperation

subscale

of the relationships

negatively

was supported
that

subscale

#2.

and cooperation
providing

measures.

that

Therefore,

are

evi-

For RP, al I

conflict,

competition

is related

for NRP, but the correlation

group of parents

.e. = .10).

This procedure

hypothesis

that

one item from

the direction

RP

and strength

competition,

and cooperation

for both samples Cr

for either

pri-

for NRP.

and coopare related

= -.40).
r
-NRP
to competition was

= -.27;

positively

did not reach significance

= .33; r = .14, .e. = .06). Surprisingly,
RP Cr
-NRP
-RP
that conflict
is related negatively to cooperation

separate

The

and two items from the coparental

were used to test

conflict

coparental

analyses.

items loaded on the hypothesized

among coparental

The hypothesis

The hypothesis
supported

of the three

were deleted

Pearson correlations

eration.

competition,

but did not meet criterion

the coparental

of the factor

For NRP, 20 of the 23 items met the

The remaining three

mary factor

coefficients.

dimensions of the QFSRwas supported,

dence for the construct

criteria.

factor

for

the hypothesis
was not supported

Cr = .16, .e. < .05; !..
= -.16,
-RP
NRP
also provided additional
support for the
conflict,

competition,

dimensions of the QFSR because coefficients

and cooperation

are

of determination

2

Cr ) indicated

that

able was independent

between 84% and 98% of the variance
from a second variable.

82

in each vari-

Table 10.

Residential Parents' Factor Coefficients
Relationship Subscales

and Cronbach's Alphas for Quality of Coparental

Items
I.

CD
vi

II,

Ill.

Note.

I
Conflict (alpha• .95)•
I. Planning special events in the children's lives
2. Personal problems the children might be having
3. Daily decisions regarding the children's lives
4. The children's school or medical problems
5. Your coparenting relationship
6. Problems you each are having raising the children
7. Showing interest in the children's accomplishments and progress
8. Howthe children are adjusting to the separation
9. Finances related to the children
10. Major decisions regarding the children's lives
Cooperation {alpha• .82)
1. I provide my spouse emotional support for dealing with the children.
2. Howoften is your spouse a resource to you in raising the children?
3. Myspouse tries to help out if I need to change plans for taking
care of the children.
4. Myspouse provides me emotional support for dealing with the children.
5. I try to help out if my spouse needs to change plans for taking
care of the children.
6. I encourage my children to maintain an active involvement with
their other parent.
7. Howoften are you a resource to your spouse in raising the children?
Competition (alpha• .70)
I. Myspouse encourages the children to side with him/her.
2. Myspouse says bad things about my character to the children.
3. My spouse uses the children to get information about my personal life.
4. In encourage the children to side with me.
5. I use the children to get information about my spouse's personal life.
6. I say bad things about my spouse's character.

.91
.89
.89
.88
.85
.84
.84
.83
.68
.54

(Qefficient
II
III

.05
.13

.03
.07
.07
. 12
.03
.14
.09
- . 07

- .00
. 12
. 11
.16

.0l
.0l
.02
- .00
.02
.02

.10
.02
.06

.78
.74
• 71

- .08
-.26
- .10

.10
.06

.70
.65

- .04

.25

.61

-.15

- .08

.59

.13

.14
- . 01
.20
- .14
.03
.08

-.17
- .30
-.12
.05

.69
.67
.66
.64
.53
.52

.13

- . 14

- .18

n • 125. Range• 1 (never) to 5 (always).

•stem for conflict items was "Howoften do you and your husband/wife disagree or argue about the following arPas
of child rearing?"

Table II.

Nonresidential Parents'
Relationship Subscales

Factor Coefficients

and Cronbach's Alphas for Quality of Coparental

Coeffi~ie_nt
11

I 11

- .06
- .03
- . 10
- .18

- .06
- .13
.20
.16

.82

.12

.81
.11
.11

.20
- .20

.75

- .03
. 11
- .13
.05

.60

-.22

.12
.33
.26

-.28

.80

- . 14

- . 14
.01
.17
.01

.75
.75

-.24

- .01
- .05

Items
I.

CD
b

II.

III.

f!ill.

Conflict (alpha• .94) 8
I. The children's school or medical problems
2. Planning special events in the children's lives
3. Personal problems the children might be having
4. Problems you each are having raising the children
5. Howthe children are adjusting to the separation
6. Showing interest in the children's accomplishments and progress
7. Finances related to the children
8. Daily decisions regarding the children's lives
9. Your coparenting relationship
IO. Major decisions regarding the children's lives
Cooperation (alpha• .84)
I. My spouse tries to help out if I need to change plans for taking
care of the children.
2. Howoften is your spouse a resource to you in raising the children?
3. I provide my spouse emotional support for dealing with the children.
4. Howoften are you a resource to your spouse in raising the children.
5. I try to help out if my spouse needs to change plans for taking care
of the children.
6. Hy spouse provides me emotional support in dealing with the children.
7. I encourage my children to maintain an active involvement with
their other parent.
Competition (alpha• .63)
I. Myspouse encourages the children to side with him/her.
2. I encourage the children to side with me.
3. I use the children to get information about my spouse's personal life.
4. Hy spouse says bad things about my character to the children.b
5. Hy spouse uses the children to get information about my private life.
6.
I say bad things about my spouse's character.b

.89

.87
.85

.83

.14

- . 15

.72

.12

.10

. 17

.66

- . 32
- .24

.24

.18
.03
- .09

- .02

.02

-.44

.67
.65
.59
.57

.33

-.20

.54

.29

- .03

.42

-.40

.12

n • 68. Range• 1 (never) to 5 (always).

•stem for conflict items was "Howoften do you and your husband/wife disagree or argue about the following areas
of child rearing?" bltem deleted from scale for nonresidential parents because it did not meet criteria.

Finally,

chi-square

analyses

ality

and interrelatedness.

jects

into

low-level

competition,
flict

and high-level

by competition,

The chi-square

of respondents
categories

groups for coparental

by cooperation,

provided

additional

versus

information

by

were used to test

respectively.

in low/low plus high/high

conflict,

and competition

and phi statistics

of association,

sub-

were done for con-

Cross-tabulations

conflict

dependence and strength

both dimension-

The scale means were used to split

and cooperation.

cooperation.

were used to assess

the

The percentages

low/high plus high/low

on the dimensionality

of

the QFSR.
The results

of the chi-square

Both the hypothesized
ciation

tion/high

theoretical

parents

combination

idea that
bipolar

reported

two discreet

either

theoretical

within a FSR at mutually
tendency to be associated
The hypothesized
tion was supported
tive

association

and competition

combination.

reported

the low coopera-

competition

high or mutually
negatively

the

are two extremes of

This pro-

and cooperation

can simultaneously
low levels

represent
coexist

even though their

is statistically

significant.

conflict

and competi-

However, the hypothesized

between the two variables
85

supports

combinations.

separateness of coparental
for both samples.

the high

however, about 36% of the

low-low or high-high

dimensions that

asso-

were supported

This pattern

and cooperation

Importantly,

for the idea that

negative

and about 34% reported

competition

variable.

in Table 12.

and the hypothesized

cooperation

competition

vides evidence

are presented

About 30% of the parents

competition

cooperation/low

a single,

separateness

between coparental

for both samples.

analyses

was supported

posi-

for NRP, but

Table 12. Chi-Square Analyses of Quality of Coparental Relationship Variables

Lo-Lo

Hi-Hi

Lo-Hi

-------------------------Cooperation
Residential
Nonresidential

23 (18.4)
13 (19.1)

38 (30.4)
20 (29.4)

---------------------------Conflict

(D

°'

21 (16.8)
12 (17.6)

Residential
Nonresidential

44 (35.2)
24 (35.3)

29 (23.2)
19 (27.9)

32 (25.6)
14 (20.6)

---------------------------Conflict
Residential
· Nonresidential

39 (31.2)
16 (23.5)

29 (23.2)
14 (20.6)

Note. n • 125 for residential parents;
as n {%).
*.ll < .05.

37 (29.6)
22 (32.41

n•

Lo-Lo
Hi-Hi

Hi-Lo

Lo-Hi
Hi-Lo

X2

Phi

by Competition--------------------------

43 (34.4)
23 (33.8)

44 (35.2)
25 (36.7)

81 (64.8)
43 (63.2)

9.74* .30
3.73* .26

by Competition--------------------------20 (16.0)
11 (16.2)

73 (58.4)
43 (63.2)

52 (41.6)
25 (36.8)

2.83
3. 71*

.17
. 26

by Cooperation--------------------------20 (16.0)
16 (23.5)

68 (54.4)
30 (44.1)

68 for nonresidential parents.

57 (45.6)
28 (55.9)

Cell statistics

. 93
. 46

.10
.11

expressed

did not reach statistical

£

=

.09, cp

=

• 17 >•

About 35% of parents

conf I ict and competition,
high levels

1.

for RP (Jl ( 1J N = 125 > = 2.83,

significance

However, about 42% of RP and 37% of

of both variables.

high conflict

The percentages

of respondents

conflict

for either

RP or NRP. Therefore,

negatively

reporting

and cooperation

are two separate

was supported.

groups with 16% of parents

but low competition.

coparental

conflict

the hypothesis

However, the hypothesis

part of hypothesis

Because of moderate
multivariate
Ccoparental

that

and

relationship

they are associated

conflict,

dependent variable.

independent

and cooperation),

(chi Id's age, respondent's

dependency,

variables
four continuous

income and educational

sex>, and four dependent variables

technique

This procedure

in specifying

variables.

two dummied background variables

anxiety/depression,

regression

of the relation-

among the dependent variables,

competition,

sex and respondent's

A stepwise

the nature

and CSEWB(dependent)

was run with three

and length of separation>,

efficiency

cooperation

2

2 posited

intercorrelations

regression

background variables

vity).

different

dimensions of the coparental

ships among the QFSR (independent)

(children's

that

of

was not supported.

The first

(child's

the four combinations

were not statistically

Hypothesis

level,

of

and about 23% of RP and 28% of NRP reported

NRP fel I into the low-high combination
reporting

low levels

reported

aggression,

was used for each significant

was chosen because of its relative

a reduced model that
87

and producti-

includes

only those

predictor

variables

contribution

which make a statistically

toward explaining

variance

The Pi I lais multivariate
test

and detailed

that

in general,

The results
Table 14.
dren's

distributed

for both samples,
can be predicted

by the QFSR.

36, 460

2.13

68

36, 232

2.24

tests

as an F

indicating

125

Approx.£.

from the multivariate

in Table 13.

regres-

For RP, the only significant

was anxiety/depression.

For NRP, al I four depen-

were significant.
of the stepwise

regression

For RP, 11% of the variance

anxiety/depression

tive relationship)

and sex (higher

Therefore,

and both coparental

in their

levels

are presented

perceptions

coparental

for girls

variables

for RP, the hypothesis

ship between coparental
dependent variables.

analyses

in

of chil-

was accounted for by the chi Id's age (posi-

However, none of the three
predictor.

variable.

df

are presented

dependent variable

unique

n

of the univariate

dent variables

(approximately

CSEWBpostseparation

NRP

sion analyses

in the criterion

below) was significant

RP

The results

test

significant

conflict

was a significant
of no direct

and CSEWBwas supported

However, the posited
competition

than for boys).

relationships

and cooperation

relationfor al I four
between CSEWB

were not supported

for

any of the dependent variables.
However, quite

different

Al I four CSEWBvariables

results

were found for NRP's perceptions.

were predicted

Children's

dependency was related

positively

to coparental

by at least

negatively

competition.
88

one QFSR variable.

to the chi Id's age and

The model accounted

for 17% of

Table 13. Univariate Tests from Multivariate Regression Analysis of Effects of Quality of Coparental
Relationship and BackgroundVariables on Children's Social-Emotional Well-Being

Residential Parents

Nonresidential Parents

Anxiety/
DependencyDepression Aggression Productivity
0)
\()

f.

Anxiety/
DependencyDepression Aggression Productivity

1.45

2.46*

.59

1.40

2.22*

2.82*

2.03*

2.18*

R
Rz

.32

.40

.21

.31

.51

.55

.49

.50

.10

.16

.04

.10

.26

.30

.24

.25

Adj. R2

.03

.10

.00

.03

.14

.20

.12

.14

8

df

=

9,119 for residential

*1! < . 05.

parents; 9,58 for nonresidential parents.

Table 14. Stepwise Regression Analysis of Effects of Quality of Coparental Relationship
and BackgroundVariables on Children's Social-Emotional Well-Being

R2

R

8

B

!

f

.24
-.22

2.79
-2.59

7.268

-.33
.26

-2.88
2.28

6.65b

.23

.50
-.24

4.33
-2.09

9.62b

Residential
Anxiety/depression
Child's age
.24
Child's sex
.33

.06

Nonresidential
Dependency
Child's age
Competition

.32

.10

.41

.17

Anxiety/depression
Competition
.42
Conflict
.48

.18

.11

Aggression
Competition

.40

.16

.40

3.51

12.31c

Productivity
Cooperation

.39

.15

.39

3.43

11. 79c

Note. n • 125 for residential parents; n • 68 for nonresidential parents. Rand B2 are
reported for each step. Standardized beta coefficients, !s, and fs are reported
for final step only. Probability criteria of R < .05 to enter and R < .10 to remove
variables were used. All reported ts and fs are significant at n < .05.
8

df

~ 2,122.

bdf = 2,65.

cdf

=

1,66.

the variance

in dependency with competition

contributed

by the chi Id's age alone.

was related

positively

coparental
variance

by competition

by coparental
aggression
tivity

competition

and accounted

was predicted

related

only.

positively

Therefore,

Competition

was related

for 16% of the variance.

by coparental

cooperation

to productivity,

accounting

and CSEWBwere supported

variables.

Competition

was related

dency, anxiety/depression,
productivity.

related

positively

productivity,

and aggression.

direct

between coparental

relationship

ported for three
was unrelated

However, contrary
between conflict
finding

merits

to children's

and children's
special

91

to chi 1-

cooperation

was related
to children's

Finally,

is

positively

conflict

a negative

to

dependency,

the hypothesis

anxiety/depression.

examination.

depen-

for only one of the four

of no

and CSEWBwas supCoparental

dependency, aggression,

to the hypothesis,

was

of the four dependent

of the four dependent variables.

to children's

produc-

Cooperation

and was unrelated

cooperation

anxiety/depression,

to

between coparental

that coparental

but was unrelated

positively

for 15% of the variance.

positively

to CSEWBwas supported
Coparental

only.

for three

and aggression

was predicted

Children's

relationships

The hypothesis

dependent variables.
children's

adding 5% to the 18%
aggression

competition

to

for 23% of the

Children's

for NRP, the posited

dren's

and negatively

accounted

with conflict
alone.

anxiety/depression

competition

These two variables

in anxiety/depression

contributed

Children's

to coparental

conflict.

adding 7% to the 10%

conflict

and productivity.

relationship

was found

This unexpected

Although the zero-order
and children's
significant,
this

(!:_ =

anxiety/depression
coparental

conflict

between coparental
-.08)

of coparental

for different
effect

levels

negative
dren's

partial

conflict

competition

correlation

anxiety/depression

coparental
"true"

effect

anxiety/depression
tionship

competition.
exists,
variable
variable's

decreased

relationship

conflict

that

so that

the

was masked

correlation.

and children's

Therefore,
anxiety/depression

and

effect

of the suppressor

indicator

for explaining

competi-

conflict

when a suppressor

a better

rela-

and coparental

between coparental
that

insignifi-

to the positive

(in which the effect

usefulness

children's

variable

anxiety/depression

is control led) provides

than a zero-order

This indicates

was due largely

correlation

potential

and chi 1-

That is, the statistically

Pedhazur has stated

a partial

the

significant

anxiety/depression

between coparental

apparently

tion and the positive

However,

(Cohen & Cohen, 1975; Lavee, McCubbin, &

1982).

between children's

of

model control led

conflict

-.23).

on children's

cant simple correlation

analysis.

Eliminating

between coparental

correlation

Olson, 1987; Pedhazur,

predictor

produced a statistically

acted as a suppressor

of conflict

in the zero-order

regression

competition.

(partial!:.=

competition

was not statistically

in the regression

of coparental

of coparental

conflict

emerged as a significant

dimension of CSEWBin the multiple

the effects

flict

correlation

of the suppressed

the criterion

variable

for NRP, coparental

con-

when competition

was

held constant.
The second part of hypothesis
tal

variables,

competition

2 posited

that

is the most important
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of the three
predictor

coparen-

of CSEWB.

The relative,
assessed

unique contribution

correlation

regression

coefficients

analyses

that

correlations

strength

has been criticized

The hypothesis

and the magnitude of the partial

Partial

of the relative

CNoru~is, 1985).

competition

has stronger

conflict

or cooperation

was not supported

for RP.

Competition

NRP's perceptions

of three

of the four CSEWBvariables,

and cooperation

predicted

QFSR predictor--chi
tion

(partial

ldren's

was supported

had significant

on

effects

on

whereas coneach.

with more than one significant

anxiety/depression--the

r = .47) was greater

effects

for NRP, but

only one dependent variable

Also, for the only dependent variable

a

using Beta coef-

CSEWBthan either

flict

predicted

were used because

of variables

previously

coparental

was

each predicted

when more than one QFSR variable

dependent variable.

the assessment
ficients

variable

by comparing the number of dependent variables

in the multiple

specific

of each independent

than that

effect

of conflict

of competi(partial

r = -.23).

A summary and interpretation
as a discussion
findings

of the results

of the conclusions

fol low immediately

and impI ications

in the final
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of this

chapter.

study as wel I

drawn from its

CHAPTER5
DISCUSSIONOF RESULTS
Summary of Findings
This study was based on the premise that
(disagreements),
cooperation

competition

(supportive

behaviors)

dimensions of the quality
The results

of factor

determination
procedures
tition
parents

ficant

this

idea.

to expectations,

to cooperation

for either

The second premise underlying
social-emotional
negatively

conflict.
increase
dren's

wel I-being

by coparental

by coparental

in coparental
anxiety/depression,

competition

between compe-

(RP) and nonresidential
shared the predicted

positive

was not statistically

signi-

conflict

was not related

study was that

and, to a lesser

but is not related

children's

competition

was related

aggression,

only to an increase
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is affected

degree,

posi-

to coparental

for the NRP in this

of the four examined CSEWBvariables),
tion was related

correlational

CCSEWB)fol lowing separation

This idea was supported

of

group of parents.

this

cooperation,

(QFSR).

and coefficients

relationship

for both residential

Contrary

and distinct

Also, as expected,

for NRP, but the correlation

for RP.

negatively

tively

analyses

CNRP). Conti ict and competition

relationship

separate

and

of the former spouse relationship

a moderate negative

and cooperation

conflict

of the children),

are three

and chi-square

supported
indicated

(triangulation

coparental

sample.

An

to increases

in chi 1-

and dependency (i.e.,

to three

whereas an increase

in coopera-

in children's

productivity.

The

sole effect

of increased

anxiety/depression
not related

conflict

was a decrease

when competition

was held constant.

to CSEWBfor the RP in this

Although parents'

and based on interactions

and observations

and in a variety

of contexts,

(e.g.,

children)

teachers,

improved the study.
independent
regression

the addition

ratings

sources

of the predictor

analyses

by multi-method
perceptions

of a second rater

and criterion

support

for the study's

ships among self-reported
of CSEWB,a question
of this

study,

validity
aspects

NRP in this

structural

perceptions
The results

to minority

whereas the opposite

between the QFSR and CSEWBfor the

for the NRP's relationship
is not the case.

both the mother and the sole

divor-

in the sample.

is that

for NRP than for RP because the relationship

mediator

between

and lmpl ications

sample but not the RP? One explanation

is more salient

in the

of the relation-

in its own right.

underrepresentation

Interpretation
a relationship

variables

of the QFSR and parents'

because of their

Why was there

would have

of the measures used provide

however, should not be generalized

cing populations

children)

However, the evi-

as an investigation

worthy of address

of CSEWB

of the relationship

the QFSR and CSEWBfrom the chi Id's perspective.
I ity and validity

are important

also would have al lowed for

and for an examination

dence for the reliabi

assessment

over a long period of time

and of the QFSR (e.g.,

Multiple

The QFSR was

sample.

This study would have been strengthened
of its major variables.

in children's

acts as a
children

That is, the RP (who usually

legal custodian
95

with his/her

the QFSR

after

the final

divorce

is

decree> typically
children.

has considerable

However, the

and protected

I ink between the RP and the children

from interference

by the NRP. Therefore,

the QFSR has few ramifications
has great
desires

potential

Past research

related

is direct

variation

the NRP's, especially

has indicated

that

to their

the frequency

of NR fathers'

involvement with the children

perceptions

of CSEWB(Fulton,

& Kelly,

Koch and Lowery, 1984; Wal lerstein

factors

that

mothers'

such as their

and are related
factors

perceptions

1980).

adjustment

to the QFSRthrough

1979; Hetherington

et al.,

the QFSR has considerable

both NRP's relationships

with their

potential

to facilitate

parenting

resources

personal

that

competition
disagreements

and cooperation.
over parenting

frequency of passive-aggressive

directly

influence

1989).

to
ski I Is

on these

children

Therefore,

it

to undermine directly

and their

perceptions

of the QFSR for RP lies

enhance perceptions

also aids

between NRP and RP in the nature

has

of
in its

wel I-being and provide the additional

indirectly

This line of reasoning

Other research

and parenting

its

potential

CSEWB;whereas the primary significance

1988;

1982; Kurdek, 1987; Nel-

son, 1981; Shaw & Emery, 1987; Tschann et al.,
appears that

are

1979) and to

of CSEWBare related

own psychosocial

indirectly

(Fulton,

but

if he/she

the QFSR CAhrons, 1981, 1983; Heath & MacKinnon, 1988; Isaacs,

indicated

in

involved parent.

and the level of their
directly

to the

for the RP's access to the children

for affecting

to be an actively

visitation

power over the NRP's access

interpretation

of conflict's

NRP's perceptions
issues

were related

behaviors
96

of CSEWB.

of the differences

relationships

with

of the frequency
positively

and triangulation

of

to the
of the

children,

but the expected

cooperation
tions

was not statistically

between conflict

positive

negative

and both competition

these

perception,

in actual

cated that

residential

that

hostile

their

in their

and cooperation

behaviors

et al.,

disagreements

arise

longer than nonresidential

of hostility

impI ications

results

Therefore,

they persist
fathers

it appears that

and competitive

or custodial

First,

the perceptions
status

tactics

in

when

fathers

are

than

when examining the
have not; rather,

they

mothers in the sample (Hansen,
1983; Jacobson,

1984; Kurdek, 1987; Kurdek & Berg, 1983; Kurdek &

1983; Mccombs et al.,

Shybunko, 1988/89; Stolberg
Tschann et al.,

to the

of NRP and of control ling by

1982/83; Heath & MacKinnon, 1988; Hodges et al.,
1978b; Kanoy et al.,

study have impor-

they point clearly

of the respondent

have included only residential

<Luepnitz,

behaviors,

nonresidential

impact of the QFSRon CSEWB. Most past studies

Blisk,

has indi-

1988/1989; Sandler et al.,

for the RP and NRP in this

for research.

importance of including

either

and that

of

mothers.

The different

residential

Past research

are more intense,

between former spouses,

more often the targets
residential

experience.

1980).

sup-

are not merely a matter

1982; Neugebauer,

& Kelly,

Wal lerstein

were

There is empirical

mothers engage in more competitive

anger and hosti I ity

(Hetherington

tant

differences

and

For RP, the correla-

and of comparable weak magnitudes.

but rooted

between conflict

significant.

port for the idea that

press;

relationship

1987; Nelson,

1981; Shaw & Emery, 1987;

& Bush, 1985; Stolberg et al.,

1987;

1989) or have combined RP and NRP for data analysis

1986; Saayman & Saayman, 1989; Guidubaldi
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et al.,

1986;

Johnston et al.,

1987).

Also, the causal

and CSEWBneed further
that

exploration

the QFSR has direct,

and that
there

because past research

indirect,

and contingent

the pathways may differ

was no direct

in this

The different

might locate

wel I-being

results

fami I ies.
finding
smith,
their

1980) that

and parenting

former spouse's

tion and their

and court-related
practice

former spouse's

children's

and third-party

perceptions

it probably

of the parents'

Why did coparental
dren's

(e.g.,

conflict

of that

The direction

expected

from intuitive,

family systems perspectives
coparental

conflict

indicates

Neugebauer (1988/1989)

decrease

of divorce.
continued

concluded

of the

of divorcing
by the

own competition

In fact,

and

own cooperawhen assessment

court-ordered

custody and

witnesses,

to include
therapists)

behaviors.
NRP's perceptions
of this

of chi 1-

relationship

atheoretical,

was

and even

One explanation

is that

involvement of the NRP.

from his interview
98

study also

1979, 1980b; Gold-

would be most prudent

conflict-related

anxiety/depression?

opposite

(Ahrens,

character

on the

implicated

and to maximize their

of the QFSR is needed for making crucial
decisions,

is further

competition.

effects

perceptions

assessments

tend to minimize their

cooperation

visitation

indirect

ski I Is.

both parents'

and past studies

parents

important

found for the NRP and RP in this

The prudence of this

of the current

on CSEWB

of CSEWBvia its effects

point to the importance of including
QFSR and CSEWBin clinical

effects

between the QFSR and CSEWBfor the RP

of the QFSRon the RP's perceptions
RP's own psychosocial

has indicated

for RP and NRP. That is, although

relationship

sample, path analysis

pathways between the QFSR

research

that

Ca) the central
that

meaning of divorce

they no longer

potential

I ived with one of their

or actual

loss of relationship

source of children's

stress,

theory perspective,
a successful
parents

for the children

anxiety,

conflict

transition

this

viewpoint,

out" of the family.

I ikely

between coparental

distinguish
sulated

conflict

in front

private

study.

children

Past studies

<Hetherington
rental

et al.,

conflict

of conflict

perceived

beneficial

effects

Attention

now turns

negative

relationship

anxiety/depression

by children

of coparental

and encap-

arguments witnessed
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by

conflict

Therefore,

themselves,

chi 1-

by the parents

had copa-

only that

would have been included,

to a discussion

did not

it could be that

reported

1978b).

conflict

involves

Because the scale

to CSEWBthan encapsulated

by children

because

for NRP involvement.

disagreements)

1979; Jacobson,

been rated

combined with

of the children

have found that

are more detrimental

for

anxiety/depression

variable

dren were not privy to much of the conflict
this

conflict

children's

used in the study.

(i.e.,

leads to meaningful

has withdrawn from or been "closed

and children's

between arguments

As long as

in the absence of conflict,

for the unexpected

conflict

the measure of conflict

that

and

to be involved with the children.

acts as a surrogate

A second explanation

to binuclearity.

continuing

decreases

From a conflict

for family redefinition

fighting"

one parent

Therefore,

control led competition
conflict

and depression.

the danger lies

probably means that

and Cb) the

with the NRP was a primary

from nuclearity

change, both I ikely wi I I continue
From this

parents,

is necessary

are engaged in the "fair

in his sample was

portion
and the

might not have been found.

of the expected

results.

in

The empirical
ceptualization

support

gathered

of the QFSR and the theoretical

CSEWBpreferred

in this

conflict

to conceptualize

theory

paper points

lars have been grappling
tionship

ment for over a decade;

spouses"

or at least

perspectives

they

unclear,

and inconsistent.

constructs.
for this

tools

The notion that

process

are that

should be distinquished
differential

for
and

to under-

in those processes.
have remained

progress

in this

area

of a framework that

pro-

conceptualizing

the author

impI ications

theory

the central
is uniquely

to conduct this

suited

study and

effects

of applying

conflict

theory to the

Ca) the QFSR should be viewed as a complex

phenomenon composed of several

their

adoption

in

from the results.

The most important
divorce

required

behaviors

family conflict

task both stimulated

gained support

tools

Further

for clearly

have

are important

of the QFSR and conflict

seems dependent on the widespread
vides the requisite

theories

most of the research

lack the conceptual

conceptualization

that

family reorganization,

and conflict

adjust-

the term, used most often

certainly

of divorce,

stand the role of conflict

nebulous,

on divorce

from the literature

frameworks underpinning

the processes

divorce adjustment,

Therefore,

the QFSR. Scho-

and its effects

and it is clear

Although these

understanding

impact on

of using family

However, family systems and stress

been the conceptual
the area.

to the efficacy

and operationalize

has been the concept,

in those efforts.

model of its

con-

with the phenomenon of "the qua I ity of rela-

between divorcing

"conflict"

for both the multidimensional

aspects

in theory,

and Cb) the different

research,

and treatment

on family redefinition
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aspects
because of

and the wel I-being

of family members.
notion that
a single

the QFSR is a unidimensional

bipolar

not only that

tion are distinct
disagreement
sistent
that

phenomenon that

at the other.

coparental

aspects

parents

conflict,

tends to increase

the level of conflict.
"good relationship"

of this

study

and coopera-

issues

of

has little

the conflict.

con-

It appears

compete, or combine both (although

as competition

Therefore,

decreases)

high conflict

between coparen+s.

behavior,

"poor

the frequency

over childrearing

cooperate,

along

cooperation

competition,

to the way they address

can either

it is conflict

varies
(i.e.,

The results

of the QFSR, but that

between parents

relationship

cooperation

to the popular

at one extreme and low conflict/high

"good relationships")

indicated

contrast

continuum with high conflict/competition

relationships")
(i.e.,

This idea is in direct

not conflict

of

does not preclude

This supports
itself,

regardless

that

a

the premise that

determines

the

overal I tone of the QFSR.
The importance of these
the effects

distinctions

of the QFSR on CSEWBexpected

When significant,

the coparental

tors,

divorce

adjustment

it is clear

importantly,
differential,
tion,

this

obviously

is influenced

accounted

new information

and unique contribution
on CSEWB.
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by additional

and past research

in the I is+ of important

study provided

and cooperation

variables

by

study.

in CSEWB. Thus, although

from both the current

QFSR should be included

underscored

and found in this

relationship

between 7% and 23% of the variance
dren's

was further

that

predictors.

for

chi 1facthe
More

about the relative,

of coparental

conflict,

competi-

Contrary

to predominant

Berg (1983),

coparental

perceptions
this

of their

beliefs

conflict

and the findings

did not adversely

children's

wel I-being

of Kurdek and
effect

in this

study.

study and those of Kurdek (1987) and Mccombs et al.

bine to provide
conflict

considerable

is not the critical

children's

adjustment

Also contrary
this

early

Consistent
eration
other

support

in the divorce

to popular

phase of divorce

for the idea that

dimension of coparents'

early

beliefs,

coparental

predictor

dimensions of CSEWB,cooperation

ductivity
supporting

in this

each other's

nal ized aspects
behaviors

study.

It appears
parenting

tive

parenting

behaviors.

are likely

However, failure

parents

Therefore,

to provide

enhance children's

cooperation,

to achieve

as resources

to the

coparental

limited

et al.,

mutually
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and

support

coopera-

with suppor-

supportive

coparents

and encourage-

and school achievement.

aspects

coparenting

relation-

of CSEWB.

had detrimental

with the findings

1982; Jacobson,

pro-

antisocial

found that

impact of coparental

competition

coop-

enhance prosocial-exter-

a highly cooperative

dimensions of CSEWB. Consistent
(Hetherington

coparental

were associated

productivity

during

only children's

acting

the parental

ship does not appear to damage other
In contrast

that

Hansen (1982/83)

between divorced

for

of GPA but not of four

endeavors

or anxiety/depression.

behaviors

ment that

relationship

of CSEWB,but do not reduce children's

tive

apparently

coparental

cooperation

predicted
that

(1987) com-

enhance CSEWB.

(1987) finding

emerged as a significant

Therefore,

transition.

did not substantially

with Mccombs et al.'s

parents'

conflict
effects
of other

and
on several
scholars

1978b; Kurdek, 1987; Sandler et

al.,

in press;

coparental

conflicts

internalized
crucial

Tschann et al.,

during early

and externalized

aspect

cient

aspects

have important

families.

theoretical

attention

Sandler

and empirical

to both its frequency

importance for wel I-being.
issues of effectiveness,
tion programming.
tionship

and an important

bases,

efficiency,

that

strikes

coparental

divorce

of this

and previous

intervention

studies

with divorcing
on decreasing

or increasing

specificity

is particularly

relevant

since the descriptive

ges,

recently
tively

(Ahrens & Rodgers,

separated

parents

towards one another

emotional

and psychic

when they are struggling

aspects

of divorce
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parents

competiThis

literature

are normal during

1987; Bloom & Hod-

It seems that

to avoid disagreements

impIi-

cooperation.

and low cooperation

1981; Spanier & Thompson, 1984).

the

attention.

conflict

months of separation

relaparents

adjustment,

than decreasing

the early

of the

in interven-

issue for divorcing

should focus directly

high conflict

and its

at the heart

tion rather

that

with suffi-

in the population

an effective

of children's

and clinical

with

problem can be propor-

and accountability

problemmatic

the results

separation

stated

divorce-related

share of intervention

educational

has indicated

the most

the amount of intervention

This statement

determinant

a fair

during early

in

both

for intervention

(in press)

Because establishing

More specifically,
cate that

affected

of CSEWB. Therefore,

of occurrence

is both a prevalent

QFSR merits

adversely

implications

et al.

devoted to a specific

tionate

separation

of the children

of the QFSR for CSEWBappears to be competition.

These findings
divorcing

1987), triangulation

trying

to get

and to act supporwith the intense

"goes against

the grain"

of

normal behavior.

Furthermore,

with high levels

of flexibility

unrealistic,
conflict
tion

increase

cooperation

process,

appear to be not only

the benefits
efforts

low

of high coopera-

to reduce conflict

and

cause harm if they induce gui It in

the goals,

or alienate

interaction

of the growing evidence that

therapuetic

may actually

unable to achieve

nition

in light

does not enhance CSEWBand that
In fact,

for ''friendly"

and support

but unwarranted

are minimal.

parents

expectations

interfere

with the family redefi-

NRP and resultingly

increase

children's

anxiety/depression.
In sum, intervention

with recently

on (a) al lowing conflict
proceed,

(b) teaching

to emerge so that
fair-fighting

management techniques,
and parental

conflicts,

specific

competitive

behaviors

children

as messengers,

coparental

competition

endipitous

result

increased.

By focusing

anxiety/depression,

(c) children's

productivity

portive

conflicts,

are related

Because

negatively,
cooperation

on competition,

might be increased,

and avoid

and the use of

or hostages.

and aggression

conflict

a seralso

is

Ca) children's
might be reduced,
and eventually,

might be improved, al I without placing

demands on recently

separated

spouses to be sup-

of one another.

In regards
children

such as denigration

initially

cooperation

initial

their

al lies,

can

to compartmentalize

approach might be that

(b) coparental

unrealistic

encapsulate

spies,

dependency,

should focus

family redefinition

parents

and cooperation

of this

parents

ski I Is and constructive

and (c) helping

spousal

their

separated

to the impI ications

of divorce,

of this

programs should
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study for intervention

with

include a component focused on

helping children
middle of their
that

to identify,
parents'

teach children

protest,

conflicts.

and avoid being placed
Assertiveness

how to confront

their

parents

they are being triangulated

would help children

coparental

disengaging

conflict

without

approach also should help children
and control

in a situation

most I ikely,

impI ication

conceptualized

they themselves

of this

and operationalized

by coparental

Also, coparental
externalized

research

search.

conflict,

competition

antisocial

study

important

is that

from
This
mastery

created

nor,

CSEWBshould be

competition,

was related

aspects

questions

What are the contingent

and cooperation.

to internalized

effects

are the effects

of direct

parents'
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re-

sex or residential

are competitive,

and (e) the

among dimensions of the QFSR and

and children's

coparental

in future

of (a) the chi Id's age,

dimensions of CSEWB? Also, are the relationships
for parents'

and both

wel I-being.

need to be addressed

(c) the competitive

CSEWBdifferent

Therefore,

and externalized

of children's

passage of time on the relationships

as wel I as
the strongest

anxiety/depression.

(d) whether one or both parents

construct.

study were effected

dimensions of CSEWB. In fact,

and prosocial

(b) the chi Id's sex,
status,

neither

when

on the impact of the QFSRon

should include both internalized

Several

parents.

as a multidimensional

were found for children's

antisocial

to disengage

gain some sense of personal

The four dimensions of CSEWBexamined in this

effects

constructively

from their

for research

drawn from the results

differently

techniques

chose or desire.

An important
children

that

training

in the

among the QFSR and

perceptions.

competition

(i.e.,

And finally,
yelling,

verbal

abuse,

indirect

and physical

competition

violence)

different

focused on in this

from those of the

study?

Conclusion
The prevailing
divorce

body of literature

are vulnerable

has indicated

that

that

coparental

relationship

valuable

complexity

research

appears

of this

impact of divorce on children

found in the research,

Cc) research

with divorcing

helping

coparents

results

of this

study support

catalyzing

behaviors

can serve

meaningful change and facilitating

ther or not parents

ever achieve

friendly
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theory

for understanding

the

the differential

effects

consistently

and Cd) inter-

include a component focused on

the underlying

conflict

The

on the impact of the QFSRon CSEWB

in the middle of coparental

spouses avoid competition,

of a "high quality"

and cooperation

should

avoid competitive

avoid being placed

study have

measures of both variables,

families

the

impact on CSEWB,Cb) models of the

should reflect

competition,

vention

basis,

Ca) family conflict

sound concepts

conflict,

should use multidimensional

theory

to be a low level of competition.

of both the QFSRand its

of coparental

as a conceptual

ingredient

of

However, it also

Using family conflict

study are that

and empirically

children

between parents

and data from the current

the most important

major impI ications
offers

vulnerability.

that

problems.

relationship

with family systems theory

review of relevant
indicated

to social-emotional

a "high quality"

appears to reduce this
integrated

has indicated

and helping
conflicts.
notion that,
its highest
divorce

cooperation.

children
In sum, the
if divorcing
purpose of

adjustment

whe-
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1985
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APPENDIX
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COVER
LETTERS
ANDQUESTIONNAIRE

THE L">JMRSITYOF TE~:--:ESSEE
10:0XVILLE

1

1986

!title! !first!
!address!
Dear !title!

Collegeoi
Human Ecology
De:,amnencoi
. C!-uldand
FamiivStudies

!last!

!last!,

Youare invited to participate in the Orientation for Divorcing
Parents (CDP)Research Project. This project is being supported
by the Child .and Family Studies department at the University of
Tennessee as part of the OOP
program. The goals of the project
are to learn about factors that influence children's well-being
whentheir parents' divorce, and to gather information about the
helpfulness of the ODPprogram. I realize this maybe a period
of change for you and sincerely hope not to intrude. But your
cooperation is really needed to understand the changes parents
and their children experience during the divorce process. Your
participation will help counselors, educators, and judges become
more aware of divorcing parents' concerns.
The survey for the project is included with this letter. ·Please
fill it out and bring it with you to the first night of the
workshop. It will take about an hour to complete. lf you have
decided not to attend the workshop, I would really appreciate it
if you would still fill out the survey and return it in the
enclosed envelope.
Your responses to the survey will be strictly confidential. The
only persons whowill have access to ind,v,dual responses will be
myself and my research assistants. This means that no one from
the Fourth Circuit Court or from Child and Family Services will
have access to your individual responses.
I cannot overemphasizethe importance of your participation. The
information you share will help educators plan better programs,
and will help others deal with their personal experiences as they
divorce.
If you have any questions about The Orientation for Divorcing
Parents Research Project, or need help reading or taking the
survey, Please call me at 974-5316 (Child and FamilyStudies).
Thankyou for completing the survey.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Buehler, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Child and Family Studies
CB/jle
m; WestCumberland A\-enue,Room H;/Knox\ille, Tennessee,3i996-1900/(61;)9i4-;3!6
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THE L"NIVERSITY
OF TE:--;NESSEE
1-.'};0X'v'ILLE

, 1986

:-:,tl1>! !tirst!
!address!
Dear !title!

Coile!!eoi
Human Ec~logy
De;::arnne:1roi
Ch1idand
FamiivStudies

!last!

!last!,

Youare invited to participate in the Children and Divorce Research
Project. This project is being supported by the Departmentof Child
and Family Studies at the University of Tennessee. Youmay remember
that awhile ago you received some information from Judge Swannof the
Fourth Circuit Court about a program called the Orientation for
Divorcing Parents (ODP). Well, one of the purposes of this research
project is to identify the effects of that program on people's
experiences following the divorce. In order to do this effectively, I
need to have somedivorcing parents participate in the research
project who did not attend the ODPprogram.
The second purpose of this project, one which is very important, is to
identify factors that influence children's and parents' well-being
during and following a divorce. Your participation is needed to
understand the changes parents and their children experience during
the divorce process.
Let me outline what I ~,ould ask you to do if you choose to participate
in this project. At this point, I would ask you to complete the survey that is enclosed with this letter.
It will take about an hour.
If you feel somequestions do not apply to your situation please write
NAby the question or write me a note. Then, in about 10 weeks I will
send a second survey for you to complete. It will be very similar to
the one that is enclosed. There are no right or wrong answers, so
please be as honest and straightforward as possible. I guarantee that
your responses to the survey will be strictly confidential. Please
mail the completed survey by September1.
I cannot overemphasizethe importance of your participation.
It will
help counselors, teachers, and judges becomemore awareof divorcing
parents' concerns. If you have any questions about the Children and
Divorce Research Project, or need help reading or taking the survey,
please call me at 974•5316 (Child and Family Studies).
Thankyou for your participation and support.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Buehler, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

12!5~'est Cumberland A\·enue,Room 115/Knoxville,Tennessee,3i996-1900/(615)
9i4-5316
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DIVORCINGPARENTS' SURVEY

_.
1.,,1

\0

Cheryl Buehler, Ph.D.
Child and Family Studies
University of Tennessee

ts • list .of c1111n0n
conditions that Pl'OPlt u~rl•nce.
Pleas. lndlcat,
whother you h••• .,perltncrd
this condition within th• past ..,nth by circling

M•re

Suppos• w say that the top of this htder (IOI r•pres•nts th•
best possible ltfe for you and th• bottom (I) ,..,presents the
..,rst possible llf• for you. llh•re on the hdd•r do you
p•rson11ly see yourself n th• present u ...1
________
enter step IIUllber

thf corrrspondtn9

nu1r.b,r.

11l she,ltssness

(3) being tlr•d

llhere on the ladd•r -Id
________

( 4) headaches

you say you .. r• about 3 Y••rs aao1

(5) lndl9estlon

enter step nlallber

for each statement,
llh•re

OIi

■ lght

the ladder do you thtnt you really

________

"°"often

••ter

step

.t,,.

seweral
times

I

2

3

•

1 feel I hne

1

2

3

4

I

2

3

•
4

I

nllllber of good qua I Hies.

often

I

2

3

4

restl•n
In • chair.

sit long

I

2

3

4

I 111able to do things as wll
other p,,ople.

,or •-thing.
Very angry It s1111ebody

I

2

3

4

1

2

3

•

I

2

3

4

On top of the 1111rld.

I

2

3

•

Very lonely,

I

2

3

4

Pleased about hawing acc-ltshed
•-thing.

I

2

3

4

Bored.

I

2

3

•

Downand dlscoura,ed because nothing
s""'d to be gol119 right for you.

I

2

3

4

Proud because , .. one c-1

I

2

3

4

Upset because

on ,_thing

•-one
criticized

you.

not close to other people.

you had done.

l11tnted you

how you feel.

I feel I' ■ 1 perso11 of worth, at lent
on an ,qua 1 bas ts with othrrs.

P1rtlcul1rly HC1ted or Interested
In SClftthlng.

That things wre going your •Y•

descrlbts

dls19ree strongly
strongly •orH
19rff
sc111,ewl11t
SOlllewhltdlsagrt•

All In 111, I •• lncltntd
I •• a failure.

you couldn't

the choice that but

nl■lber

newer one•

0

please clrclt

be !!!..!...%.•ars1

In the po.st wet did you feel each of the following?

Sc;

11lerolrs
colds, flu, or lever
lrr,9uhrtty
""'ody sp,lls
troublt with periods (....,n)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(JO)

(2) nervousnrss

to feel that

I

2

3

feel I do not hlWe ■uch to be proud of.

I

2

3

tate

toward 11yself.

I

2

3

with 11yself~

I

2

3

I

2

3

I

2

3

I

2

3

I

postthe

attitude

On the wt,ole, I •• satisfied

as 11Dst

I wish I could hne IIClre respect for
I certainly

feel Helen

At tt11es I thlnt

at

tl ■es.

I 10, no good at 111.

■yself.

Please circle the choice wt,lch best describes how satisfied
day-to-day life?
e1tr..,.I)'
s--""•t
satisfied
satisfied
The ..,rt you do
llhere you 11ve
Your way of 1tfe
The things you do for enJo,...nt
Your health

2
2
2
2
2

•
•
4

•
•
•

you are with your
not
satisfied
3
3
3
3
3

R~h! ton,htp1 wtth 11yparent,
9ot ten worse.
Th~ following Is I l 1st of nents or 1ttu1tlon1 you 111y hne experienced
y•ur "par1tlon.
Pleue read .. ch It .. carefully.
If you h••• NOT
exoertenced the 11.. , circle the •o• and go on to the nut Item. If you
It
e,perlenced the lte11, circle the nuner that roprHont, hnw dtsrupttv•
been In your life (how 1111chIt has changed your- llf•).
O
I
Z
l
4
S

•
•
•
•
•
•

did NOTexperience
experienced this •
e1perlenced thh •
experienced thts •
e1pertenced tilts experienced this •

It
It
It
It
It

was not dlsruothe
WIS sciiiiewhat disruptive
wu 110doratply dlsr-upthe
w1s quu, 01srupthe
was utr.,.,.ly
dtsr-uptlve

Meeting llousehold expenses has been
IIIOredtfflcul t.

0

The ch II dren h■we changed SchooIs •

0

I started

worUng outside

the h-.

I h1¥e llld less tlN to spend wl th
117 children.
Slllrlng ,.renting
responsibilities
husbHd/wtfe been ■ore dlfflcul

■y

l:.

with
t.

I

2

J

0

I

4

I

z
z

J

0

]

4

0

I

z

3

4

s

2

J

0

1

z

]

I hne

0

I

z

J

0

1

2

]

felt

Intense lftltlonal

pain.

I

h■we ■ore proble■s

sleeping.

t• dl¥Drce.

0

1

z

J

0

J

1

2

Contact wltll 117 lawyer has lleen aore
difficult.

0

1

2

J

I Ill•• aoved.

0

I

2

J

I have been concerned about who wll l
get wlllt.

0

1

z

J

Household r'Dlltlnes and dally 1N1ttern1
hlYe changed.

0

1

z

]

I have hid pn1'1-

0

I

2

]

0

1

0

1

z
z

lie are contest Ing

finding I Job.

· I lllve changed Jobs.
Relationships wt
gotten worse.
Tilling
.. uers

I II)'

cMldren

hlYI

wltll llY llasb1nd/wlfe about •ney
has been 1111redlfflcul t.

5

s
s
s

I

I don't have II Nny good tt■es with
frlellds II I used to.

I have f•lt ■ore of I sense of
personal failure.

4

0

I

2

J

J
J

4

4

5

•
•

s
s

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
4
4

s
s

,tnc~
-have
has

I have lo,t

h•vo

friends.

0

I

2

0

I

z

s
5

s
s
s

5

5

0

I have felt IS though I don't
control •Y own 1 t fr.

0

I

z

l

4

"Y use of alcohol or drug, has Increased.

0

I

2

l

4

5

Getting household tuh
more difficult.

0

I

2

l

4

5

0

I

2

J

4

5

0

I

2

]

4

5

A child

done has been

has been to Juvenile

court.

lly rehtlon,hlp
with II)' hu,b1nd/
wife hu gotten worse.

Please Identify the child you thlnl hu been doing the best since the
seo1ratlon.
For this questionnaire.
this child will be rererred to as Child A.
l1 you have only I child, pleue refer to hl■/her II Child A.
Your relationship

to child (circle

(I) ■other
(Z) father
(3) stop1111ther

one):

!

4) steofa ther
SI other

Su of child:

121fflllle

Nle

years old

Age of child:

Please describe this child's beh1¥lor II you have observed It during the
past 1111nthby circling the nU11berthat corresponds with the best response.
never

rarely

•--

often

1

2

J

4

llantecl help In things s/he
cou Id have done on own?

I

z

]

leca■e

discouraged when atte110ted sc.ethlng on own?

1

2

J

Flared UP If couldn't
own way?

hlVe

I

z

J

Not responded to discipline?

1

2

J

1

J
J

4

l

4

DURINGUST IIONTH,has s/he •••

5

4

I have been 110re d•preued.

5
5

l

Spent time with friends 1

C011pleted worl •I thout
llelng checked uponl

1

z
z

Complained about proble111?

1

z

llorled hard

■t

school worU

tfllel

•
•
•
•
•

SOfflP-

thnl!S

oftpn

•
•
•

Now, plPISI! ldpnttfy the child you think has b•en doing the lent w•l1 sine, th•
spparatlnn.
for this questlonnalrP,
this child will bl! referred to ,s Child o.
I( you hne only I child, skip this section,

I

2

l

I

2

l

Shown little
Interest tn
things. hid to be pushed
Into 1cthlty?

I

2

l

Tried to get I long
wt th others 7

I

z

l

•

s■tled

I

l

•

I

z
z

Age of chtld:

•

Please describe this child's b•hnlor as you hne observed It during the
put ..,nth by circling the number th1t corresponds with the best response,

Asked unnecess1ry 1111esttons
Instead of worttn9 on own?

I

z

l

OUIIING
LASTMONTII,has s/he ...

Stirred

I

2

l

•
•

I

z

l

Done wort c1refu11y1

I

z

l

Tilled

I

2

3

I

2

l

sad?

Laughed ind

easily?

Asked for llelp wllen
didn't need tt7

uP others

•••-•tsor
N

rarely

D1ydre111ed?

se-d

.i,,.

Mver

Into
hitting?

St1yed wt th tast
1sstg-•t
until

or
finished?

•bout worries?

S1td people dldtt't
1bout hl ■/her7

tire

l

I

2

l

Done things very slowly?

I

2

l

Joined others of own 1ccord?

I

z

3

Appe1red ltst1ess

1nd 1p1thettc1

3

I

2

l

•

Ber•_. dlscour1gl!d when ltt"'PtL :oinetlllng on own?

I

2

l

•

Flared up If couldn't
own w1y7

hive

I

2

l

•

llot responded to dhclpltne7

I

2

l

4

llorted h1rd 1t school worU

I

2

l

4

Caapleted wort without
beln9 ch•cked upon?

I

2

l

C-hlned

I

2

3

I

2

3

01ydre1.,.,d7

I

2

3

Shown little
Interest tn
things, had to be pushed
Into acth1ty1

I

2

3

•
•

Tried to get 1long with others 1

I

2

l

I

2

l

•

Asked for help when
didn't nHd lt7

I

2

3

4

•

Asted unnecessary questions
Instead of working on own?

I

2

3

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Midi! full

4

z

l

I

2

3

Pitted

I

2

3

Acted 1fr1td or apprehensive?

I

2

l

Sat ind stared without
doing 1nythlng7

I

2

3

qu1rrels

with oth•rs1

years old

Wanted lie 1p t n tlll ngs s/he
could hive done on own?

•

I

(2) f .... le

l

l

of 1bl11ttes1

111le

ttlll!S

2

USI!

Sn of child:

2

I

8ecalll! upset If others did
not agree with hl■/her?

one):

stepfather
(5) other

r1rely

Made cruel or crlttc1l

others?

l•l

I

I

,..,.,tsto

to child (circle

newer

Asted for help when could
hive figured things out?

2

rel ■ ttonshlp

(I) "°th••
(2) father
Il) stepmother

Your

•

Spent ti.,.

se-d

with friends?

1bout prob1Ms7
ud7

L1ughed 1nd

s■ lled

easily?

often

•

•
•

•
•
•

Somo•

10ffl!•

n@v@r rarely

Stirred up othen Into
•r<J-nts
or hltttngl

I

z

J

•

Stayed with tHt or
asslg,-nt
until finished?

l

z

J

•

Done work c1refullyl

l

z

]

Talked about worrlesl

I

2

]

Said people didn't care
about hl-,herl

l

2

J

I

J

Asted for help whe11could
hne figured things out1

l

z
z
z
z

t11de cruel or crfttc1I
reNrts to others 1

l

z

J

lllde full use of 1bf1 fttes1

I

J

leeupset ff othen did
not agree wttlt hfa/herl

I

z
z

Plcted quarrels

I

2

J

Acted 1fr1fd or apprehensive?

I

z

J

Sit and stared without
doing 111ttltfngl

I

2

J

Appearedlfstless

and apathetic?

l

Done things very slowly?
Joined othen

~

\,,I

Please circle

of awn1ccord1

I

wftlt others?

the 1pproprflte

1lways often

often

tt.,..s

J
J

J

•

....

frequency for each st1t..,..nt.

,
1lw1ys often

tl""'s

seld•

n@ver

Dluq•~-•U
with "Y husband/
wife about spousal support.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

J

ttones seld,..

8Pfore th~ vo1r1tton, how oft••
was the aunospn,r, hosttl@ and
1ngry7

I

z

J

•

5

I feel like I vtsttor
children's l tves.

I

z

]

•

5

Child 8 Is afraid I Ny
leave hl11/her.

I

z

J

•

5

8,fore the se21r1tlon, how often
d1d you and your husband/wife
dtsagree about how to h1ndle
probleM about your chtldrenl

I

2

l

•

5

I say bid things about •Y
husband• s/wlf e • s character.

I

z

J

Before the se21r1tlon, how often
did child B hive accidents or
Injuries (scrapes, cutsl whtch
did not require • visit to
the doctor.

I

2

]

DIugreements wtth ■y husband/
wife 1baut where the children
stay.

I

2

l

•

5

Child A believes that ff S/he
behaved better we would not
have separated.

I

z

J

•

5

Chi Id I believes divorce Is
something to be uha11ed of.

I

z

J

Ohcfpllne 1t 11... has been a
prob! .. since the se21r1tlon.

I

z

J

Child A bh""'s hfa/herself
for the divorce.

I

z

J

•

5

I

z

J

•

5

tn my

n@Y@r

•
•

•
•

5
5

5
5

Chfld A believes divorce Is
,.,,..thing to be ash-d
of.

I

z

J

•

5

Dhclplfne 1t h- was •
prob! .. before the separation.

l

z

J

•

5

with ay husband/
Df119r-nts
wife about child s ■pport,

l

z

J

•

5

Since the serration,
how often
has child A 1d accidents or
tnjurtes (scr1pes, cutsl whtch
dtd not require • visit to the
doctor?

J

5

•

5

J

Dlsagre-nts
with ay husband/
wife about seeing the children.

2

I

z

I

I 1ncour19e the ch 11dret1 to
side wttlt •·

J

5

!

5

J

I use the ch ti dren to get
fnfor■1tlon about ., husband's/
wife's pe"onal life,

2

I

z

I

Befort! the seD1r1tlon, how often
d Id chi Id A have acct dents or
Injuries (scrapes, cutsl which
did not require a visit to
the doctor.

Chfld A Is afraid that I

l

z

J

•

5

Child A believes that· ay husband/
wife and I wtl I get back together.

I

•
•

NY lene

2

J

•

5

hl ■/her.

SOfflO·

SOfflO•

1lw1ys often

tl""'s

seld""'

Before the see1ratton, how often
was thr con•~rs1t1on strrssful
or tense?

I

Child I beltnes
that ay husblnd/
wife and I wl 11 9•t b1ct t09ether.

I

2

l

4

5

Dls19re-nts
with ay husblnd/
wife about the fln1ncl1l settl-nt,

I

2

J

4

5

2

J

4

ofttn

tt""'s

I

2

J

5

Whtn Child 8 11tsbeh.. es, how ofttn
do you dlsctpllnt
hl11/htrl

I

2

l

Howoften does Child A t,11 you
about hh/htr day7

I

2

I try to he 1p out If "'Y husband/
w1fe needs to change plans for

I

W• have r,guhrly

sch•duhd

..,ah.

seld011 n,w,r
4

5

J

4

5

2

J

4

5

s

of us for the

I

2

J

4

5

toting

z

l

4

l

2

J

4

5

My husblnd/wlfe usu the children
to gtt lnfor111t Ion about 11y
personal life.

1

prowldes -tlon11
support In dealing with the
children.

2

J

4

l

2

J

4

5

Child I bh11es one of us for the
separation.

I

Since the serration,

Howofttn do you and Child 8
have I good t ,.,. together?

I

2

J

4

s

I provide ~ husb1nd/wlfo ...otlonal
support for dealing with the
children •

1

2

J

lie h.. e reguhrly
bedtl11es.

I

2

J

4

5

llhen Child A IIISbth .. es, how often
do you discipline hl•/her7

I

2

J

4

5

My husband/wife trios to htlp out
If I need to change plans for
t1kln9 cart of the children.

I

2

Howoften does Child I toll
about his/her day?

you

l

2

J

4

5

Howoften lrt your children
unsupervl std?

left

I

2

J

4

5

4

Clltld A bl-I
separation.

-

My huslllnd/wlfe

how often

has Chiid B ad accidents or

I njurles (scrapes, e11ts) llhlch
did not r1tqUlre I wtstt to the
doctor?

.i:,.
.i:,.

always

ftfYPr

Clrt

of the chtldren.

Before the stl!!ratlon,
howoften
dtd you and your husb1nd/wlh
physically attacl each other?

I

2

J

4

5

I encourage a, children
to 111tnt1ln 111 active InvolveMnt with their other p1ront.

I

2

J

4

5

Child 8 bla""'s ht11/herself
for the dhorce.

I

2

J

4

5

My husband/wife 11,s bid things
about ..., character to the
children.

I

2

J

4

5

How often ■ re you I resourc,
to your husband/wife In rah Ing
the children?

I

Child I believes that If s/he
had behlYed better we would
not have sep1r1ttd.

I

2

J

4

s

My husband/wife encouroges the
children to side with hl•/her.

I

z

J

2

J

I

2

J

4

5

Howoften Is your husblnd/wlft
1 r,sourct
to you tn r ■ tstng
tht chtldrenl

I

Before the see1ratlon, how ofttn
dtd you and your husband/wife
1ly 1tt1ct each othtr7
Howoften do you and Chi Id A
h1Ve I good tt11e t1111ether?

1

2

J

4

2

l

4

•tr~•

5

scheduled

Pl•u•
cln:le lftJ of th•
following In whleh you
currently
need assistance,
I)
2)
l)
I)
S)
6)

Chtld care
financial
support
Dtscussln9 feelings
Soehl needs
lnthnacy/sea
Discussing the·sep1r1tlon

Mowoften does the nonresidential
p1re11t 1ctually •hit
the chtldron1
(1)
2)
JI
(I l
51

dally
2-3 ttaes • woek
wetly
ewery 2 weeks
mnthly
6 every few 1111nth1
(7) never

1
1

How often have planned •!sits
occurred II scheduled1
I)
2)
l)
I)
SI

.t,.
\.JI

1IW1ys

often
SDllll!tlaes
seld,..
never

Mow10119are the wlsltltlon
periods usua11y1
(1) few ■ lnutes
(~I 1-2 hours
(J) half d1y
(I) whole dly
(SI weekend
(61 sner1l
days
(7 l week or ■ore
(8) there ts none

Approxl•tely
how 1111chtelephone
contact does the nonresidential
parent hne with the chfldren1

l) dally

2) 2-l tlaes
ll weekly
I)
S)
6)
7)

I wet

every 2 weeks
■onthly

every few -ths
never

~ow oft,11 ~o you wish your
spouse w?Uld s•• the chlldr,111

12)1) dally
2-l t Imes I

week
(ll weekly
(1) every Z w.eks
(SI mnthly
( 6) every few mnths
(7) never

How far does the nonresidential
parent llvo frOIII tho eh1ldron7
I) few doors away
few blacks 1w1y
l) less than 5 ■ Iles
I) soveral ■ lies away
51111 a nearby city
6 In • distant city

iJ

llhlch ■ost closely ducrlbes
Child A before vlsltatlonl

I)
2)
l)
II
S)

so.,.s to loot forward to It
so.,.s noutr1 l
dislikes the Idea, but goes
refuses to 90 It times
there Is no ,ts1t1tton

Vhlch ■ost closely doscrlbes
Chtld I before vlsltatlon1

I I seeMS to loot forward to It
2) SfffflS neutral
l) dtsllhs
the Ide■, but goes
4) refuses to go It limos
5) there Is no visitation
Is your visitation

How floxlble

arr1n9..,.nt
I)
2)
l)
I)
5)

7

very flexible
s......,at
flexible
■ Ind

s""'""h1t Inflexible
very lnfloxlble

In tho lut ..,nth, how 111nydays
or scnool nu Child A ■ ln•d du•
to:
1llnen
days
skipping scnool
days
trips ____
::::::::::_-_days
other
days

.--:c==----

In thP hst ""nth, how Nny days
of school has Lhl Id 8 missed due
to:
days
Illness
skipping school
days
trips _____
-_-_:-_-_-_-_
days
other
days

.--:c==----

Howm1ny visits to the doctor has
Chlld A ■ade since the separation?
_______

whits

Haw often In th• put ..,nth hH
Chtld A c....,luneo aoout not

Ht Chtld I to do so■ethln9
before s/he wtll do lt7

(I l
(2)
(J l
(I)

s/he rarely
1°5 tlllll!S
2-l tl.,.s
once

does what I ast

_

lon9 boforo the separation
,.,r,
tho chtldrtn told about
tPle d,c1s1on to sep1r1te?
How

(I l I 'IClnth or lon9er
(Z) sneral wets

(JI
(I)
(S)
(6)
(7)

one wtek
se•oral days
one d1y
after w separated
h1vtn't been told

th~s

PHt 011nth has
Child I COOlllltned aoout not
feeltn9 wll1

Mowoften In tho

------llho superwhH
are at wortl
I)
2)
l)
I)

tt11es
Child A while you

slttor or nelqhbor
day c1re factllty
adult rel1the
no on•
5) I' ■ not -loyed

ll

21

J)
I)
S)

1

111no

1
of

tl ■e

ll about half the t111e

I) about I qu1rtor
tllle
(SI h1,~ly e,er

(I) no ,lstble reaction
(21 crying
(JI 1ngor
(1) h1Dplness
(51 surprise
(6) rtlttf
(7) other _______

•lslble

_

rHctlon

(II h1oplnoss
(SI surortse
6) roltef
7) other ________

111 the tl ■e
the

llhat .... Child A's lntthl
react I on tD the new~

(21 cryln9
(ll anger

slttor or neighbor
day earo flctl lty
adult rel1the
no one
I' ■ not -loyed
I

2) about throe quarters

_

llhlt WU Child l's Initial
reaction to the news--r-

Child I while you

not at ho■e, -, children
know how I can be reached

IIJ
I

tQu1lly responsible
I •II responsible
wn
respanslble
( 5 l another person wn
responsible
(6) othor ________

Ill

I) 11yhusband/wife

feel Ing will

1111011I 1■

Now■any tl111esdo yaa have to

(I) no on,
(51 othtr _______

(I) nothing
( 2) ■y husb1nd/wffe and I were

•hits

I

tt.,.,

Ill both of us

_______

(I I s/he rarely
(2) 1-5 tflOIS

(JJ Z-l
(1) once

I did

(21 my spouse

Whit wro the chlldrtn told about
ruponslblltty
for the divorce!

How■■ ny

does what I Hk

(I)

about the

How111ny•hits
to the doctor has
Chtld II ■ade since the nparat!on?

llho 111pe"lsu
are at wortl

tt ■es do you have to
ask Child A to do so■ethlng
before s/he wtl l do It?

llho told th• children
decision to sep1r1tel

of the

_

llhlt w•ro th• chtldron
your plans for dhorco
sopuatton7

told •bout
It th•

That "Y husb1nd/w1f• stt11
lo .. d h1m/hor
(I)

yH

(2) no

(I)

that the separat I on wu
tN1p0rary
(2) that you would •••ntually
divorce
(l) that you would dhorc• soon
(4) nothln9 was utd about th•
posslbtltty
of I dhorce
_
(5) other ________

Upon heorlng about the separation
Chtld A
(I)
(2)
(l)
(4)

sld•d with 11e
Sided with 117 husband/wlf•
did not Uk• sldts
othtr ________

Up0n hHrln9
Chtld 8

.t,.

°'

That I wt 11 st 11I t1h
of hlm/htr
(I) y.s

care

(2) no

How fr,qu,ntly
h1.. you ind Child 8
ult•d 1bout his/her fo•llngs concerning th• dhorco7
(I) •••••
s•ldOIII
(3 somet1.,.s
(4) oft••
(5) always

about th• separation

t!••fol lowing

Ha.. any of
b.. n dlscuss•d

topics
with Child B?

l

I) sided with •
2) s ldtd with II}' husband/wife
(l) did not take sld•s
_
(4) othor ________

That th• s~paratlon wu not
btcause of •nythln9 s/h• said or did

How fr,-ntly
ha .. you and Child A
u lltd about his/her feel tngs con•
cern1n9 the dhorce7

Thlt
c~nstd,rod H1yln9 tog,th•r
for his/her sat• and found that ""
couldn't

(4) often
(5) 1lways

(I) yH

Hawe any of th• fol lowing topics
bt•• dtscussd
with Child Al

s,,

Th1t th• soparatton wu not
btclUS. of anything S/h• said or dtd
(I)

yH

(2) no

Th1t .. cons ldord staying to9,th•r
for hts/htr
Uh Ind found that ...
couldn't
(I)

yH

That I still

111yes

(2) no

lo•td

hln/her

(2) no

That s/h• would b• abl• to
the other p1rtnt
(2) no

(I) yH

That 11yhusb1nd/wlf•
lo .. d ht•lh•r
(I) ,.,

(Z) no

That I will
of hl11/her

still

(I) yos

(2) no

tat•

stl 11

c1r•

lowtd h111/hor

(21 no

That s/he would bt able to
SH th• othor P•ront
(I) YH

(2) no

Th1t I sttll

SOlllet , ... s

(2) no

how a.any

_____

blocks

Stnco th• separation, how 111ny
JS minute t1mo blocrs of undhld•d
1tt,ntton
dtd you spond with
Chtld A on an aworag• day?
bloc ts

e,foro th• sooaratlon, how Nny
I, minute ttN blocks of undhtd•d
au,ntton
dtd you sp,nd with
Child A on an ner19• day?
blocks

blocks
In th• pas~ ...,,t, which of th•
following
au you uud 1t lust
uwer1l ttllll!s wh•n dlsclp11ntng
Child A7 Ctrcl• as Nny as apply.

( I! Ute away prtvt 1,9n

w•

(II yu

(I) .....
(2) soldOIII

Il)

(2) no

(I).,,. ..

tt,, 1Ppar1tton,

Stnc, thf' SfPlrlt1on,
how iuny
15 1tnnut~ t1l'lf! bloc,s of undivided
att,nt Ion did you sp•nd with
Child I on an a•or•g• day?

(2!
_

flpfoN'

15 111nuto t,.,. blocks of undhtd•d
att,nt ton dtd you sp•nd with
Chi Id 8 on an avora9• day?

y•ll at hl ■/h,r
sond to ro011
91.. rusons for punt,~nt
roward hl11/hor
Ignore hln/hor
talt to ht ■/her
uu Tl., Out or
sl ■ thr t,chntqu•
(9) prats, hl ■/her
( JO) 111t• thruts
( 11) spant ht ■/h,r
(12) other _______
_
(2
( 3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
17)
(8)

In th• pas~ w,t, which of th•
fol 1ow1n9 1ve you used at least
sowor11 tt.,.s wh•n dtsclpltntn9
Child 81 Clrcl• IS Nny H apply.

I I)
(2)
(l)
(4)

tat• away prhtl,gos
y•ll at ht ■/her
s•nd to ro..
91.. rusons for punls~nt
roward htm/hor
(6 lgnoro ht11/hor
(7) talt to ht11/hor
(8) uso Tino Out or
s l•t hr t•chnlqu•
(9) prats, hh1/her
( JO) aat, thruts
(II) spank ht11/her
(12) other _______
_

,s1

On a su I• frOlft I to ID, with 1
I ,..,nt"g terrlbl•
and 1 10 .,.antn9
great, how woll do you thlnt
Child A hu b.. n dotn9 sine• th•
senar,ttonl
----

On • seal• from I to 10, with 1
I ..,antng terrtbl•
and a 10 111eanln9
gr,at, how wll do you thtnt
Chtld 8 ha, b•on dotn9 stnco th•
SPJ!arat1on7
----

Aro you !hinting of contosttn9
1ny aspects of the dhorce that
you hh• HOTdhcuss•d wt th
your lawyer yell
(I)

YH

(2) no

~.
what lssu•
you contest?

would

For Heh of the followlng people, pleue place • chect In each column they meet
~needs.
1sochl
physical care/ emotlonal needs/,dlscusslng
supervision
being loved
separation
n,eds

Currently,

how Involved a"

you with the ch11dr••

Yourself

Otsc1p11ne

My husNnd/wl fe

Dress and groD11lng

Grandparents

Reltglous

I

Relatives

Running errands with or for
the ch ll dren

I

Child's

friends

Child's

siblings

v,ry
IKICh

or moral tratntng

Celebrating

holtdays

Celebrating

significant

~

--.J

For Heh of the followt11g people, please place • chect In each colUfflll they llll!et
~ needs.
octal
physical care/ """tlonal needs/ ldtscusstng
eeds
supervision
being loved
separation

I

friends

Chtld's coaches
and clublHders
Other children
with divorced
parents
Ny friends
Neighbors

z
z

]

J

•

5
5

I

•

5

I

z

J

4

5

4

5

Planning and prep1rln9

I

2

J

GoI 119to the doc tor
or dentist

I

z

J

~

•
•

5

J

]

how Involved are

•

not
It 111

3

3

Generally,

•

areas~

z
z

z

•
•
•

5

5
5
5

In the following?
v,ry
much

Yourself

Chlld' I siblings

J

2

......

Clltld's

3

z

I

Neighbors

Relatives

z

I

I

problOIIIS

My frlellds

Grandparents

I

I

Discussing

Going on v1c1tlons

Ny husNnd/wtfe

•nit

I

Attending school or
church related functions

Otller chtl dre11
wt th d lvorced
1Nrents

•"""'-little•

"'uch

events

Child's cuches
and clubleaders

In the follcwtng

IKICh

'"""'-little•

•hit

not
at 111

ll1Jor decisions regarding
the children's
lives

I

z

J

•

5

D1tly decisions regarding
the children's
ltves

I

z

J

4

5

Penon1l
children

I

z

J

•

5

I

z

J

•

5

I

z

3

•

5

Showing Interest In the
children's
1cc....,1tshllll!nts
and progress

I

z

J

•

5

Tilting with your husband/wife
about prob!.,., you are having
raising the children

I

z

]

•

probleos tht
be having

■ lght

The chlldrPn"s

school or

■edlcal proble■s

Planning uecl1l
In the children's

••••ts
lives

1lw1ys
I

z

I

z

The children's
school or
.. dtcal probl..,s

l

Planning sPetlll
In the children's

I

Dilly d•ctslons re91rdln9
the ch 11dren • s 1hes
Persona I prob I ews the
children ■ l9ht be having

~

oft••

events
lhes

somot llllt!S

usod
S!ldOII

not
used

what

usod
qutt•
1 btt

Tried not to burn 11ybrldqos,
but leavo things opon somowhat.

0

I

2

never

11,0.. -

4

5

l

4

5

Hoped a 11iracle would happen.

0

I

2

2

l

4

5

llont along •Ith fato; son,otlmes
I Just have bid luck .

0

I

2

z

l

4

5

W@nt on IS

:

l

USPd
I gr,at
d••I

l

0

l

I trlod to keep 11yfeeln9s to •yself.

0

I

2

l

Looted for the st her 1lnln9, so
to soHk; tried to loot on the bright
side of things.

0

l

2

J

if noth I n9 had happened.

Showing Interest In the
rh 11 dren' s ICCOIIIP11 shMents
ond progress

I

z

l

4

5

Prob 1e■s you each are hnln9
rats Ing the ch II dren

I

z

l

4

5

0

I

2

l

How the children are
adjusting to the sep1ratlon

I

z

3

4

5

I expressed anger to the person(s
who caused the probl11111.

I

0

I

z

J

Your coparentlng

rehtlonshlp

I

z

l

4

5

Accepted sympathy 1nd understandl"9
fr0r111011tone.

0

I

z

J

Finances related

to the children

I

2

l

4

5

I told 11yself thl09s that helped
.,. to fee I better.

0

I

z

l

Slept 111re then usual,

a,

Please circle the nuaber that Indicates how IIUChyou hne used each strategy
for dealing with your separation.
used
used
used
quite
a great
SOiienot
dHI
Whit I bit
used
Just concentrated
hid to do nut--the

whit I
next step.

OIi

0

I

z

l

0

I

2

l

Tried to forget the whole thing.

0

l

2

3

I got professional

help.

0

l

2

Changed or gr..- IS
good

I

0

I

2

0

l

2

0

I

2

0

I

2

I was Inspired to do

••Y•

so■ethlng

pen on In

creative.

I

3

I tried to analyre the problew In order
to understand It better.

0

I

z

l

Turned to wort or substitute
to Ute ■y ■ Ind off things.

0

I

2

l

0

1

z

l

I

1

2

1

2

l

I accepted the next best thing to
what I wanted.

0

0

I let 11yfeel lngs out

0

I

2

I did so■ethln9 which I didn't thlnt -Id
wort, but at least I was doing s .... thlng.

0

I

2

l

0

I

2

Tried to get the person responsible
to change ht s or her 11Ind.

0

l

z

l

I Clllf! out of the experience better
than I went In.

0

I

2

l

Talked to so■eolle to find
out ..,,. about the 11tu1tlon.

0

I

2

l

Tilted to s,...one who could do SOllf!thtn9
concrete about the probl ...

0

I

z

3

0

I

z

l

Got 1w1y tr,..
rest or tate

0

1

2

1cthtty

I felt that ti•
-Id
■1te a difference-the only thing to do was to ••It.
l1rg1lned or
thing poslthe

Crttlclled

c-ra■ lsed
fra■

to 9et s-the sttu1tton.

or lectured

■yself.

I •alted to see what ""uld happen
before doing 1nythlng.
I 1pologlzed or did
■1de

so■ethlng

to 111te up.

a plan of action and followd

so■ehow.

Real tzed I brought the problew on

I

It.

■yself.

It for I while; tried to
vacation.

3

,.,,.._

..,ch

..,ch

what

I
11ttl•

not
at all

Talking with your hu,band/wlf•
1bout how th• children art
1dju!tlng to th• separation

I

2

3

4

5

Discussing problems you are
h1Ylng with you~ coparenttng
relationship

I

2

J

4

Ohcusslng finances related
to the chtldren

I

2

J

4

Yfry

Currently, how tnvohed
followtn9 1re1sl

Th• chtldren'•
.chool or
.,.dlcal probl.,.,

I

2

J

Planning !P•chl
In the chtldr;n's

I

2

J

•4

s

5

I

2

J

4

5

5

and pr-ogr-tis

I

2

J

4

5

tn the

h ltt119 vtth your husband/wit•
about probloms you art havtn9
raising th• chtldren
Talttng with your husband/wife
about how the chi ldrtn art
adjusting to the separation

I

2

3

not
It 111

Discuss I n9 prob 1ems ,,,., 1 re
hntng with your coporenttng
relationship

l

2

3

4

5

Discussing fln1nces
to the ch ti dren

I

2

J

4

5

... ch

what

Otsctpltne

1

2

J

•

Dress and groG11tng

I

2

3

4

5

Religious

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

J

4

I

2

J

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

or 110r1l tr1tnln9
with or for

.t,.
Celebrattn9

holtd1ys

I

ltttlt

not
1t I ti

wh•t

very
IUCh

Running errands
the children
\()

s.,,..-

I
l1ttlt

..,ch

tvent.
lhes

Showing lnter.,t
In th•
chtldr•n's
ICCOfflllll!"'""nts

h your fonner spouse with the children

,,.,..

¥fr')'

..,ch

5

related

Howoft•n do you and your husband/wife
1reos of chtld reor1ng7

dluqree

•

5

or oroue about the following
S-•

c,1-.br1tl119 sl9nlftrant
t\'tnts

I

Atttndl 119 uhoo 1 or
church relat..i
function,

2

J

4

s

1lw1ys

often

tines

Otsctpl IM

l

2

J

•

5

Dress 1nd gromln9

I

2

J

4

5

seld0111 ftfVfr

I

2

3

4

5

Aeltgtous or .,r1l

l

2

3

Gotng on vuattons

I

2

J

4

5

Running err1nds wtth or for
the children

I

2

3

•

5

Planning and preportn9
.... 1s

I

2

J

4

5

Celtbrotlng

holld1y1

I

2

3

4

5

,otn9 to the doctor
or de11tlst

I

2

3

4

5

teltbratlng
events

sl9ntflc1nt

I

2

J

4

5

l

2

J

•

5

Discussing

prob1""5

tr1tntn9

Attending ,chool or
church rehted function,
G,ner11ly,

how tnvohed

ts your hus~and/wtfe In the followlng?
•err

much

SDlllf-

1:111ch what

I

It tile

not
It 111

Otscusstng problNS

I

2

3

4

5

Going on wac1ttons

I

2

J

•

5

Phnnlng
.... 1s

I

2
J

•

5

1nd prl!parlng

Major dee ts tons re<J•rdtn9
thl! ch ti dren' s 11v.,

I

2

J

•

5

D1tly dl!Clslons ""9lrdln9
th• chtldren's
lhes

I

2

J

4

5

Going to th• doctor
or dentl1t

I

2

Person1l problf!M the
chlldr•n 11tght be h1vtng

I

1

J

•

5

M1jor decisions rtgardlng
the chtldrtn's
lhn

I

2

USfld

Tried to .,.k, 11yself better by Httng,
drinking, smoking, using drugs or ""'dtotlon,
Toot I big Chl!ct

or did SOllll!thlng very risky.
or to

I tried not to act too hastily
follow •Y first hunch.
Found new faith.

used

1ti,at

u,!'d
qutte
I bit

.......

what

ustd
outt•
• bl!

used

used

0

I

2

3

used

used
I 9re1t
dHl

not
t ,..,

• grf'dt

dul

0

I

2

3

I daydrta.,.d or t11aglned • better
or place than the one I was In.

0

I

2

3

Wished that the situation would go
be over wtth.
,..,ay or SOlllfhOW

0

I

2

3

0

I

2

3

or wtshtd about how
"•d hntutes
things Might turn out.

0

I

2

J

ttc.

0

I

z

3

0

I

2

3

0

I

2

3

0

I

2

0

I

0

0

I

2

J

I

2

3

0

I

2

3

3

I wnt ovor In 11y11lnd what
I ""uld Sly or do.

I

2

3

J

I thought about how • porson I admire .,.,uld
and used It as 1 110del.
handle thts situation

0

2

I

2

3

I tried to see things
point of •lew.

0

I

2

3

0

I

2

3

I ret11nded •yself
could be.

0

I

2

J

0

I

2

3

I Jogged or uorcts..i.

0

I

2

J

0

J

2

0

I

2

3

plHse place I check tn flth
For each of the following resources,
contribute to llfettng your ne~ds tn the area.

Stood •Y ground and fought for 11111!I wanted.

0

I

2

3

Toot It out on other people.

0

I

2

3

0

I

2

3

I tnew lllllt has to be done, so I doub 1ed
"Y efforts to .. te things ""rt.

D

I

2

3

Refused to H 11He ft hid happened.

0

I

2

3

I .. de a pro■ he to ayself that things
would H dlfferl!nt nHt tt•.

0

I

2

J

Catt up with a couple of different

0

I

2

3

Children

0

I

2

J

Other separated or
divorced persons

0

I

2

3

Parents

Wished that I could change what had
happened or how I felt.

0

I

2

J

People on !ht Job

I changed ,.,.,..th t ng about •Y>t 1f.

C

I

2

J

Peop 1t In groups or
organt uttons

and kept I stiff

Changed sc,ooethtng so things -ld
out all right.

I asted I relethe
for advice.
Kept others

turn

1n general.

Avoided being with p,ople
Didn't let It get to ••
think too •ch about It.

upper lip.

In 11fe.

Rediscovered what 1s 1-rtant

\J1

~Cffl"•

0

Maintained •Y pride

0

not

refused to

or friend

I respected

frt,11 klll'Wing how bid things were.

Made light of the situation;
get too serious about It.
Talked to •-•""

refused to

about how I was feeling.

Drew on •Y past HPf'rlence;
before.
sttu1tton
sl•ll•r

I wu In

1

since nothin,

I tried to keep ay feeltn,s
with other things too ■ach.

prep■ r,d

11ystlf for th, worst.

could be done.
fro■

lnterforlng

fro■

how •ch

the other

Friends

lawyer
Counselor
Rehthu
"usband/wlfe

8nol:s or 1rttc1es

Works~ops or chnfS

person's

worse things

lchtld rnanctal
support
care

Clergy

solut tons to the probt ...
Accepted It,

I praytd.
1

colur.,n they

ldtscuning ~octal 1•nttNcyldtscuntng
separa t ten
/st•
.. ds
feel tngs

lour occupatlOR:

Your SH:

Ill

,-1•

I

I profenton,l
2 ... --.a9ert1l/-r
cl•rlcel/ulu
sit II h,d laborer, fl ,-r
laborer
(5 unsllll•d
(6 other

(21 •le

(I!

lllltte
(2 lhcl
(Jl Other ____

_

,.."
____

(1) .,.,

----"''"
Your lll9'test

9r1de school w less
lllgh school
shtgll school dlplnon-colle,e tr1h1t ..
coll•te
scolle,e

*"'"
9r1duat• *'""

9r1dll1t1 wrl

highest

9rlde school or less
lltgh school
slltgh school dtpl.,..
tn1n1"'
--coll•ge
colle,e
,_
colle,• *9ree
1raduat1 wrl

*'""

9r1cluat•
Are 1"

(I)

res

(Z)

About how •ny

"°""
kfo"
ller9 )'OW 1111Ploy9'1
--tllt! Hpar1Uonl

• tlffltl

Ill yes

111rrh1je?

121no
were

you pr .. touslr Nrrled?

list all the peopl• lhl119 In your
to
ho~sPhold. Include "htlonsh1p
you. 1ge , ind se ■ •
e.9. son, 17. •h

-thsT

-tllS

list lft)' chll~rlll not lhln9 with
you. Include age and su of 11ch.
How und•clded wre )'OIi
about the separation?

hoars • well

(It littleIt 111

llours

lllll

(2

Yowr hllsband's/wtfe's

occupation:

Z •111gert1l/-r
l clerlc11fsales
laborer, fanwr
4 sllll•d
5 unslll led l1borer
_
61 other ______

1

(J

SOIII

(4

"'rJ

fr1111your
Do yow recehe _,
husband/wife to support the children!
were you aarrled?

How NnJ .,.ars

years

_______
Who filed

C011sfdert119111 sowrces of
whet ts ,..r curre11t
tnc-,
lefter
household 110ntllly Inc-

(21

•If•

l 11usbant1

(21

•If•

CIII )'DI ldellttfy
Ind I "left?"

I

"lener•

(II

)'H

Ill lea~r

(Zl

!!J!!,

( 4 ., ''"' COlllllf
(S confortably affluent
(I other _______

AF9 you recehl119 l"J~ lie ass ts t1nce l

121left

HowNII)' children

do

Who do the clllldr•n
the tt•7

_

how ouch per 110nthl

IIO

poot"

zl

(lino

Ill JH

(I)

)'H

A"

to
)'1111 pl111111119

Cll
(21 -ay husband/wife
131about half and

(21 no

r-r•y

tn th•

near futwrel
)'OU

h, .. ,

chlldrH

st"'flll"'olly
1
(J dot119

how IIICh per IIOllthI

•If•

1' .,.s, ""tell were you?

Inc-,
Re91rdl111 of .,._r 1ctnl
do yow cons Ider your pr11ent
status?
,c-lc

(Z) 1111

)'H

Do .roupay IIOMJ to your husband/
to support the children?

the

Who first •ntl-d
Idea of • dhon:•l

tues)l

Ill

!!J!.!,

for the dhorc•l

(I) husband
Constdertn9 111 sources of
lncOOlf, what wu your 110nthly
household Inc- before the
sep1r1t ton ( ■ fterti"ie'iT1

(1)

(Z) •

-----"""

how MIi)'

(I

(Z) 11D

Abowthow ... , """

If dhorced,

110

N1Plo,etlT

About how MIi)' IIOlln per
""It '" you ""1 o,etll

Ill ,es

)'H

1

_______

I profHSl-1

Your husblnd's/wtfe's
educ1t1onal letel:

s-

u

hoars

1/he ew,ployed before
--the HJ!!_rlt10lll
(I)

s tatusl

1ht119 to,.ther
but up1r1ted

1) aarrted,
Z) urr1ed,
Jl dhon:ed

IIH

le,el:

tdolc:1tl-l

110nths

Whit 1s your Nrlt11

______

your rtr,t

tlllll!S

-------

(21 no

About how NII)' haurs per ....
1,e:

Yowr ltusblnd'1/wlf1's

Wu thh

If no, how ... , tt•s

hue you been

How """' mnths
sep1r1tedf

II your husband/wife ...,1oyedl

Your 1ge:

'JI

tl111ts

(J
(4

Your nee:

•-

!low '"'"' tl111ts did you separate
beforr you ftled for dl•orcel

11.. IIOst of

half

Ill .,..
ls ,..-rry

Ill

yes

1711111
llusblnd/wtfe pl111nh19 to
tn the near f•ture?

IZI 1111 (JI I don't •-
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